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FOREWORD

Agricultural Experiment Station published
Bulletin 520 " SEED PROCESSING EQUIPMENT" . This bulletin was - so far
In 1954 the Mississippi

as we know - the first comprehensive consideration of modern seed processing equipment, principles, and procedures, in this country. Twelve
thousand copies were printed (in two printings) and distributed to people
from throughout the U . S . A. and over 40 foreign countries. In tribute to

the pioneering effort represented by Bulletin 520, its coyer design has
been used on the cover of tl;e present handbook.

Seed processing was not a new field in 1954. It had long been an
important segment of the commercial seed industry. What was new was a
developing interest and competence in the field by agronomists and
agricultural engineers at one of the Land Grant Universities.

on

Before 1950, seed processing was largely a skilled craft passed
from craftsman to apprentice. The procedures and techniques used

were almost completely locked within the experiences of the seed processing craftsmen in the various seed companies. Indeed , many of the
techniques and procedures were treated as " trade secrets " and, consequently, were ' not readily communicated or transmitted to others.
- Seed processing is -

at its best - still a skilled

craft. But

it is

an open craft and most of its " secrets " have become public knowledge.
A substantial body of written and illustrated material on equipment
principles, and techniques has been developed and is available. Without
this " body of knowledge " the present handbook would not have been
possible
Technology Laboratory,
in cooperation with the manufacturers of seed proce sing and handling
Annually since 1951, the Mississippi Seed

equipment have given a SHORT COURSE FOR SEEDSMEN. And since 1958

much of the material presented at the Short

Cours-e

has been published

an annual Proceedings. Although originally published primarily to record
the transactions of the Short Course, the Proceedings have become

reference books " on seed processing and various other aspects of seed

technology. They have been so

widely distributed around the world that

supplies of most issues have been exhausted.

The Proceedings have served well as reference works on

seed

there was still a need for a comphrensive
treatment of these subjects - a treatment that would bring together in one
manual or handbook, pertinent information scattered through the various
processing andhandlingi

1;'

yet,

- Proceedings and the developing literature on seed proces sing.

It was with this need in mind that the present handbook was

developed. Various members of the staff of the Seed Technology

Some served as editors. All
have drawn heavily on the material presented by the many speakers
during fifteen Short Courses for Seedsmen.

Laboratory wrote the several sections.

The Seed Technology Laboratory is grateful to the authors of

articles that first appeared

in the Proceedings, the manufacturers of

seed processing and handling equipment, and Jesse. Harmond and his
associates (USDA), for their assistance and cooperation during the

preparation of this handbook.
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Introduction
New and improved crop varieties become an important agricultural
input only when seed of such varieties are available to farmers varietally
pure, in a viable condition, free of contaminating we d seed and in ade-

1.

quate quantities at the right place and time. Seed processing is an
integral part of the

technology involved in transforming the genetic

its
seed processing encompasses all the steps involved in

engineering of the plant breeder and geneticist into improved seed. In
broadest sense

the preparation of harvested seed for marketing - handling

shelling, pre-

conditioning , drying, cleaning , size- grading,) upgrading, treating and
packaging. In
however , the ter rr seed processing refers
common use

--QDJy to the preconditioning, cleaning, size grading and upgrading of seed.

This restricted " definition " of seed processing was adopted in this handbook with some .expansion of it to incorporate basic considerations of
!i

seed handling and treatment.

Seed growers and producers are dependent on the seed processor

for preparation of their seed for market. The quality of the final

product

regardless of its inherent capacity to produce, is directly related to the
proc ssor s ability to remove contaminants and low quality seed, to
prop&rly size- grade for precision planting, to treat the seed effectively,

and to prevent mechanical mixtures of the seed with those of other
s ability to render these

varieties or hybrids. IIi turn, the ,processor
1' '

services efficiently and effectively, is greatly affected by the types of

their arrangement
within the plant, his skill in operating them, and his knowledge of seed
characteristics and
processing and handling equipment available to him,
how

they

relate to processing.

Think of seed processing and

you

chinery, conveyors and structures. For

equipment and ma-

think of

it is in"conceivable

that quality

seed of improved varieties and hybrids could be made. available in the
quantities required by farmers without a high

degree of mechanization of

the many steps involved in the processing and preparation of seed. Thus,
seed processing involves more mechanical skills and engineering principles than are involved in other area s of seed technology.
A variety of contaminants must be removed from raw seed particularly seed harvested by a combine - to make it ready for marketing
and planting (see chart). Contaminants such as inert material and offsize seed are not, in
do greatly influence
themselves ; harmful but

they

seed flowability and plantability, incidence of insect infestations, and

contribute to storage problems. Other contaminants such as weed seed
and seed of other crops and varieties can seriously affect production of
crops if they are not removed.
. .o

HARVESTED SEED
THRESHED
SHELLED
DRIED

INERT MATERIAL

COMMON WEEO SEED

NOXIOUS WEED SEED

OTHER CROP SEED

DETERIORATED SEED

OTHER VARIETY SEED

DAMAGED SEED

OFF - SIZE SEED

MARKETABLE SEED
CLEANED
GRADED

TREATED
PACKAGED

TESTED

Figure A 1. Flow chart illustrating types

. removed from seed during processing.

of material that are

!;,

---

,. .

:;..

to size- grade for
upgrade quality through removal of damaged or deteriorated seed, ahd to apply, seeQ tre tment materials. The demands of the
Seeds are processed to remove contaminants

plantability, to

seed producer and seed con lmer require that these four objectives be
achieved effectively, efficiently and with minimal damage to the seed.
1:1

A variety of equipment is available for processing seed. They
range from the simple winnowing tra y - still used in many areas of the
world - to
uphfsti C9te equipment such as the electric
sorting machine. Although variable in type and design, all seed processing
equipment have one thing in common: . the ' separations they effect are
based on differences in phYfilcal properties among desirable material
(good seed) and undesirable material (contaJIinants). Some machines
separate good seed ftom c,ontaminants . on the basis of differences in
satisfactory removal
of contaminating mate iqJffpm eeq requires that they be processed in a
specific sequence thrO\1
veral machines -each machine removing a
certain portion of the contaminating materiQ,!.
complex

1:

several physical properties

andlI.iQhly

More often, however

The choice of a machine or sequence of machines for processing
seed depends oil the kind of seed being processed, the nature and kinds
of contaminants (weed seed, other crop seed, inert matter, etc. ), the
quantity of each in the raw seed, and the quality standards that must
met. Thus

, the processor must be as familiar with seed sta. ndards

be
and

seed characteristics ashe . is with processing equIpment.

This handbook was prepared as an introduction to seed processing
and handling. Various types of equipment are considered. The main

features and component parts , prinCipl s of separation, uses, and
operatio al procedures are di$cussed for each machine. Throughout the
handbook - and specifically in one section - ' an attempt was made to
l.e " processing line , that is, the combination,
emphasize the concept of

procedures
required for processing and handling of seed.. For some kinds of seed, a
simple processing line cOnsisting of one machine coupled with handling
and bagging equipment is entirely adequate. In the case of other kinds
of seed, compl x prQcessing lines consisting of several machines
arranged in sequerice and matched for capacity, many surge and holding
bins, and seve al types of elevators and conveyors are often required for
proper sequence and arrangement of machines, con\reyors, and

complete processing. A processing line should never be static. Flexibility is necess;ary so that the line can be tailored and organized to
handle each se dkind and each lot within a Idhd in the most efficient
manner. Considerable attention and thought should be given, therefore,
to the spatial arrangement and layout of equipmenLbins, and conveyors

within the seed plant.

. 'S

The arrangement of material in this handbook is progressive like
first section is a sort of over- view of the entire

a processing line. The

spectrum of seed processing equipment and procedures with emphasis
fundamental concepts and principles. The next several sections deal
with equipment and procedures basic to all kinds of seed. Then the

highly specialized machines needed for some kinds of seed are discussed.

Accessory equipment and seed plant layout and design are considered in
the last sections.

It was stated earlier that this handbook is intended to serve as
an introduction to seed processing and handling. That is all that it c
be, for seed processing is a craft, an applied science r and - at its best -

an art. The development of operational s kills and expertise can only be
attained through exper+ence and constant study.

,:,

~~~
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PRINCIPLES OF SEED PROCESSING

The modern seed prooessor isbi:Sic l1y interested in five things:
- removal of l1 contaminating or undesirable
material from the seed;
Minimum seed loss - some good seed are removed along with contaminants in almo t eVt3ry processing operation,
(1)

Complete separation

(2)

but this loss

must be kept at a

minimum; (3)

ment of seed quality not only through

Upgrading quality - improveremov;:lof contaminating seed, but

also removal of rotten, cracked, broken, tnsect damaged or otherwise

injured or low quality crop s

ec;; (4)
YticiEmC(Y - the highest capacity
consistent with effectiveness ofseparq;.tipn, qnd (5) Minimum labor
requirement - labor isa direct operating cost and cannot be recovered.

tl?

i. in, PrQRe

Seed processing operations can pe broken down into several

definite steps that follow in a specific sequence. The first step is

arrive at the processing plant in bags, pallet boxes,
the receiving station the seed go into bulk STORAGE
to be held for later processing, or directly into the processing line for'
cleaning.
RECEIVING - seed

or in bulk. From

The next step in seed processing is

CONDITIONING AND PRE-

CLEANING. This includes removal of appendages, large pieces of trash,

debearding to remove awns, or hulling the seed.

The first actual cleaning and/or upgrading step is BASIC
CLEANING. The air- screeI: machine is probably the most common basic
cleaner. It makes size separations and aspirates the seed. Seed lots
may come from the field in good condition with feVo contaminating seeds
and require cleaning only on the air- screen

ever ,

machin e. Most often, how-

it is necessary to send the seed through one or more special

SEPARATING OR UPGRADING machInes to remove a specific

contaminant.
These specii;l machines separate crop and weed seed by differences in
their specific phy ical. characteristics. For effective and efficient
separation, the crop seed must differ from the weed seed sufficiently

in

some characteristic' so that the machine ca.n differentiate between each

crop and weed seed.

When all possible inert material and weed or other crop seed have
been removed, the seed are ready for BAGGING. Sometimes a fungicide

are needed.

or insecticide TREATMENT is applied before they are bagged. The

seed

may then be shipped directly to other seed companies, or held in STORAGE
until

#f'

they

':31

Storage

C'"""' l'''"
':r.

;';'.,.r,

ii,

;i:.

')f4

processing.

Bagging

and

Trea ting

Figure A2. Basic flow diagram showing essential steps in seed

Storage

Bulk

Shipping

,,

Seed processing is based on differenpes in physical properties
between the desirable seed and the contaminating weed or other crop seed.

Seed that do not differ in some physical characteristic cannot be
separated. If a difference exists between the seeds and a machine is
available which can differentiate between them in a consistent manner,
can be separ ated. Seed processors can choose from a wide selection
of machine that differentiate between seeds differing in SIZ'E, LENGTH,

they

SHAPE ,

WEIGHT, SURFACE TEXTURE COLOR, AFFINITY FOR LIQUIDS ,

or

CONDUCTIVITY.
A single macl1ne cannot separate S eds that differ in all these
characteristics. In most instances a differ ent machine must be used to

make separations based on each of these characteristics.

Size
Size is the most common difference among seeds, and between
seed and undesirable material. Size separations are basic to seed

processing. The air- screen machine- the basic seed cleaner - uses a
, series of perforated sheet metal or woven wire screens to separate seed

of different sizes . One or more air blast separations remove light
material. In a typical air- screen machine, the seed mixture drops through
an air bl. st onto several screens., and then through a second or even a
third air blast where remaining light material is removed.

The first screen has perforations large enough to allow the crop
seed to drop through. Larger undesirable material does not drop through
the openings, ' and rides over the screen and out a separate discharge
spout. The crop seed then fan onto a second screen which has openings
smaller in size than the crop seed. As the seed passover this screen ,
seed pieces, or inert material smaller than the good crop seed

all seed

drop through the screen openings into a discharge spout.
over this screen
clos er size separations

Good seed ride

and may pass onto additional screens for finer and
or bagged.
or be moved to other machines

Two types of screen sizings are made: (1) SCALPING, in which
good seed drop through the screen openings while

Figure A3. Section view of screens and air system in an airscreen cleaner.

know the characteristics of crop seed and material to be removed, how to
operate the machine

and have available all scalping and grading screens

needed to remove undesirable material from the

crop.

Width and Thickness

Width and thickness are special size dimensions used in operations

such as sizing hybrid seed corn into specific widths and thicknesses
space- planting. Several seed seprations are also made by width or

for

thickness sizing. Width or thickness separations are made by turning the
seed on edge or standing it on end to present its width or thickness dimension, to perforations of specific size. ( If the seed is less than the
selected width or thickness , it will drop through the perforation; if it is
greater than the selected width or thickness, it will not go
through, and
will be discharged into a different spout. A thickness separation is
made by cylindrical or flat screens which have slotted perforations in

the bottom of recessed grooves. The shoulders of the groove turn the

seed on edge before it reaches the slotted perforation. Thin seed fall
through, while thick seed are rejected and go out a separate discharge
spout.
Width separations are made by round-hole perforations at the
bottom of indents or cup-like

depressions in cylindrical or flat screens.

..

Figure A4. Diagram of thickness separation of corn seed
using a screen with slotted openings.

U' .

Shoulders of the indent tilt the seed on end and present its
dimension to the perforation. lIf the seed is narrow , it dropswidth
through
the perforation; if it is wider than the perforation , it is rejected.
A
series of width and thickness separations can be combined in a single
machine t6 produce several different width and thickness
same operation. For example ,

flat and round

sizes in the

corn seed can be sized into different

sizes.

Length

Length differences are common among crop seed and weed seed,

and are frequently used to upgrade and improve quality. Both
the indented
cylinder and the disc separator make length separatiops. The

cylinder separator consists principally of a long round cylinderindented
whose
inner surface has thousands of small indents of a precise size.
Inside
the cylinder are other parts that help
make the separation, including an
auger to keep the seed mass level,
an auger to remove lifted seed from the trough. Seed are fed into theand
cylinder as it turns. The seed mass turns as the cylinder
revolves so
that . each seed has an opportunity to fit into one of the indents
and be
a lifting trough to catch seeds

lifted. The relationship of seed length and center of

to the
depth or size of the indent determines whether the seedgravity
will be lifted.
Long seed do not fit completely into the indent, so they do not remain

Figure AS. Cross-section of a length separator. A, the
B, the
adjustable trough catching short lifted seed; C,
the
separating edge of the adjustable trough; and, D, the
auger conveyor in the bottom of the cylinder that conveys
cylinder wall with indents stamped into

iti

long rejected material out of the cvlinder-

in the indents long enough to be lifted as the cylinder revolves. Seeds
intermediate in length are lifted slightly above the edge of the seed mass
by the indents. Shorter seed are lifted higher up the arc of the cylinder
rotation, and are dropped into the lifting trough and go out a separate
spout. Thus, length of seeds determines their fit in the
indents, and how
high they are lifted.

The disc separator also separates seeds differing in length.

discs are cast iron wheels with many small undercut pockets cast intoThe
both faces. As the disc turns through a mass of seed,
each seed has a

chance to seat in a pocket. If the seed is long, it will fall out; if it is
short , it will seat inside the pocket and be lifted out of the seed mas

Lifted seed are carried up and dropped into a separate discharge spout.
Various pockets shapes are available. Square-

shaped pockets separate

different crop seeds; pockets with rounded lifting edges lift round

seed,

and pockets with flat lifting edges lift flat- sided or rectangular seed.
many

The complete disc separator consists of a revolving shaft with
discs mounted on it. Seed enter the machine at one end,
move

and come in contact with the pockets on
These pockets either reject or lift out seed as the

through the center of the discs,

the side of each disc.

mass moves through the machine.
pocket sizes on the

machine.

By using a series of discs of different
can be made in one

same shaft, several length grades

Disc separator used to separate seed on basis of
differences in length.

Figure A6 .

Shape

separations made by the
especially
when triangular-hole screens are used. The indented cylinder and the
disc separator take advantage of shape differences, particularly
when
they are a function of length. There is a machine, however
, designed
especially to separate round from flattened seed - the
spiral separator.

air-

Shape varies widely among seeds. The

screen machine are often related to differences in shape

The spiral separator consists mainly of a simple vertical series
of spiraled flights. A mixture of flat and round seed

\ is fed onto the
inner spiral at the top of the machine. (As seed move down the spirals
under the influence of gravity, the velocity of the round free- rolling

seed increases to the point where they roll over the inclined edge of
the inner flight of spirals, into an outer flight.
This outer flight discharges into a sepa ate spout. Flattened or irregular- shaped seed
slide down rather than roll down the spiral and do not attain sufficient
velocity to roll over the edge of the flight and continue down the flight
to the discharge spout. Thus, flat and round seed are separated in the
spiral separator by differences in roundness or their ability to roll.
Surface Texture

Relative roughness or smoothness of the seed coat .J.

surface

;.j

Figure A7. Krussow double spiral separator.
common difference between seeds. The roll or dodder
draper belt , the magnetic separator , the buckhorn machine

texture - is a

mill, the

and vibrator separator all effect separations of seeds differing
surface te ure.

in

The basic unit of the roll mill consists of two long cylinderlike rollers , covered with a ve vet or flannel material , and positioned
side by side so that

they

touch along their entire length forming a
The long axis of the paired rolls

trough

above and between the rollers.

slightly inclined. Tne mixture of smooth and rough seed is fed into

the

trough formed by the rolls at the high end. As the rolls revolve in
opposite directions up and out from the trough center , (rough seeds

are
caught by the nap of the velvet or flannel fabric covering the rollers
and are thrown up against the bottom of a curved shieldfmounted just
A seed thrown against the shield strikes it at an
angle , thus striking the roll at a higher position than that from which it started. It is then
thrown back against the shield. This ricocheting action continues until
above the rollers

angle , and rebounds back to the roller at an opposite

the rough seed is carried over the edge of the rolls and falls into a
separate discharge spout.

The surfaces of smooth seed do not catch in the nap of the roll
fabric, (so they slide down the rollers until they reach

the lower end and

are discharged. ) The long axis of the rolls usually feeds three bins with
discharge spouts. Near the upper end only rough seed , such as

,I

.'

'. .

Figure A8. Roll mill used to separate rough seed from smooth
seed.
dodder removed from alfalfa, are thrown over by the rolls. As
move down the rolls, rough seeds are still being thrown over,

the seeds
but an

increasing percentage of smooth seed will be caught and thrown over.
At the lower end of the rolls only smooth seed, such as alfalfa, remain
and are sent out the smooth seed spout. Thus, seed discharged at the
upper end are all rough, while those discharged at the lower end ar all
smooth. There are, however, intermediate or middling fractions consisting of varying proportions of rough and smooth seed.
The inclined draper belt also separates flat from round or rough
It 'is essentially a tilted flat-surfaced , endless
belt that moves in an uphill direction. A mixture of rough and s mootl)
seed is fed onto its center. Smooth seed roll or slide relatively easily
from smooth seed.

slide downhill under the influence of gravity and
not roll or slide readily on the
moving belt, and are carried over the upper
they
on the belt, so

fall off the low

they

end. Rough seeds do

are discharged. Extreme

end of the belt where

texture such as the.
roughness of dodder and the smoothness of alfalfa are not essential for
differences in surface

Sharp edges ,
sharp points, or proje ctions on many seed are sufficient to permit their
separation from smooth seed with the roll mill or the draper belt.

an effective separation with the draper belt or the roll mill.

,,

DRAPER-FLAT OR ROUGH
SEED

ROUND OR SMOOTH
SEE

Figure A9. Diagram of an inclined draper belt separator.
Color

Many seeds differ in color or reflectivity. Color separations are
particularly with the larger crop

used more and more in processing,

seeds. Electronic color sorters make

color separations. These machines

present each seed to electronic sensing devices which compare the seed
with an electronic pattern or a given color background. If the seed I s color
hue or reflectivity is acceptable, it is allowed to continue to a discharge
spout. Seeds not in the acceptable range of color hue or reflectivity
are divided from the main stream by compressed air or other devices.
One electronic color separator employs a revolving, endless, ushaped belt to discharge seed on a calculated trajectory through the
electronic sensing chamber where photoelectric cells compare each seed
with a selected background color. Another color separator picks each
seed up on a vacuum ferrule and passes it through a color sensing chamber where photoelectric cells sense its color and either accept or reject
relatively low capacity, but their versatility
makes them unusually valuable for difficult separations on large or

it. Color sorters have

valuable seeds.

Affinity for Liquids

Seeds also differ in their affinity for liquids, or the rate at which

t'l

1r'

Figure A10., An ' ESM electric

color sorter.

their surface will absorb liquids. The magnetic
horn machine separate seed on the basis

separator and the buck-

of these differences. In the

magnetic separator, seed are fed into a mixing chamber where a small

amount of water or other liquid is added to the mixture. Some seeds absorb moisture and become damp, while others do not.
ground

After each seed has had an opportl)nity to absorb moisture, finelyiron powder is fed into the mixing chamber and blended in so each

seed has a chance to come in contact with the iron powder. If the seed
surface is moist, the iron powder will stick to the moist seed coat. If the
seed surface is not moist, the iron powder will not stick to it. The seed
mixture is then passed over a magnetized drum or cyHnder. Seeds which
retain iron powder are attracted by the magnet, stick to the drum, and are
separated from the seed stream. Seeds which do not retain the iron powder
do not react to the magnetic

field, and are discharged from

The buckhorn machine operates on a similar

the machine .

principle.

It was

designed specifically to remove buckhor n plantain from clover seed. The
seed mixture is fed into a mixing chamber where moisture is added. After
each seed has had an opportunity to absorb moisture, finely- ground hardwood sawdust or bark is introduced into the mixing chamber. When
moisture comes into contact with buckhorn seed, a dried material on the
seed surfape becomes mucilaginous and sticky. This sticky material causes

':?

Figure All. Diagram of a drum-type magnetic seed separator.

the fine sawdust to stick to the seed. Thus ,

ends up in the center of a ball of sawdust ,
gravity separator or an air-screen

a

and

moistened buckhorn seed
can be removed by a

machine.

Weight

Many seeds differ in weight , specific gravity, or relative density.
Weight or specific gravity is the effective separation principle in the air-

seed.

blast separations in air-screen machines. However, the gravity separator

and the pneumatic separator are all designed to
make specific separations by differences in weight or specific gravity of
the stoner, the aspirator

perforated
deck that permits movement of an air stream through it. Seed are fed onto
this deck and into the air stream. The air stream is adjusted to lift light
The specific gravity separator consists basically of a

seed while heavier seed lie on the deck surface. Then the stratified layers of seed are separated so that light seed go to one discharge spout and
heavier seed to toa different spout .! This is accomplished by a recipro-

cating motion through the horizontal axis of the deck. Since the deck
surface is mounted at a slight angle , '-light seed held up by the air will

flow

downhill and discharge from the low side of the deck. Heavier seed lie in
contact with the surface of the deck. As the deck reciprocates , this motion
tosses heavy seed in an uphill direction. Each time the deck
the
seed are worked slightly uphill.) This motion continues until heavy seed are
moves

carried to the high end of the deck and

go out a separate discharge spout.
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Figure A12. Diagram of air flow through seed on the deck of
a specific gravity separator. Seed are stratified into,
vertical zones by weight.
:i.

Figure A13. Diagram of gravity separator showing seed
across the deck.

flow
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BACKWARD
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LIGHT

STRATIFYING AREA

HEAVY

Figure A14. Section view of a stoner separator.
As the seed

move from the feed spout through the stratifying

area, the light seed flow downhill toward the low corner of the deck
and heavier seed move uphill toward the upper corner. Between the
paths of the heaviest seed and the lightest seed, a middling product
is formed in the center

which contains heavy, light, and intermediate

density seed. The

lightest seed at

gravity makes a graded separation from the
the lower end of the deck to the heaviest seed

at the

higher end of the deck.

The stoner makes only a two component gravity separation seed mixture is fed onto the stoner
deck while an air "Stream moves through it. Air stratifies the seed and
causes light seed to flow to the downhill end. The reciprocating
motion of the deck moves heavy seed toward the high end of the deck.
The stoner is very useful in separating rocks from beans, sand from
clover , or similar separations. Stoners are commonly used to salvage
good seed from waste products coming bff the high end of the gravity
separator.
heavy and a light fraction. The

Aspirators and pneumatic separators also separate seed on the

basis of differences in weight, specific gravity or density. Separation
in the aspirator is accomplished by pulling a negative- pressure air
stream through a column. Seed fed into the air stream move up or down,

.,.

Figure A15. Small

fractionating aspirator.

Light seed of low terminal velocity
will be carried along with the air stream and discharged through a spout.
Heavy seed with terminal velocity higher than the air stream will pass
through it and fall into a separate discharge spout. Some aspirators
separate seed into several fractions, each differing in density.
depending on their terminal velocity.

The pneumatic separator is quite similar to the aspirator. In this
machine, however, separation is accomplished by forcing a positivepressure air blast through a separating column where light and heavy
seeds are separated according to their terminal velocities.

Conductivity

Seeds also differ in their ability to hold or conduct an electrical
many conditions affect a seed I s electrical properties,
consistent differences ih such properties can be used to make some
difficult separations. The machine which separates seed on the basis
charge. Although

of electrical properties is called an electrostatic separator. A typical
electrostatic separator consists essentially of a conveyor belt which
carries a single layer of seed beneath an electrode.

Two types of electrostatic separations are made. In the " pinning
separation, the electrode sprays a high

intensity electrical charge

onto
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Figure A16 .

Schematic drawing of a belt-type electrostatic

seed separator.

the seed. Poor- conductors absorb and hold the charge, stick to the
grounded conveyor belt and are carried to a discharge spout. Good-

conductors lose their charge readily and are dropped into a separate
spout. The " lifting " separation is made by passing seed through an
electrical field created by a different type of electrode. Here, charges
on the seed are rearranged in reaction to this electrical field. Some
seeds are attracted to the electrode and lifted into a different flight
path as

they

fall from the belt or roller.

Other seeds which react less

to the electrical field follow a normal flight path to the discharge spout.
Summary

Many models and types of machines with a wide range

capacities are available to the seed processor. . Properly operated,

these machines allow him to remove contaminants which differ from the
crop seed in size, length, shape, weight, surface

liquids, color, and electrical conductivity. They

texture, affinity for
can be used to upgrade

germination and purity at efficient and economical rates. To use the
machines effectively, the processor must know the principle each
machine uses to separate seeds,

how to adjust them for maximum

separation and capacity, and their proper places in the overall
processing operations.

l..

.,. . ,

The processor must also know the physical properties of the crop
seed he is processing, and the physical

properties of the weed seed and

other contaminants in the crop seed. . After the differences in crop seed
and contaminant physical properties are known, the processor can select

the machine that will make the most efficient separation.
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SCALPERS

Scalping is a precleaning operation in whic;h material larger than
the crQp seed is femoved from the seed lot. Rough- cleaning, ' on the
other hand, is a process .in which' material both larger qnd smaller than
the crop seed is removed. . Scalping or rough-cleaning is now regarded as
a basic operation by many seedsmen, because seed harvested with

modern combines are often heaviJ:ycontaminated with foreign material
such as stiqks , stems, leaves, trash and weed seeds . This material,
which may be as much as 60 to 70 percent of the volume of the combinerun seed lot, needs to be removed before seed can be safely stored,
efficiently dried or effectively cleaned.
Since processors I PFeferences and needs differ,
different sizes and. types of sealj)rs avaifable from

there are many
which a unit can

be selected to satisfy a specific need. Sizes range from high cqpacity
receiving scalpers to the small diameter reel scalpers found, as standard
equipment, on disc- cylinder separators. Types range from the single
screen that removes long stems and
more complex and fleXible units consisting of

reel or the single flat perforated

green material to the

several screens or reels with one

or more controlled air separations.

Near complete removal of fOfeign material is' possible

with the units

that ine-orporate both screening and
are the most effective in preparipg combine- run seed for further processing.
aspiration, so

they

Parts of the Machine

A description of the more important parts of the various type

scalpers follows. Not all parts are found as components of each type

scalper.

Feed Hopper
.- The feed hopper receives the seed to be cleaned from the elevator

or some other source and feeds it at a contiolled rate to the cleaning

components of the machine. Rate

gate Of feed roll at the

of feed is controlled by a sliding

bottom of the hopper.

Screens
The bulk of trash or other foreign matter in the seed

ot is

Although the screens in a scalper
may have different overall dimensions than those in an air-screen
separated from the seed by screens.

cleaner, perforation sizes and types available are the

same. (See the

Figure Bl.

Hance Super-Speed scalper

Model 36.

has two screens.

Scalper

discussion on characteristics of screens in the chapter on Air-Screen
Cleaners .

Shoe

The shoe is the vibrating or shaking part of the machine into
which the screens are placed. A machine may have one or two shoes,
depending upon the size of the machine. The shoes are sloped to
cause the seed to flow down the screens. In a two- shoe machine, the

each shoe, forming a V, so that
the movement of one shoe counteracts the movement of the other. Therefore, vibration is held to a minimum.
sloping is in opposite. directions for

Reel

Certain types of scalpers have a rotating reel screen instead of
a flat vibrating screen. The reel screen may be of perforated metal or
of heavy- gauge woven wire mesh.
Fan
Some scalpers have a fan; others do not. ' The

air separation

will be made before the seed reach the screens to remove dust and
light material.

Figure B2. Crippen PM2-5472 scalper.

Principles of Operation

Seed to be scalped ar fed into the cleaning area from the bottom
of the feed hopper. If the scalper has a fan

air separation , to

remove light chaff and dust before

the seed pas s through the
they
reach the screens

or reel.
Perforations in the scalping screen should be"large enough to perbut small enough to prevent large

mit crop seed to drop through readily

foreign material such as stems, sticks, and leaves from dropping through
the screen.

If the scalper has two screens, the second is used to remove
material smaller than the seed. So, perforations in the second screen

should be small enough to retain all crop seed but large enough to drop

foreign material smaller than the seed.

In reel type scalpers the seed fall through the rotating reel and
discharge underneath the reel. Sticks, stems

and other large foreign

material are rolled out of the machine by the rotating reel.

";,

J.

-- r

LEFT SIDE

Figure B3. A. T. Ferrell, Super 228-D, receiving
Scalper has two screens and an air system.

scalper.

Adjustment of Equipment
Rate of Feed

favor

When adjusting a scalper, capacity should not be sacrificed in
of more thorough cleaning, since final cleaning will be made on the

air- screen cleaner or other finishing machines. The
opened sufficiently sothat a

feed gate should be
steady, even flow of seed flows from the

hopper into the cleaning area.
Screen Selection
Screen openings should not be so close to the size of the
that capacity is reduced.

seed

Fan

The air separation should remove most of the light chaff and dust
before the seed reaches the screens or the scalping reel.

'. .

Figure B4. Carter-Day No. 4 reel type scalper.

Installation

The scalper should, with few exceptions, be the first piece of
equipmeht used when the seed comes in

from the field. In order to take

full advantage of the benefits of scalping, many drying and , storage

facilities have receiving scalpers to rough clean all seed lots that are
to be dried or stored prior to being finally cleaned. These operators
have learned that by removing most of the trash and 'green material as

the first step in their operation they will encounter fewer handling
problems, reduce drying costs and save on storage space.

processing line should also be the
It should be installed either ahead of

Similarly, a scalper in the

first piece of equipment

used.

the main receiving elevator or just ahead of the air- screen cleaner.
ahead it will allow easier and more rapid conveying
of combine- run seed and increase capacity of holding bins. . Even when
installed just ahead of the clir- screen cleaner , a scalper has many advanof the main elevator

tages. Scalping increases the capacity of the air-screen cleaner by
minimizing fe d hopper stoppages. . As a result,

and the operator can make
ments .

more accurate and

feeding is

more uniform

sensitive machine adjust-

-'\--

Scalping with a scalper-aspirator before the seed lot enters the
proces,sing area of the seed plant has still another advantage. It will

help reduce the dust which is both ,a health-and safety problem.
Summary

Scalping is regarded as a basic operation by many seeds men

combines are often l:eavily contaminated with foreign material such a.s sticks.
trash
and weed seeds. Thefe are many diffefent sizes and types of scalpers
ranging ffom high capacity receiving scalpers to small feel scalpers
found as standard equipment on other machines.' Whena. s.calper is used,
capacity should not be sacrificed in favor of more thorough cleaning,
since final cleaning will be made on the air- screen cleanef or other
finishing machines. The scalper should, with few exceptions, be the
because seed harvested with modern

, stems, leaves

first piece of equipment us,ed when the seed comes in from the field, in
order to rough-clean aU s-eed lots that are to be dried or stored prior to
being finally cleaned.
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DEBEARERS

Important requisites for

efficient and effective seed .cleaning

are that the seed be completely threshed and as " free flowing " as
possible. These requisites are not always met bec' ause of inefficiency

inthreshing.andharvesting

equipment

and/orpeculiariUesin the

mor phology .of the seed heads or units. Seed of some forage grasses
and 'small grains have awns , beards or glumes that are not completely
moved during threshing. These cause the seeds" to . cling together
and prevent effective size separations. Removal of these appendages

allows more efficient cleaning and accurate planting' , an improves
the test weight. In other cases combine-run seed. ,contains unthreshed

pods , seed he'ads. , or clusters of seed, that are much l-argerthan the
completely threshed seed. To minimize good seed losses, these

clusters , he-ads,
is cleaned.

or pods must.

be completely broken up before the lot

Manyseedsmen use a machine called .a II Debearder ll to eliminate

many of the difficulties described above and to better prepare the seed

for the various ;cleaning operations. Basicaly, thep.ebearder completesthreshing of unthreshedor partially threshed Hs'eed and removes
appendages or hulls that interfere with flow of th.e seed, and prevent

effective sizing separations.

Parts of the Machine

Feed Inlet
The . debearder

has a feed inlet which controls the flow of seed

into the machine. Usually the

feed inlet is offset, so that the comof the rotating arm.

modityisintroduced to the beaters in the direction
Rotating Beater Arms

The rotating beater arms are steel barsinstaUed on a central
shaft ata .
angle to the perpendicular of the shaft. These rub the

seed and convey it through the machine.
Stationary Beater

Arms

The stationary beater ' arms are similar in construction to the

rotating beater arms . They are permanently fixed to the inside of the
machine at the same angle . The rotating beater arms pass between
the stat onary. beater arms during operation of the machine.

Figure B5. C!ipper debearder.
, Discharge Gate

The discharge gate is a hinged gate at the end of the machine
which the commodity passes after being
subjected to the action of the beater arms. Attached to the discharge gate is a small shaft on which weights can be placed to control

opposite the feed inlet through

the length of time the seed remain in the debearder and hence the
debearding action.
Bottom Discharge Slide

A discharge slide located at the bottom of the machine can be
opened for complete cleanout of the machine.
Principles of Operation

Seed are fed through the feed inlet into the machine from a

bin above the machine. In the machine the seed are subjected to
the action of the beater arms. The rotating beater arms move through

the seed mass and between the stationary arms at a relatively high
speed. The seed are subjected to a rubbing action which breaks

A.

Rotatig beater ann with

special

:v:

bard coated edges.
B.

Stationary beater ann.

Figue B6. Interal operating parts of a Clipper debearder.

appendages

removes hulls

threshs seed clusters

and in general

polishes the seed.

The seed are also conveyed to the discharge gate by the
beater arms. When sufficient pressure forces the gate
seed
discharge out of the machine.
open

Some seed always remain in the machine after completing
the operation .

These are dropped from the machine through the

bottom discharge slide.

Adjustments on a Debearder
Rate of Feed

The feed inlet must have some type of feed control. This
is necessary so that the rate of flow into the machine can be ad-

justedat a rate
machine.

that will not

exceed the discharge capacity of the

Speed of Rotating Beater Arms
An optional variable drive allows control of the

speed of the

rotating beater arms . This is extremely

useful. because speeds and

capacities are never constant, particularly when more than one kind
of seed is handled . Although exapt settings should be determined
during each run, the following figures may serve as a guide:

Debeard barley

Oats - breaks doubles, de-awns
clips glume tips
De- awn Dill seed
Break-up flax balls
De- fringe carrot seed
De-awn watergrass (in rice)

550
550

500
500
500
350

Position of Weight on Discharge Gate

Changing the position of the shaft weights on the discharge
gate will keep material in the machine either more or less time as
required for adequate debearding.
Uses of the Debearder
Although primarily designed for debearding barley to improve

appearance and planting qualities , debearders are now used for many
other kinds of seed. Its principle use today is probably clipping of
seed oats to improve their appearance and to raise the test we ight.
Clipping refers to the removal of the chaffy tips of the oat hulls that
extend beyond the grain, Other uses include the partial decortication
defringing carrot
of sugar beet seed, hulling " whitecaps
" in wheat

seed

polishing and removing

up flax balls

mold from pepper balls .' and breaking

legume pods and seed heads. Another use is

ing weed seed to permit their separation from crop seeds,

de-awn-

HULLER- SCARIFIER

Following scalping, and possibly debearding, most seed go

directly to the basic air-screen cleaner.
principally
may require hulling prior to
Other kinds

those of
cleaning

some legumes and grasses

and scarification after cleaning.

Hulling and scarifying hastens germination by removal of
growth inhibiting parts or by increasing the seed I s permeability
to water or oxygen. The terms " hulling " and " scarifying " refer to
only the hull or husk surrounding the seed is removed whtle the seed itself remains unscathed.
It is generally done to improve the seed I s planting characteristics
or to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of subsequent cleaning
two different processes. In hulling

the seedcoat itself is scratched

operations. In scarification

ruptured to facilitate

or

absorption of water and hasten germination.

Some examples of seed that may require hulling or scarification
or both are:
A.

Seeds that may require only hulling
Bermudagrass, Buffalograss
Korean
Lespedeza , Kobe Striate Lespedeza" Common Striate
Lespedeza, Bicolor Lespedeza
, Bahiagrass

B.

Seeds that may require only scarification
Alfalfa
White Clover, Sub
Wild Winter Peas

C.

clover

Hairy Indigo, Crotalaria

Seeds that may require both hulling and scarification
Sweet Clover ,
Clover, Black

Crown Vetch ,

Sericea Lespedeza, Sour

Medic

Hulling and scarification may be accomplished in separate or
combined operations. A combination huller-scarifier is the

most

commonly used machine. A huller-scarifier will either hull, scarify,

or hull and sc rify.
Parts of the Machine
Feed Hopper
The feed hopper regulates the flow of seed

to the machIne.

Figure B7. Clippet, Eddy-Giant, huller-scarifier showing:
(1) feed hopper; (2) seed falling from the feed hopper onto

the first rotating, distributing disc; (3) seed flowing down

distri-

the funnel-shaped casting to the second

rotating,
buting disc; (4) seed being blown into the suction chamber;
and (5) suction fan removing light dust and the seed being

discharged at the bottom of the chamber.. '

On some type machines, the feed hopper is funnel-shaped

and can be

raised or lowered. Other types provide only a feed inlet through which
the seed pas s .

Rotating Distributing Discs
Rotating distributing discs are

corrugated metal discs that rotate

in a horizontal plane. These discs throw the seed against
hulling and/or scarifying surface by centrifugal force.

the special

Carborundum Concaves

The hulling and scarifying parts are in the form of a large
stone ring with a concave inside surface. These stones are similar
to abrasive carborundum stones used in grinding.
Rubber Concaves
For less severe action,

carborundum stones are replaced

hard rubber concaves of the same shape.
Fans

Huller-scarifiers have one

or two fans.

In two fan models,

'\-
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DUST DISCHARGE

HOPPER
ABRASIVE
SEGMENTS

ASPIRATOR
AIR CONTROL

VARIABLE SPEED
CONTROL

SUCTION FAN

1Y. or 2 H. P.

ASPIRATOR

Motor

STEEL FRAME

VARIABLE SPEED
DRIVE

Figure B8. Crippen Model S scarifier.

one fan is located under the lower rotating disc in order to blow the
seed into the suction chamber. When the material reaches the
suction chamber , the suction fan removes dust and chaff from the
seed. A single fan performs both functions in one- fan models.

Suction Chamber
The suction chamber

is a

settling type chamber, which allows

the seed to discharge and the dust and chaff to be pulled away by the
suction fan.

Principles of Operation

The seed fall from the feed hopper onto the rotating distributing disc where they are thrown against the hulling and scarifying
surface by centrifugal force. At this point the seed are hulled and/or
scarified. This type action may occur once or twice depending upon
the machine. After this operation the seed are moved into the suction
chamber where the suction fan removes the light, fine dust and the
seed discharge at the bottom of the chamber.

\!---
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Figure B9. Forsberg huller-scarifier.
Adjustments of the Huller-Scarifier
Rate of Feed
Capacity varies with the kind of seed

and the

its conc;ition

job to be done. Rate of feed , however , is riot critical. The main
consideration is not to overload the machine.
Variable Speed Drive

With a variable speed drive, speeds from 500 to 2800 RPM
can be obtained. The rotating distributing discs are driven directly
from the variable speed drive. The force with which the seed strike
the concaves is determined by the variable speed drive setting.

Position of Concaves
The carborundum rings are concave

on the inside and since

abrasive action only takes place against the upper part of the rings

when worn, to give a
abrasive surface, which, of course, adds years of service to each

the rings can easily be turned over

stone ring .

neV\

f" .

Uses of the Huller-Scarifier

It should always be remembered that scarification is a delicate
operation. The severity of the abra s ion or the force of the impact
mus be accurately controlled to prevent seed damage. Correct machine settings should be determined for each individual seed lot,
keeping in mind that seeds with a high moisture content are harder

to hull and scarify than dry !:reed.

Scarification should never be attempted until after the seed
lot has been over an air-screen cleaner . Clean seed scarifies much
more uniformly and with less seed damage than uncleaned seed.
Therefore, the scarifier should be installed either behind the air-screen
cleaner or further along the proces sing line.

Hullers

on the other

may be installed either between the scalper and air-screen
cleane! or further down the processing line. The exact location depends
on whether all, or only a portion, of the seed is to be hulled. The
huller should be located ahead oHhe machine that separates hulled from
unhulled seed if only a portion of the seed is to be hulled.
hand

..:-

Figure BID. Scarifier mounted on rollers to facilitate change
of location.
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BUCKHORN MACHINE

Principle of Operation
The buckhorn machine was designed to remove buckhorn plantain
seed from forage legume seed. The principle of separation is based on
a characteristic of the seed coat of buckhorn plantain seed. When

moistened the seed coat absorbs moisture and becomes sticky and
mucilaginous. The mixture of legume and buckhorn seed is introduced

into the mixing chamber of the machine where a small amount

of mois-

ture is added to the seed. The smooth , hard seed coats of the legume

seed are relatively unaffected, while the seed coats of the buckhorn
become sticky.
Finely- ground sawdust or hardwood bark is then introduced into
the mixing chamber. The legume seed again are not affected, but the
fine sawdust sticks to each buckhorn seed so that it emerges from the
mixing chamber in a ball of sawdust. The buckhorn seed are then larger
in size and have a different specific gravity than they had before treatment.
The mixture of legume seed and buckhorn-sawdust balls can be
cleaner. Legume seed drop through the
screen perforations, while the buckhorn- sawdust balls ride over the
screen; If small buckhorn- sawdust balls drop through with the legume

separated with an air- screen

seed, they can be

removed with a gravity separator.
Adjustments

and the amount of sawdust
The rate of feed, the
introduced into the mixing chamber can be controlled to obtain complete
separation with a minimum change in seed moisture content and minimum
amount of water

use of sawdust. The amount of water and sawdust added depends on
the concentration of the buckhorn seed. The higher the concentration of
buckhorn, the more water needs to be added. The rate of feed should be
adjusted to allow the mixture to stay in the mixing chamber until a.ll
buckhorn seed are coated with sawdust.

A high concentration of buck-

horn seed requires slower feeding rates.
In sta lla tion

The buckhorn machine does not effect a separation, it only changes

the physical properties of one component of the seed mixture. Since
other, separators make the actual separation, the buckhorn machine must

::-
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Figure Bil.

Section view of buckhorn machine.

be installed so that seed can flow from it to an air- screen cleaner or
gravity separator. The buckhorn machine may be installed above the
separating unit and feed into it by gravity, or it may be installed on the
same level and feed into the separating unit through an elevator leg.
Uses of the Machine
While the buckhorn machine allows a precise and complete separation of buckhorn and other sticky seeds from small legume seeds with
very little crop seed loss, it is an additional machine in the processing
line. Many seed processors have replaced the buc horn machine with
magnetic separators, which make the same separation without a supporting air-screen cleaner or gravity separator, and are more versatile.

The buckhorn machine , however, is very effective in removing buckhorn
from legume seed, and fills an essential need in plants where this weed

is a common problem.
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Small hand screens can be used to determine screen.

sizes and types needed in an air-screen cleaner for
different lots of seed.
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AIR-SCREEN MAC HINE

The air- screen machine is the basic cleaner in most seed processing plants. Almost all seed must be cleaned by an air-screen cleaner
before specific separations can be attempted, and many seed lots can be
completely cleaned by this machine. The original hand- powered fanning
mills have evolved into many styles and types of air-screen machines.
Machine size varies from small, two- screen farm models to large
industrial cleaners with 7 or 8 screens, 3 or 4 air separations and capacities up to 6, 000 pounds of seed per hour. Small, two- screen model
are used on farms, in breeder and foundation seed programs and by

experiment stations for processing small quantities of seed. Threeand four- screen machin s fit into various size operations and are selected

for precision as well as greater capacity. The

5-8-screen machines are

used primarily for processing grain where high capacities are essential.
When selecting a size and type of air- screen cleaner for a parti-

cular operation, several factors must

be considered, such as power

requirements, amount and kind of seed to be processed and ease of
cleaning the equipment.

In order for seed to be separated, cleaned or processed, the

components of the lot or mixture must differ in some physical characteristic. In most machines separations are made on the basis .of differences
in only one physical characteristic. The air- screen machine, however,
effects separations on the basis of differences in size and weight of seeds.
This enables the air screen machine to use three cleaning elements:

aspiration , in which light material is removed from the seed mass;
in which good seed are dropped through screen openings, but
larger material is carried over the screen into a separate spout; and
grading , in which good crop seed ride over screen openings, while
scalping

smaller particles drop through.

To understand and successfully operate any seed processing
machine, the operator must know three things: (1) the component parts
involved in the work of the machine and the operations they perform; (2)
the flow of seed through the machine; and (3) the adjustments which

affect the precision of the separation and capacUyof the machine.

,;.
,; .

Figure CI. Vac-A-Way, Model 758, seed and grain cleaner.

Cleaner has four screens and one air system.
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Figure C3. Crippen, Model H-454, seed cleaner. Cleaner
has four screens and two air systems.
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Figure C4.

2-air seed cleaner.

Eureka 3-screen

,I,

Roll-feed hopper:

The roll- feed hopper consists of three basic

parts: (a) a container to receive the seed; (b) hopper flights and augers to
spread the seed across the width of the hopper as it is received, and;
(c) a revolving fluted roll in the bottom of the hopper that feeds a steady,

even flow of seed to the top screen and distributes the seed across the
hopper is recommended when cleaning

full screen width . The roll- feed

small seed that contain very little trash.
Roll-feed brush hopper:

The roll-feed brush hopper handles

trashy seed and consists of four main

parts:

(a) a co'ntainer to receive

the seed; (b) a rotating spiked shaft that pulls trashy seed down to the
revolving fluted roll; (c) a revolving, fluted roll, and; (d) a tough fiber
brush. Seed are force- fed

between the revolving fluted roll and this
brush to prevent clogging and to maintain a steady even flow to the

screens.

Metering hopper:

i""

Roll- Feed Hopper

Roll- Feed Brush Hopper

1\'1

Corn Hopper

Figure C5. Types

cleaners.

Cotton- Seed Hopper

of feed hoppers used on Clipper air-screen

53
Other types of hoppers such as the com hopper and cottonseed
hopper are specifically

designed to handle specific crops.

Corn hopper: The corn hopper prevents cracking or chipping of

kernels. It is also used for castor beans, shelled pean

ts, and other
is equipped with
wide flights which gently pick up and feed the seed to the top screen in

easily damaged

seed. The

fluted roll of this hopper

the machine.
Cottonseed hopper : The cottonseed hopper handles cottonseed,

and extremely trashy seed stich as Kobe and Korean Lespedeza, brome
and other non-free flowing grasses. As the large diameter spiked roll

it pulls trashy material down and between the brush on the

revolves

front of the roll.

See which cling to the roll are removed by a second

brush installed behind the roll

Screens

Screens in an air- screen machine perform both scalping and grading operations as they separate crop seed from foreign material, other

crop seed and weed seed. Screens are constructed of either perforated
. sheet metal or woven wire mesh 0 Openings in perforated metal screens
may be round, oblong or triangular 0 Openings in wire mesh screens are
square or rectangular.
by a

There are over 200 different screens available , each identified
number indicating its size and shape.

Perforated metal screens:
(1)

Round openings - Round openings in a perforated sheet

metal screen are measured by the diameter of the openings 0 Perforations of 5 1/2/64 and larger are designated
in 64ths of an inch and are available in sizes ranging
from 6/64ths to 80/64ths 0 These screen sizes are com-

monly designated by using only the numerator of the

fraction, .i.

., 6, 7'

0 0 . . 64 , 72, or 80, the

denominator being understood
Round openings of 5 1/2/64ths or less in diameter are
designated in fractions of an inch, 1-. o 1 1/12, 1/13,
1/14 .
Sizes ranging from 1/12th to 1/25th

0 . 1/250

of an inch are readily available.
Perforated sheet metal screens with
oblcmg or slotted openings are designated by two
dimensions, the width and length of the opening 0 As

(2) Oblong openings -

OBLONG HOLES

3/64 x 5/16

8 x 3A

TRIANGLE HOLES

9/64 or 5

11/64 or 6

\"\ ,. ...;

,'..: - \\, \ .

ROUND HOLES

1/25

10/64

WIRE MESH

3 X 14

18 X 18

Figure C6. Types of screens and perforations used in cleaning

seed.
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14x

lIx

1/16xY.

1/18

1117

18Y.

100x
llY.x
12Y.x

15x
16x
17x

1/13xY.

1I12x0-

1/13

1/12

;'=.1..

",c"",,..

Figure C 7

17Y.

18x

14x

1/14xY.

1114

22Y.

19x

14Y.x

13Y.x

12Y.x

l1Y.x

lOY.x

9Y.x

8Y.x

6O60

5Ox50

30x30
32x32
34x34
36x36
38x38
40x40
45x45

4x36

4x34

28x8

4x32

4x30

4Je8

24x24
26x26

3x21

4Je4 SP.

4Je6

3x2

4x24

4Je2.

4x19

4x18

4x16

3x18

3x16 SP.

3x16

3x14

2x12

2xll

2xlO

22Je2

ZOJeO

12x12
14x14
15x15
16x16
17x17
18x18

lOxl0

7x7
8x8
9x9

Screen sizes available for air-screen machines.

32xl

24x

22x

21x

20x

210

18x

20%

19Y.

16Y.

16x

13x

1/15xY.

1/14x%-

1116

1/15

15Y.

12x

I ,

13x

10x

i!18x
1/16xy,-

1/19

15x

13Y.

12x

1/18xy. .

1/20

34.

11Y.

12Y.

llx

l/2OxY.

1121

14Y.

10Y.

10x

3/64x5/16

1/22

6Y.x

8Y.

6Y.

l/22Y.Diag.

5Y.x

1/23

1/24xY.
.1/22xY.

5Y.

1/24

1125

20x2

18JeO

6:i60

6x50

6x42

6x40

6x8

6x36

6x34

6x32

6x30

6x28

6Je5
6Je6

6Je4

6Je3

6Je2
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6JeO

6x19

6x18
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Figure C8. Clay-crushing rolls.

screens are fitted are called II shoes " . A shoe usually contains fittings
for two screens; one for scalping and the other grading. A machine may
shoes, depending upon its size. The shoes are inhave one or

NO

clined to allow the seed to flow over the screens. In a machine with

two shoes, the shoes are inclined in opposite directions forming a V,
that the movement of one shoe counteracts the movement of the other
hold vibration to a

so

minimum.

Eccentrics
The off- center drives on the drive shaft shake the shoes and
machines with two shoes the eccentrics of one
shoe are counter-balanced by the eccentrics of the other shoe.

are called eccentrics. In

Fan

The number of fans in a machine ranges from one in , small
cleaners to as many as four in larger cleaners. Most air- screen machines have two air systems which are desIgnated as upper and lower

air.

. Figure G9. Brushes used to sweep the underside of screens
to keep the

p'erforations open.

air passage. The lower air blast removes light see d and trash not removed by the upper air or screens. When a machine has only one fan
it is usually used toremove light seed and trash left after screening.
Air Chest

Air passageways from the fans are connected to the air chest
air chamber which allows the material lifted by the air stream to settle.
tl)is is done by -decreasing the air velocity as it passes through the
air chest. The lifted material settles 'out by gravity , and is spouted
out of the air chest.

Principles of Operation
model and
screens per-machine, a four- screen machine with the follow-

Although screen arrangement may vary with make,
number

pi

ing Screeh arrangement is used as an example in this discussion: first
screen scalping, second screen grading, third screen close scalping,

and fourth screen fine grading.

Seed to be cleaned are fed from the feed hopper by the feed toll,
where they pass through the upper air which removes light chaff and
du st .

;,,'''oo.

r-;'''--

cleaner.

Figure C 10.
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MODEL

Figure C 11
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CONTRO

ADJUST

F'EED
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II'

DESCRIPTION
1. Main Hopper
2. Repeat Hopper

3.. Repeat Spout
4. . Feed Ron
5. Feed Lever
6. Repeat Control Board
7. Settling

Chamber

8. Spiral conveyor.

Empties

settling chamber
9. Suction Fan
10. 3- Gang

Sieve

11. 4- Gang

Sieve

12. Adjustable Screen
13. Repeat Screen with Auto-

matic Brush
14. Screen Brush Bracket
15. Reversible Screening

J3)ank

Tailngs Board
17. ' Repeat Elevator Boot
18. Direct Blast Fan
16. Adj ustable

19. Clean Grain Delivery

20. Brush Pitman

The top screen is used for rough scalping. Its perforations are
large enough to readily drop the crop seed but small enough to scalp off
large foreign material such as stems, sticks, dirt or weed seed.

Seed which pass through the first screen are caught on the second

screen. Perforations in this screen drop out trash, weed seed, and dirt
smaller than the crop seed. Good seed ride over the perforations in the
second screen and drop onto the third screen.

For maximum capacity

the second screen should be kept covered with seed at all times.
The third screen in our example
large foreign material or contaminating
pass through the first screen.

is a clos e scalper. It removes
seed that were small enough to

The crop seed drop through the third screen and go to the fourth

screen for a final close grading. This screen has perforations slightly
larger than those in the second screen. Seed or other material smaller

than the crop seed being cleaned but which were too large to drop through

the second screen are removed here.

eed drop off the fourth screen, they fall through the
lower air separation. This removes the light seed and trash which was
not removed by the upper air and the screens. For efficient cleaning,
the lower air blast should be strong enough to blowout a few good seed.
As the crop

Adjustment of Equipment

Screen Selection

Screens must be selected according to the shape of the crop seed
being cleaned.

(I) Round Seeds: A round-hole top screen and a slotted bottom
screen are generally used to clean round- shaped seeds. The
trash, pods and other
large and long material from dropping through while the slot-

round-hole top screen prevents straw

ted bottom screen drops broken seeds and weed seeds thinner
than the round crop seeds.
(2)

Oblong Seeds : An oblong top screen and an oblong bottom
screen are generally used to clean long seeds. The oblong

perforations in the top screen separates weed seeds or
large mater al rounder or thkker than the crop seed. The
oblong bottom screen drops thin weed seed, broken crop seed
or hulled crop seed and other material thinner than the crop
seed.

. n' .-

'i-

Alaike Clover ----------------______ 1/18

Catc

21

Blac Flat ----------______

1 /18

1/14
1/20

CONTIUED ON NEXT PAGE

6x42
1/18
6x26
6x24
6x28
1/14xl/2
6x40
30x30
6x36
6x34

60x60
6x42
9 tro or 6x26

7/6418/4
7/64x3/4
9/64x3/4
10/64x/4

16
17

1/14x1/2
14/64x3/4
11/64x3/4
18/64x8/4
10/64x3/4
10/64x814
6/64x3/4

6x34
6x34
6x34
1/20

1/20 or 1/21

1/16
1/25

6x28

1/12

1/16xl/2

3x16

26x26

1/20

28x28
6x30
1/13:x1/2

22 or 20

22, 21 or 20

6x22, 1/21, 1/22
6x20 or 6x21

3/64x5/16, 6x20, 6x21

6x20, 6x21, 6x22

1/19

i'' .,,,.''''I:'o;,,,,,/,,,,,,,,'

kinds of seed.

..x

1" -. UilC

Table C 1. Screen sizes generally used tor processing various

Clover. Ladino ------------------_

Clover, Hop

Celery See ------

Carpet Gra.. -------------------______ 1/15

Carrot See -------------------------- 7
Cane Seed ----------------------______

Buckheat -------------Cabbae See ------------------______
Canry GraS ---------..--------______
Caraway Se -----------------______ 1/14xl/4

Blue Grass, Kentuck -----------______ 6x28

Bent Grass --------------------______ 26x28
Bennuda Grasl ---------------------- 6x28
Brome Gra.. -------------------______
Blue Grass, Canadian -----------______ 1/18

Beans, Muq ----------..--------______
Beet Se ---------------------

Beans, Gret Nortern ---------______

Glory from __
Beans, Pinto ----------..--------______

Beans, Soy, Wild MorD.

BeaDs, Soy,

Beans, Larce Yellow Soy --------______
Beans, Small Black Soy ---------______

Bean.. Red Kidnq -----Beanl, Navy or Pea ------------______

Bean., Lima
B.-na, Baby Li --------------______

Beanl, Yellow Eye -------------______

Barley ---------------..--------______ 11/64x% or 24
Beans, ' Cranberr -------------------- 32

Anise -------------------------______

Allike, Ni
Alapice Whole --------..--------------

AlBite, Yellow Treoil

from -----______ 1/18
from _ 1/18
ht Flowerinjf

Alaike, Sorrel from --------------_____ 1/18
, Alaike, Mustard from ----------------_ 1/ 18

,-'T'

6x38
28x28
6xa4
6x32

1/13:xl/2

6x24
6x22
6x26

6/64x3/4
3/64x6/16

50%50

6x40
6x24
6x40
6x40

14/64x8/4
11/64x3/4
11/64x3/4
7/64:x3/4
8/64x8/4
11, 12
10/64x3/4
11/64x3/4
8/64x3/4

8/64x8/4
1/18
1/13x1/2
16/64x8/4
12/64x8/4

6x32
6x32
6x32
6x32
6x32

.'-,

. 1' .

:._.

Ear Mustard from

6
8
7

1I13xl/2
1I14xl/4
1117, 1/18

1/16x1/2

1122

1/22xll!

Corn from

Table Cl.

Continued.

or 11 tr.

1I13x1/2
1I22x1/2
1/20
3/64x6/16

6x28
24x24

1/16
1/15

1/18

10/64x3/4or9/64x8/4 1/16xl/2
Oat GraSs, Tal Meadow -------______ 1/12x1/2
6%30

Oatil ,

Oats - .------------------------______ 7

, Mustard, Brown -----_ .._-------------

Lespedeza, Sericea, Hulled ----------- 1115
Lettuce ------------------------------ 4x18
Melon. Water --------------Melon, Musk -.------------------------ 20
Milo. Maize --------------------______
Milet, German --------------------___
Milet. Siberian ---------------------- 7
Milet. T/i"oso -.------------------______
Mustard, White ----------------------

Lespedeza, Korean ----------------Les)lpdeza. Kobe ------------------Lespedeza, Sencea, Unhulled ---------

Lentik

Johnson Grass -----------------______
Kaffir Corn -------------------____-.

Hemp -. --------------

Garbanzos (chick )leas) ---------______

Flax , Walsh & Viking same as Bison

Fennel ------------------------______
Flax, Bison ---------------------_____ 1/16x1l2
Fla, Golden --------------------_____ 1/13xl/2
Flax, Small '.------------------------ 8x16

Fescue, Ky. 31

1/16
1/14
1112.
1/14
11/64x8/4

3/64x5/16
3/64x5/16

FeRcue. Chewings

Crotalaria ---------------------______
Cucumber Seed -----------------______
Dallas Grass ------------------------- 8
Fescue, Meadow -----------------_____ 1/13x1/2

Cotton Seed, not

1115
6x21
6x32
6x32

9/64x3/4
12/64x8/4

1/l3x1l2

1/25

6x30

20

1/18

6x26
6x26
6x34
6x84

6%24

6x24 or 6%28

6x24
6x24
6x23

CoL a

(CONTINUED)

de1te -------------Crested Wheat Gra ----------------_ 1/ 16x1/2

Cotton Seed, delinted -----------------

Corn, Cleang only ---------------- 82

Comin ------..------------------______
Corinder ----------------------______

Clover, White Dutch, Doc from _____ 1116

-

3/64%5/16
1/12

1/15

1/12

Col. 1

Clover, W. B. Sweet, unhuled ---_Clover, White Dutch -----------______ 1/16

Clover, Red, Hare
Clover, W. B. Sweet

Clover. Red --------------------______

Clover, Dalea or Woo ---------______

Clover, Bur Hulled

-",..
----------------_. .;--------______
..,_. ;.:'_______
---------------______
--------------______
------------------------______
.;-------------______

COMMODITY
Clover, Crimson ------------------- 6

.-

1/20

11/64x8/4
1114%1/1

9/64x3/4 or

1112

1112

6x20

1115

1/12x1l2
8/64x5/16

1114
6x26
6x26
20x20

1/16

1116
11 12x1l2
12 or 18

1/14
1/13
1/12
12/64x8/4
1/12x1/2

5 trio or 6x30

6x30 or 5 tri

1/14
4x22 or 5 tro

10/64x3/4
18/64x8/4

1/22
1/12x1l2

6x24
6x32
6x32

6x24

6x22 or 6x24

CoL 4
6x22
6x22
6x22

6x28

1/18x1l4
8/64x6/16
1/20
1/14x1/2
8/84xS/4 1I14x1l2

7/64x3/4
6x16 or 1/18x1/4
6x14 or 1I18x3/4
1/14xl/4
1/16 or
3/64x5/16

3/64%5/16

1I14x1/ 4

11 18x3/4

1/14x1/4
1I22xl/2
1I22xl/2

8x14

17 or 16

1/12xl/2

1I18x1l4

28,

6x22 or 6x28

1118, 1119,

CoL 3
1/13
1/13
1/13
3/64x5/16
3/64xo/16
1/14

::'

':::

'i.

-----------__
--__-----------------______
------------_--_----.
-.,
"",:""'\

COMMODITY

:"....

Col. 1

80xSO

:...i..-

-C.,:o,,,:.

()ts frolD --------------______

Wheat Grass Western

VVea

Veth -------------------------______
VVeat ------------------------______
11

""'''''''T-

13z

Tornato See -------------------______
Trefoil, Birdsfoo --------------__--_- 1/14
Turnip Seed -------------------______ 1/12

Tobacco See

Timothy, Alike from ------------_____ 1/20

Timothy, Buckr' from --------______ 1/20

Timothy, Red Clover from ------______ 6x24
Timothy, Pepper Grass from ----______ 1/19
Tiothy, Black Plantain from ---______ 1/19
Timothy, Red Top from ---------______ 1119

4I'

::;.=;(.
-,.!.,,"''';;-..\

6x32

-(''.I'

Continued.

4z24

1/18x1/2 or 8 or 9
1I13x1/2

1/22
6/64x8/4

6x26

1/14

6x84
50x50

b30

6x36
6x36
6x36
6x34
6x32
6x86

1/22x1/2

10

1/14

1/18%114
4x26

1I16x1l2

6x32

1112

1114'X

1/16
1/14

32x32

1/25 or 6%26

1/20
1/20
1/20
1/22

6x26

1/19 or 1120
6x20 or 6%21

24 to 32

11 or 12

1/22x1/2
7/64x3/4
8 or 9
1/18x1/4

6x3'
20 or 21

60r 7

28x28

60x60
60x60

1/18

1/12

9 or 8

1/14
1123'

6x20

6x38

..;LI_

""-'

7.-

4x22

1/18%1/2

6%24

1/12
1/20
6/64x3/4 or 7 /64x8/
1/18x1/2 or 10

40x40, 50%50

6x32

6x80 or 6%28

6x34
6x32
6x80
6x34

6x34 or 6x32
6x34 or 6%32

1/14x1/2
1/18x3/4
1/16
1/12
23'
3/64x5/16

1/14x1/2, 1/18x1/2
14x14
6x32 or 5 tro

50x50
. 50x50

1/12
1/22
1/16

26%26

4%22

7/64x8/4
14/64x3/4

4%24

1112

6/64x3/4
12/64x3/4

10/64x3/4
10/64x8/4

8x8
10/6u3/4
6x32 or 5

Col. 4

~~~~~

1/18xa/4
1/14

'::..:-

11/64%3/4

'1,"Jj';

1/22x1/2 or 1/24%1/2

Col. 3

; , -:. :, ;:"";.

9,8
14,

.-" ,,,

10 or 9/64x3/4
12 or 10/64x3/4

12 or 9/64x8/4

12 or 9/64x/4

3%3

8/64x5/16
1/15

Col. 2

(CONTINUED)

\.,,,,.''

Table C 1.

Sun FlolWer Seed ----.-----------______ 24 to 32
Titnothy ------------,-----------______ 1/18
Timothy, Sorrel from -----------______ 6x20 or 6%21

Sudan Grass ------------------______

Sesbania ----------------------______
Sesame Seed -------------------______
Spinach -----------------------______
Squash Seed -------------------______

Rye , Vetch from (100% impossible)-- 7/64x3/4

Rye

Red Top -----------------------______ 26x26
Red Top. Titnothy from ---------______ 26x26
Rice, Paddy --------------------__-___
Rice, Hulled -------------------______
Rye Grass, English -------------______ 3/64x5/16

Rape, German -----------------______

Putnpkin Seed -----------------______
Rad h Seed -------------------_--___
Rape, Dwarf Essex -------------_--___

Psyllum See ------------------__-- -4x18

Austan

OniolJ Sets ---------------------_____ 1 1/4
Peas,
Winter ----------______
Ppas, Blackeye -----------------______
Pea , Canada Field -------------______
Peas, ColW ---------------------______
Peppe Seed, Red ---------------______
Pepper, Black -----------------___
Pinion
uts ------------------------_
Poa Bulbosa -------------------______
Pop Corn, Pearl -----------------__-_

Orchard , Gras -----------------______ 8/64x5/16

Okra -----------------Onion Seed -------------------

';.:;.;

4

-.

(3)

Lens- shaped Seed: An oblong top screen and a round-hole
bottom screen are generally used to clean lens- shaped seeds.

The oblong or rectangular top screen permits the lensshaped seed to turn on edge and go through, while rounder or

plumper seed and foreign material passes over the

screen.

The round-hole bottom screen holds up lens- shaped crop seeds

while round weed seeds small enough to pass through the top
screen drop through.

Most seed cleaning plants use air- screen machines which have
more than two screens to permit better separations with several shapes
and sizes of openings during the same cleaning operation. For example,
oats containIng freshly-killed insects about the , same thickness but

considerably longer than the oat kernel can be removed effectively with
a round-hole top screen. The oats in this case

drop through the round-

hole screen and the longer insects lie flat on the screen and pass over the

screen. When cleaners having more

than two screens are used,

it is

generally recommended that the top screen have round openings as this
type of opening will let straw and long weed seeds pass over better than

any other type.

Since screen selection is extremely important it is necessary to
go beyond a few generalizations and discuss several examples involving
specific crops. Examples are: (1) Lespedeza, (2) Wheat, and (3) Oats.
Example I

- Lespedeza (small lens- shaped seed normally with hulls)

The first screen used on the lens-shaped Korean lespedeza should
6 Round which takes off straw, stems, leaves and cheat seeds
before the main separation is made with the rectangular wire mesh top
screen. Because Korean lespedeza seeds are lens- shaped they will fit
be a No.

diagonally across the square ona square
through a smaller

wire mesh top screen and drop
have a round shape.

me3h than other seeds that

Seed of rough button weed are not distincly

shaped, so the 12 x

IEms-

12 wire mesh separates this weed seed from Korean

lespedeza, although

same size and shape that neither round or slotted
screens will make a clear- cut separation. Kobe lespedeza seed are also
relatively lens- shaped but are slightly wider than Korean lespedeza.
Consequently, a larger mesh must be used to drop Kobe lespedeza seed.
both are so nearly the

The larger mesh also passes rough button weed seed so that a separation

seed. A 1/18 x 1/4 is a good top screen for Kobe lespedeza. The
short 1/4" slot drops the small Kobe lespedeza while longer weed seeds
such as cheat lie flat and float over. This 3creen, however, reduces the
because the width
of the Kobe lespedeza seed lying flat on the screen is almost as great
as the length of the slot. Each seed has to fit exactly into the perforation to go through. The 1/18 x 1/2" and 1/18 x 3/4" slots have a
normal capacity of the cleaner to about three-fourths,

seed.

longer ppening and retain the width, therefore they will drop Kobe
lespedeza much faster while separating plump or round-shaped weed
Example 2 - Wheat
The purpose of a , bottom screen for wheat is to drop split kernels
of wheat and long weed seeds such as cheat and wild oats. Wheat
kernels are relatively round so the length of slot is immaterial relative

to holding up wheat seed. Length

of slot, however, will drastically
affect the separation of long weed seed which must drop through. The
best separation is made with a slot long enough to quickly and easily
accept long weed seed and screen therh from the wheat as soon as
possible.

Example 3 - Oats

When selecting a bottom screen for oats, a long slot will give
the oats an extra opportunity to pass through. While a better separation
may be possible with a 3/4"

use a 1/2" long slot.

long slot it might be more economical to

The cleaning brushes that brush the bottom surface of wire
screens cause them to wear faster than perforated metal screens. Thus
seedsmen usually ask if perforated metal slotted screens are available
in the same sizes as wire mesh screens for cleaning small legume seeds.
There are two reasons why a substitute of this kind is not practical. One

is that the surface

irregularities characteristic Of a wire mesh screen
permit it to do a better job of sifting than is possible with perforated

sheet metal screen.

The other reason is the percentage of open space.

A wire mesh screen has more openings per unit area, therefore, there
are more opportunities for small seed to be sifted through. The end result is that a wire mesh bottom screen has greater capacity and makes a
better separation than perforated metal screen with openings of equiva-

lent size.

Small hand screens are used by some processors for determining
the best screen arrangement before setting- up production size machines.
This can be done with a small sample of the seed. However, it is often

necessary to use screens slightly different in size from

the ones

,l,

1. Hopper-a special , slowly revolving, fluted roll to
force- feed the commodity into the hopper air passage
for, the first air separation. Gives even distribution
across the width of top screen.
2. Right suction fan adjusted by Adjustment (a) con-

trol removes light trash to the dust house; the heavier
trash discharges at Spout (G).
3. Spout (A) discharges top screen scalpings. Quick

4.

change-over can also be made at this point to convert
one finishing screen to a third scalper.
Discharge from the bottom screen in the top shoe
be directed out of Spout (B) or joined with discharge
of final separation out of Spout (D) as desired.

screen in the lower shoe are
discharged from Spout (C).

5. Scalpings from the top

6. Immatur e seed ,

splits , dirt

, smaller weed ' see, etc.,

that drop through the fourth or finishing screen are
discharged from Spout (D).

7. The final air separation occurs after the fishing
screen has done its work. At this time the varible
air adjustment is made at Adjustment (c) synchronized with left top suction Adjustment (b).

into Spout (E), and lighter
material not carried out to the dust house drops into

8. Heavier material drops

settling chamber discharge at Spout

Figure CIT. Location of components ,

adjustments, and

discharge spouts on a Clipper Super 29-D air;"screen

machine.

(F).

selected on the basis of hand screen results because of the somewhat
different conditions caused by the air and vibration of the large
machines.

Rate of Feed

large
made by increasing

Although the feed gate on a feed hopper is adjustable for

changes of rate of feed, the basic adjustment

is

or decreasing the speed of the feed roll.
Screen Knockers and Tappers

When hand screens are tapped or jarred, seeds are turned and
tumbled so that they orient in positions that allow them to pass through
the screen rapidly . A simil r action can be obtained on top screens by
installing adjustable knockers or tappers that lightly tap the screens.
This vibrates the screens so that seeds will pass through close and
small openings, and will jar loose long weed seeds that wedge sa

tightly in the perforations that the brushes cannot remove

them.

Upper Air Suction
The upper air suction is regulated by an adjustable

air passage so as to

remove most of the light chaff

the seed reaches the top screen.

damper in the

and dust before

Variable Screen Shake

The variable screen shake adjustment permits the operator to ad-

just the screen vibration speed

from slow to very rapid. The rate of

vibration or shake should be adjusted to induce a desirable action of the
seed on the screen and not to increase capacity by shaking the screens
faster. For example,

when cleaning fescue seed through a small round-

hole screen, it is necessary to shake the screens rapidly in order to
cause the fescue seed to turn on end and go through the round openings.
If the screen vibrates
the seed will lie flat and ride over the
slowly

. screen. When cleaning bluegrass seed or canary grass seed with a small
square wire mesh screen, it

i

necessary to shake the screen rapidly or

seed will pile up on top of the screen and will eventually flood over with
the scalpings.
when attempting to make a very
On the other hand

accurate and close separation of small round

seed through a small round

screen perforation, either top or bottom, the screen must vibrate slowly
to allow the seed to fit itself exactly in the opening and pass through.
Screen Pitch

Each screen is adjustable to different

degrees of pitch.

The

Figure C 14. Pos sible variation in

screen pitch.

common range in pitch adjustment is from four to twelve degrees . High
capacity grain receiving separators may have a greater adjustable pitch
range to move grain over the screens rapidly, but in a precision seed
cleaner, 4 to 12 degrees of pitch give adequate cleaning capacity while
allowing the exact separations required for seed cleaning.

Screen pitch has a ' greater effect on the speed at which the seed

move over

the screen than does rate of shake or vibration.

can be increased with little effect on capacity, but

The latter

seed will pass over

a screen in the steepest position almost twice as fast as when it is in

the flat position at the same rate of shake. The speed at which seed

pass over the screen should be governed by the desired capacity and de-

sired separation. If the separation is difficult and capacity is
long as possible to
give every seed an opportunity to pass through an opening. If capacity
is important and the separation secondary, a steep pitch should be used.
When a separation is made along the first few inches - of the screen, the
remaining material should be moved quickly over the screen by using a
steep pitch.
secondary, the seed should remain on the screen as

Screens should be independently adjustable for pitch, since each
screen may require a different pitch for optimum results. The best time
to adjust screen pitch is while the cleaner is operating so that results
can be observed.

' ---

Figure C 15.

Section .view of the bottom blast fan in an air-

screen machine.

Lower Air Blast

The lower air blast fan serves

two functions: as a very accurate,

final weight separator and as a booster for the top suction fan. As the
cleaned seed leave the bottom screen and fall in a curtain through the
vertical air leg toward discharge, a variable air control can be adjusted
to blowout light seed and trash not removed by the upper air and screens.
For efficient cleaning, the lower air should blowout a few good seed.
Techniques for Precision Cleaning

It is easy to understand the operation of air- screen

machines and

However, many of the techniques of
precision seed cleaning must be learned through experience or from an
how to make simple adjustments.

experienced operator. The following techniques help to improve the

efficiency and effectiveness of seed cleaning.
Screen Dams

Attempting to make a close and accurate separation with a perforated metal grading screen with a heavy layer of seed passing
over the screen creates the danger

that some undesirable seed will not

contact the screen perforations and be separated. Screen dams - wooden

strips twice as thick as the length of the seed cleaned

- can be
fastened perpendicular to seed flow across the top surface of the screen

to interrupt the smooth flow of seed down the screen and cause them toturn,
tumble . a nd contact the op enings.
Screen dams properly placed provide
greater opportunity for all seed to contact the perforations.
Scalper Apron

Round screen such as soybeans tend to bounce and roll down a
screen so that some of them never contact a perforation and pas. s over the
screen with the sca!pings. A scalper apron made of canvas can be
draped over the uppet half of the screen to prevent bouncing of the seed

and cause them to settle and contact the perforations. The
sufficient length and weight to serve as a

settle to the screen and pass through.

apron should

but of

not be so long and heavy that pods and trash will be retained

baffle to make bouncing seed

Oil Cloth Drape
At times long stems or weed seeds that should be removed by the
top screen wiU turn on: end and go through the screen openings. An
oil cloth with the slick side down draped over the top screen will prevent
these long materials from turning on end and dropping through. They will
slide down the screen underneath the smooth oil cloth and be removed.

Blanking Screens

If the desired separation is accomplished after a short distance
of travel on the screen, there is no reason to leave the fest of the perforations down the length of the screen open for trash and weed seeds
to drop through. The lower unneeded section can be blanked-off by taping
brown paper ovef it. Permanent blanking cari be accomplished by ordering
the screen with a blank metal lower section.

Installation
The air,-screen machine must be

installed properly for best pervibrating parts, it should be installed on and

formance. Since it has
securely fastened to a firm foundation. Although parts of the machine

overall vibration of the machine should be held to a minimum.

must vibrate

cleaner is extremely important. Sharp
all
contribute to poor air separations in a cleaner. . Improper air exhaust aldusty plant.
Proper air ducting from the

turns

improper junctions, poor connections and pOOf collectors

so causes a very dirty

'::-

::- --- - - -

It

..- -

HOPPER
(z,) Fasten

lobar

oilcloth

, f

II'.

NOTE - Lown
sed i on of round.- hole.
perf orcd ed. screen need not
be (outred , if blcanlfed 0((.

Figure C 16. Oil-cloth apron used on screens to prevent long
slender seeds from turning on end and dropping through

screen openings.

Single fan cleaners are generally installed with the air discharge
near an outside wall so the air can

discharge out into the open. In some

cases, it is necessary to blow the dust into a large expansion

chamber

that permits dust and light chaff to settle while permitting the air to
continue through and discharge relatively clean.
Dustless cleaners with a top suction fan and a bottom blast fan

develop sufficient velocity that cyclone type collector or dust houses
can be used to settle dust and chaff from the air stream without a
booster. Separate

collectors

s too

one

for each fan, are often used. How-

handled, it is

ever, unles
much air volume is to be
cheaper to bring
the ducts from two fans together with a junction and a divider valve into
a single air pipe and use a single air collector or dust house. When the

two are joined, the duct approach -angle should be kept to a minimum.

If the pipes are brought together too abruptly or if a divider is

not in-

which impede the proper flow of air may be
the two air streams converge one opposes the other,

stalled, back pressures

created. In fact, as

so when an adjustment is

made on one fan, it will affect the separation

that is being made with the other fan.

Elbows and sharp angles should be avoided.

Back pressures are

created at these points and light chaff will be dropped until it finally
plugs the pipe. As a rule of thumb, the inside radius of an elbow should
be at least two times the diameter of the pipe.

Anything that interferes with the cycloning action of air inside the

dust collector or dust house will cause trouble. The most common
problems are dust collectors or dust houses too large, too small, im-

properly designed or with a cap over the pipe discharging air from the

top.
Many seedsmen build their own dust houses. Properly designed
and large enough, they serve very well. , Basic rules g overning good dust
house construction a,re:
1. The dust house should be 10-12

feet deep.

2. The entry duct should be horizontal.
3. The entry duct should be below the

pitch 0 f the roof.

entry duct should enter along
one
side.
area of the exhaust opening

4. The

5. "- The
should be twice as great as the

entrypipearea.
should extend 2 feet

6. The exhaust

below the entry duct.
7. The exhaust pipe cover should not

restrict the opening of the exhaust
pipe.

8. The clean-out opening should be

as large as possible.
A common mistake is the use of a single dust house to handle the

If the individual air streams from each
cleaner were adjusted exactly the same , it is possible that a single dust

air from two separate cleaners.

house or cyclone would be satisfactory, however, frequently the plant

will be cleaning large seed on one cleaner and , small seed on the other,
and air streams from the fans will seldom be identical. It is impossible
to adjust one cleaner in this situation without affecting the standing
adjustments of the other cleaner. If one cleaner is operating and the
other is idle, there will probably be a blow back into the air ducting of
the idle machine. This will either plug the piping or blow the dust back
into the work room.

- - '"- -
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72"

11'"

TII.
B-1
Dimension (inches)
Fan RPM

1600
2300
3000

135
153
174

Elbows in Ducting
Inside radius should be

2x diameter of duct

Use of one Collector for Two Fans

Divider at least 24 inches long
should be installed in junction
where ducts from two fans meet

Figur,e C 17.

General rules applicable to ducting and dust

collectors used with air-screen machines.
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Figure D.

Model width and thickness grader used to

determine cylinder perforation sizes needed for
grading large lots of corn.

WIDTH AND THICKNESS SEPARATORS

Width and thickness separators are commonly referred to as
graders II or II sizers II in the seed trade. Although substantially accurate,
these terms are, nevertheless, misleading, for they foster the concept
that the machines have a very limited applicatio!1. Width and thickness
separators are more widely used in the seed industry than generally
realized. They are as effective in removing contaminating weed seed
other crop seed as they are

in

and

size- grading corn or peanuts.

Width and thi ckness separators are capable of an extremely
particles according to their width

sensitive, or precise, separation of

or thickness diniensibns. The separation is similar to, but generally
more accurate than, the separation performed on the screens in a conventional air-screen machine. The

following principles apply:

SEEDS ARE SIZED FOR WIDTH BY USING ROUND-HOLE SCREEN OPENINGS.
SEEDS ARE SIZED FOR THICKNESS BY USING SLOTTED SCREEN OPENINGS.
The indented round hole screen is used for width sizing, and differs
from the perforated round hble screens used in conventional air-screen

cleaners in that the hole is ringed by a
screens

in

.. seat II .

Seed move over these
briefly tor a pre..

an interrupted type flow pattern, slowirig

cise width measurement determination every time they are "' seated"

over a hole opening. If a seed is narrower

it

hole,.
" , Conversely, if the' seed is
rides over the screen and is termed
than the diameter of the

passes through and is, termed a " through

wider than the diameter of the hole,

it

an " over

Ribbed screens with oblong openings are used for thickness
ribs cause seed to turn on edge and f3ither go through

separations. The

the openings or to pass over on the basis of seed thickness.

Width C1nd thickness

separators are not all alike. Differences in
them to be divided into three general types: (1)
ribbed horizontal-flat screen
(2) the
vertical ribbed screen

structural features allQw
the

type, and

type,

cylindrical screen type. Of these three types, the
horizontal- fla.t screen type and the cylindrical screen type are both width
and thickness separators, while the vertical ribbed screen type is only
a width separator.
(3) the

Parts of the Machines

Although structurally different, the three types of separators have
In general, most machines have the following

many similar features.

Figure Dl., Types of screens used in width and thickness
sizing; round hole for width sizing and oblong opening
for thickness sizing.

Figure D2. . View from end of cylinder showing recessed

round perforations used for width sizing and sketch
showinq how separation is made.

",""

parts: a feed hopper, screens, a screen clearing device ,

nism to impart motion to the screens.

and a mecha-

Feed Hopper
All machines come equipped with a feed hopper.

Many hoppers

are simple in construction and serve only as a funnel to direct the flow of
seed from an overhead bin into the machine. Others are more complex
and are equipped with a metering device, such as a variable speed feedroll, or feed- gate,

onto the screens.

to closely -regulate the rate of feed from the hopper

Screens

Regardless of the type of

machine

separations in all width and

thicknes s separators are accomplished by screens. Therefore, they are
the essential parts of the machine. Shape, size and number of screens,
and style of construction, vary arnong the different types of separators
and frequently even among machines of th same general type . All
screens
have either slotted or round-hole openings.
, however

Screen Clearing

Mechanisms

Most separators come equipped with a screen clearing device to
keep, the

screen operiings from becoming plugged, which reduces the

separation efficiency of the machine. In some machines the device also
movement of seed across the screen. In general, two types of
. devices are used: rubber rQllers, and tappers.
aids the

Screen Drive
motion
during operation. For a
separation to take place, the seed must be conveyed through the machine.
This is accomplished in some machines by eccentrics which move the
Screens of all separators are in

screens back.. and- forth on an inclined plane. . On the other hand, seed
are moved through cylindrical screens in a spiraling motion by rotational
movement of the cylinder.

Types 6f Width and Thickness Separators
Horizontal-Flat Screen Separators
, Two types of flat screen separators are used in the seed industry
(see illustrations). Structurally they are quite similar. Both are equipped
with feed hoppers having a metering device . The screens are also similar

, and are mounted in " E?hoes

. Both types use eccentrics to impart motion

-.

.. -I

J,
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Figure D5. Cleland Expert corn grader.
to the screens. These separators were especially engineered for sizing
hybrid seed corn and use a series of two or more ribbed screens to
thickness, or width and thickness separations.

accomplish width

The corn cleaner- sizer

illustrated is available in 2- ,

3- , 4- and

screen models. When used for corn size- grading the two- screen machine produces a maximum of 3 size- grades; a three- screen machine
produces 4 size- grades;

a four- screen machine produces 5 size- grades,
and a six- screen machine produces 7 size- grades. Additional sizegrades can be obtained by re- running the seed through the machine.
The Superior Rock-it corn grader (see illustration) has been a

principal corn size- grading machine for many years. It has two shoes,
making a
total of four size- grading decks in the machine. Each deck contains both
each cf which holds two layers

width and thickness sizing screens

or decks

of two screens each

so that in passin9 from one end of

the kernels will be graded first for width on a
round hole screen, then for thickness on a slotted screen. A maximum
the deck to the other

of 12 grades can be produced in a single run.
Flat-

screen size separators used

specifically for size- grading

in

the seed industry are designed

of corn. The range of screen sizes is limited
to those sizes required by the corn industry. The most commonly stocked

.cw

Figure D6. Clipper corn sizer, Model 047. This sizer
has two screens and one air system.

Figure D7. Superior

S4 Rock-It corn grader.

grader has eight screens.

The Rock-It

.\,

. -

._-
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screens range

in

---

size from 16/64th to 2S/64ths inch for round hole

screens, and 11/64s to 15/64ths inch for slotted screens.
the openings

in

---

_._--

slotted screens

is

Length

usually 3/4 inch or 1 inch.

: Seed to be sized are deposited from the
feed hopper on top of the upper- most screen. This screen can be
Principles of operat.ion

either a , slotted

screen or a round- hole

screen, according to the

first separation to be made and the flexibility of the machine
For example, a standard arrangement of screens in the Rock-it
grader calls for the top screen to be a round hole screen, whereas, in the cleaner- grader this screen

may be either a round hole

or a slotted screen depending on whether the operator chooses
to width- grade or thickness- grade first.

In operation, the screens move
screens in a single shoe

forward and backward, all
moving simultaneously
in
the same
direction. This motion causes the seed to move down the inclined screens toward the discharge spouts. Seed larger than

any particular screen remain on top of the
screen and are discharged, at the end of the screen. Seed smaller
than the openings, because of gravitational force, drop through
the hole- openings

in

and are deposited on top of the next
the machine.
This screening action continues until the seed are appropriately
lower screen

in

sized and discharged according to screen types and sizes

in

machine.

the

Adjustments: The machines must be properly adjusted to achieve
a precise, efficient separation of differently sized particles.
Rate of feed and rate of vibration are two adjustments common to
all" separators of this type.
Machines of this type usually come equipped
with a variable speed feed roll or a feed gche to permit

(1) Rate of feed -

accurate metering of the seed onto the upper- most

When properly adjusted, seed

screen.

flow on the screen, carrying
the heaviest seed load should be one layer deep.

(2) Rate of vibration - rate of vibration controls the speed at
which seed flow through the machine. Generally

speaking,

the faster the rate of vibration the faster the flow. However,

rate of vibration also affects the precision oL.the separation
being made 0 A slow vibration rate causes the screen openings

to become plugged, thus permitting some seed to travel the
entire length of the screen without contacting a free opening
Conversely, a fast vibration rate causes seed to " bounce "
skip " down the screen, failing to seat thems elves long

0 .

or

enough or often enough to be properly sized. To determine
the optimum rate of vibration, products being discharged
should be checked for uniformity of size, then capacity requirements should be determined and adjustments

accordingly.

made

Vertical Ribbed Screen Separator
The Dockins Seed Grader is a vertical screen type separator used
exclusively

in

the rice seed industry. Only

two models are available,

one containing 12 screens the other containing 20 screens. Since this
machine is used only asa width separator it uses only round hole screens.

Two perforation sizes of screens, a No. 10
designation) are a;vailable.
The screen- units in a

and No. 11 (Manufacturer

vertical
banks, in shoes on either side of a centrally- mounted feed hopper.
They
are removed from the machine by raising the feed hopper. An eccentric
used to impart motion to the shoes.
the case with all two shoe
Dockins Grader are arranged

in

is

As

is

separators, the two shoes move in opposite directions simultaneously
to eliminate excessive vibration.
The screens

in

this separator differ

thickness separators. They are

rom those in other width and

termed" screen units

has two parallel screening surfaces. A series of parallel shelves run unit
lengthwise between the two screening , surfaces. These shelves are
. Each screen

slightly inclined and convey the seed mass through the screen- unit.

Openings

in

these screens have no seat.

Seed enter from above and discharge from
seed are
funneled into the upper corner of the screen units and onto the
first shelf. Vibration causes the seed to move along the inclined
shelf , until it is discharged from the end of the shelf onto the next
Principles of operation:

beneath the machine.

As they leave the feed hopper

lower shelf which is inclined in the opposite direction.

The seed

mixture continues to move in this forward-backward motion all
the while moving closer to the bottom of the machine. Particles
narrower than the diameter of the hole openings are force
8 by
product pressure, through the holes. They are discharged from
the machine separately from the particles unable to pass through

the hole openings.
Adjustment :

There is only one adjustment. This adjustment

controls the speed at which the seed ma. ss moves through the machine.
It is located at the bottom of each screen unit. This type of
separator works best when the screen units are full,. thus the rate
of seed flow through the machine should be set so that the screen

units are always full.

,\..

Figure D8. Dockins

seed grader. This machine

is use

almost exclusively for width separations of rice seed.

A..

Cylindrical Screen Separators

The Carter-Day Precision Grader and the Superior Hi-Capacity
Sizer (see illustrations) are both cylindrical screen type width and thickness separators. They are but two of several models manufactured by
these companies. Unlike the width and thickness separators previously

mentioned, these machines are designed to size- grade

accurately any

material by width and thickness.

these machines consist essentially of a

Structurally simple

feed hopper, a screen clearing device, screens and a ' source of power.
in

They are relatively light

weight and can be stacked two and three

high. Machines housing up to six cylinders are manufactured for

operations in which large capacities are needed.
, Screens used

in

each machine are cylindrical yet somewhat differ-

ent. Both slotted and round hole screens for the Precision Grader are
approximately 60 inches long and are one- piece, or a complete cylinder.
The Superior Hi-Capacity Sizer uses two types of screens.

Slotted screens come as a 1/2 cylinder (180 of the circle) and two
slotted screens are required to form a complete cylinder. Round hole
screens come as complete cylinders. One reel, which is roughly com-

parable to one screen in a Precision Grader, , is made up of three

Figure D9. Dockins seed graders (lower left) installed in
rice seed plant.
.1-

cylindrical screens of different sizes connected end to end to form the
cylinder unit. Thus, several size grades are made by a single reel.
Screens of cylindrical screen type separators are available in a
wide range of sizes because of the many uses of these machines. They
can be used to perform any of the separations mentioned earlier in this
chapter. ' Range of available screen sizes for any particular machine
varies depending on the manufacturer and the model of the machine.
Usually. screen sizes range from 3/64 to 36/64th inch in width for screens

with slotted openings, and from 4/64 to 26/64th inch for screens with
round hole openings.

Various flow arrangements can be used which provide flexibility
and the possibility of making from one to three separations in a single
machine. Units
parallel flow or reversed from end to
end to obtain these various arrangements.
are arranged

in

Principles of operation: Seed to be sized are fed from a feed
hopper into one end of the rotating cylinder. A combination of
gravity, centrifugal force

and product pressurE:

acts to

force each particle into the perforations. This II press-fit II action

insures that particles smaller than the openings pass through.
some machines a continuous spiral channel inside the screen

In

Figure

DID.

Superior Hi- Capacity sizer used for width

and thickness sizing of seed.
, keeps the " overs "

moving through the cylinder.

employ lifting bars, or baffles to do the same

Other machines

job.

Adjustments: The operation of cylindrical screen type width and
thickness separat ors is simple
only one adjustbecause there

ment on most machines:

rate of feed. Most

equipped with a feed control gate

is

machines come

in the feed hopper. Opening the

feed gate permits more seed to enter the screen.

Multi- screen or reel units sometimes

have two adjustments - a

feed control gate and a divider plate. The qivider plate adjustment insures that each screen in the multi-screen unit receives

the same amount of seed.

Uses and Operation of Width and Thickness Separators

All large corn seed processors use width and thickness separators
to size- grade corn for precision planting. Rice processors in the southern

region of the United States alsQ employ these machines to separate red
rice, a noxious weed, from varieties of long grain rice. Other common
uses of width and thickness separators include: (a) the removal of splits

from soybeans, edible beans, and peanuts; (b) the removal of chips and
splits from sorghum seed; (c) the removal of cheat from wheat; (d) the

c:,
u ..
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screen with round perforations

..,r".-

Cylindrical screen with slotted perforations.

Figure D12. Cylindrical

Figure D 11.
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and thickness.

in

Carter-Day Precision Grader used for
width

separating seed on ba.sis of differences

Figure Dl3.
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rcmoval of cockleburs from cottonseed, wild onion from fescue, and wild
oats from barley. Other agricultural, but non-seed, uses include size..
grading of barley , oats,
important

in

wheat, nuts and coffee beans for quality factors

the feed, food or milling industries.

centrifugal force, product pressure, or a combination of these forces to make width and-thickness
separations on screens. Screening surfaces used in the Rock-it Corn

All separators employ

gravity,

Grader are illustrated. Other width and thickness separators, with the

exception of the Dockins Grader, use screens with similar type openings.
Summary

Machines Classified as width and thickness separators make an
extremely sensitive, or precise, separation

their width and thicknes s demension. It

of particles according to

is a separation

similar to, but

generally more accurate than, the separation performed by the screens in

a conventional air-screen machine. Several types and many styles of
width, and thickness separators have evolved from the original air-screen

classified as
cleaners,. but are designed to separate particles already pre-sized on an
machine. Newer width and thickness separators are not
air-screen cleaner.

-:..

LENGTH SEPARATORS

Length separators are specifically designed to effect separations
of particles differing in length. In fact, disc and cylinder separators are

.

the only machines used in the seed trade to separate seed on a pure length
difference basis. Both ma.chines effect this separation by lifting the
short particles out of a mixture containing both long and short particles.
They are most effective when the undersized or short particles are rela-

tively uniformly dimensioned. Therefore, they should be used only after
processing with an air-- screen

Cleaner.

Length separptors are much used in the cleaning of small grain,
grasses and legumes to make separations of weed and other crop seed

that cannot be made by any other method.
Disc Separator

The disc separator is a length sizing separator which lifts short
seeds out of a seed mass containing both short and long seed.

Originally disc separators were used to separate other grains and
seeds from wheat. Now their use has been widened to include length
separating and sizing of other grains, many kinds of seeds, and a variety of other granular materials. They are found in many seed processing
Also many sizes and types are available from which a unit can
be selected to satisfy a particular need. For example" a separator
recommended for use in the grass and vegetable seed trade can be used
equally well for cleaning seed grain.
plants

Parts of Machine
Feed hopper: The feed hopper on most machines is a simplecon--

tainer that receives seed to be cleaned from the elevator or by
some other means. From the hopper seed are fed into the machine

for cleaning. the
slides
sliding gate to control the rate of feed into the machine.
hopper is usually provided

with

or a

Discs: Discs are the primary components of the separator. They
are wheel shaped and are made in four diameters, 15, 18,
and 25 inches. All discs in a single machine, however, are the
same size. Each disc has three
hub, spokes, and disc pockets.
directly involved

in

essential parts or features: a

The hub and spokes, while not

the separation, have important functions.

Each disc is mounted on a central shaft at the hub. The spokes

:, -

Figure D14. Carter disc separator, Model 1547.
form the connection that exists

between the hub and the rest of

the disc. Conveyor blades are attached to the spokes and act
as a screw conveyor to move the material through the body of
the machine. The open areas between the spokes on each disc

are called the " eyes " of the disc.

Material traveling through

the machine must move through this open area. Disc pockets
are undercut in each face or side of the disc.

Hundreds of these

pockets on both sides of a disc make a honeycomb effect.
t -

The pockets are the effective separating mechanism of the disc
and are made in many styles and shapes. Pockets are measured
and designated by their width.
essentially the same dimension as the width; and depth is approximately
Height of the pocket

is

1/2 of the width dimension. The bottom or undercut part of the
pocket is called the " lifting edge , while the top portion of the
pocket is called the " leading edge

Disc pockets arefnade in three shapes:
pockets and " square " pockets.
(1 )

V" pockets

V" pockets - The " V" type pocket derives its name from
vetch, since they were originally designed to remove vetch
from wheat. This type pocket has a round lifting edge and

a horizontal leading edge and is used to lift and separate
short

round-shaped seed from a seed mixture.

Tubular,

cylindrical or elongated seed do not seat well in the rounded

LIFTS THE
SHORTER

REJECTS THE

LONGER /

DISC
SEPARATOR

SECTION

Figure DIS. Face and cross-section of a single

disc.

lifting edge of the pocket (the bottom of the pocket is cupshaped) so they tip out of the pocket.
The letter designation " V"

is always followed by a number,

such as V4, V5 1/2 or V6. The number indicates the width
dimension in millimeters, i. e., a pocket designated as V4
is a pocket with a round lifting edge which is 4 mm. wide.
V" pockets seldom exceed 6 millimeters in width.
(2)

R" pockets - The " R" type pocket derives its name from

since it was originally designed to remove crossbroken grains from whole grains of rice. It looks like an upside-down " V" pocket. The lifting edge is flat and horizontal
while the leading edge is round. " R" pockets are now used
primarily for lifting and separating tubular and short
elongated seed from a seed mixture. This type pocket will
not lift spherically shaped seed. The letter " R" is also
followed by a number such as R4, R5 or R6. The number
rice

indicates the width of the pocket

in

millimeters. The

width seldom exceeds 6 millimeters.
(3)

Square pockets - Alphabetically designated pockets other
than " V" and " R" pockets, are square faced and have no

Figure D16.
center ,

top , V- pockets;
pockets; bottom, square pockets.

Three types of disc pockets:

R-

numerical size designation. Furthermore, alphabetical sequenceis no indication of relative size. For example, 11 1311

pockets are not necessarily larger than IIA II pockets, nor
smaller than II G" pockets. Since the pockets are square

they have a horizontal leading edge and a horizontal,
sloping lifting edge. Square faced pockets lel?s than 1/4
inch in width have been supplanted by the " VII and II R" pock-

faced ,

ets.

Generally speakipg, square pockets have two functions. One
is

to remove seed from a mixture containing long pieces of
Secondly,

inert matter such as stems or pieces of straw.

they can be used as splitters to divide the seed mixture into
two fractions. Each fraction is then resized in separate
operations, or on different types of machines.

Thefe are over 75 different disc- pockets from which to choose.
Each shape is made in a number of sizes ranging from 2.
millimeters in II V" and II R"

pqckets to more than 1/2 inch in

squafe pockets.

A series of discs assembled on a horizohtal shaft revolve
together through the seed ma!?p and

effect the seed separation.

VII andll RIl pockets are usually used in combination ' on a

shaft, where a variety of types of liftihgs are to be made, or

where versatility is desired.
Trap doors and retufn conveyor assembly:

Other parts of the disc

separator are the trap doors and feturn con'veYQr

assembly. They

are located between the discs and the discharge chute for lifted
trap doors covet a screw-type
This assembly permits returning
the lifted, short material
liftings ) back into the body of the machinei When the traps
are down, the liftirigs pa s s over
he machine.
When the doors are raised, the
the
screw conveyor and returned to the
the machine, whefe
feeds back into the main seed mass.
material. The hinged

conveyor

some

of

the doors and out of

into

l1ftings are deflected
feed end

bf

it

Tailings gate . Long or non-lifted seed - called II tailings" - are,
cc;mveyed through the mqchine ahd are discharged through the
tailings gate. Raising the tailings gate raises the seed in the

machine to a comparable level.

Dischafge spout fOf liftings : Each machine is equipped with a
discharge spout fOf liftings. Thefe are splitters Of dividers in
diSc arge spout for the purpose of separating the liftings into

varibus components.

the

)I

Parts of disc separator: A, return conveyor for
lifted material; B, discs; C, feed hopper; D, sliding gate
to control rate of feed; E, inspection door at front of the
machine; F, trap doors; G, horizontal shaft; H, collar on
shaft; I, undercut pockets in the discs; J, conveyor blades.

Figure D 17.

Principles of Operation
Seed are fed into the separator from the feed hopper. To reach
the tail end of the machine they must pass through the eye of
h disc.
In so doing, the spokes and conveyor blades agitate and stir the mass

assuring that all seed
contact with the pockets in each rotating
disc. As the discs rotate through the seed mass , short particles are
picked up, held in the disc- pockets, and lifted out of the seed mass.
They are discharged into the liftings discharge spout when the trap
doors are closed. If the trap doors are open, they are discharged into
come

in

the return conveyor and returned to the seed mass. Seed too long to fit
securely into the pocketE travel the entire length of the machine and

are discharged through the tailings gate.

It is possible to arrange
using as

a series of discs .

mahy as six different pocket sizes

on a single

shaft

and types. In a normal

the disc pockets are furnished in a progressively larger

arrangement

i size from the intake end to the discharge, or tail end of the machine.
With this arrangement, the shortest of the short particles will be
lifted first.
Adjustments

Rate of feed: The rate of feed can be controlled on a disc separator by opening the slides on the feed hopper to give the desired

rate of feed . The desired rate '

is determined by two obserVations.

First, check the clean material being discharged to see if it is

material.

thoroughly clean. Then make certain the longer rej ected material
is notoverflowtng through the discharge spout for the lifted

Position of' tailinqs

gate:

The tailings gate

may be raised or

lowered as desired. By raising o! lowering-the tailings gate, the
level of seed in the ma,chine is raised to a comparable level;
, therefore, the distance from the level of the grain to the pOint of

discharge of the rotating discs is!educed.

Position oftrap'doors:

This adjustment is made by either raising
of trap doors. By lowering the

or lowering any desired number

trapdoors, lifted material is discharged .from the machine .
!aising the trap doors, lifted material falls into the return conveyor and is returned to the head of the machine fo! recleaning.
During the operation of the macpine, some of the trap doors may
are lowerea. This gives more flexibility

of discs.

be raised while others

and allows: a variety of cropS

to be cleaned with the same set

Conveyor blades may be re-

Arrangement of conveyor blades :

moved or added in whatever number is needed to make the
material travel through the machine at the most efficient rate for
complete separation. Sometimes it may be desirable to remove or
reverse some of the conveyor blades for the purpose of slowing
down the overall flow of the materialtbroughthe machine.
Cylinder Separator
The cylinder separator is also a length sizing separator

which lifts

under- size or short particles out of a mass of seed. In this respect it is
similar tothe disc
other ways it is quite different. Although maI)ufacturedby s everalcompanies, cylinder separators are
basically alike. They can be used as single units o! stacked one above
separator, but

the other.

in

and used to complement each othe!.

Parts of the Machine
An indented cylinde! machine consists of two basic parts: the

cylinder and a receiv ng trough. Qther parts, which are !elated to the
effectiveness of the separation , are the leveler Or conveyor, the retarder

and the feed hopper.
of the separator.

However, the cylinder

is

the most important part

., \!

.i
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Figure DI8. View of indented cylinder showing trough
adjustment.

Feed hopper:

The feed hopper receives seed to be cleaned from
the feed hopper
fed into the machine for cleaning. The feed hopper

the elevator or from some other means. From

the seed are
can be equipped with a mechanical roll feeder, which provides
uniform feeding when very light materials or small volumes are
being handled. However, most feed hoppers on cylinder machines are small and provide only for the receiving of the seed
into the machine.

Cylinder: The cylinder performs the separation. It is similar to
a drum with both ends removed, and revolves about a horizontal
central shaft. The walls of the cylinders or shells are lined with
indents or pockets formed into a shape

approximating a hemi-

sphere. The size of the shells varies from machine

to machine.
They range from 17 inches to approximately 24 inches in diameter.
They also vary greatly
in
length. Some are 56 inches long,

while others are as long as 90 inches.
There are two basic types of indents - conical and hemispherical.

The hemispherical indents have straight side walls and a circular
bottom. The

conical indent is tapered and is larger at the top

than at the bottom.

101

:Figure DIg. Cross-section of a cylinder length separator.

A, the cylinder wall with indents stamped into it;

the
separating edge of the adjustable trough; and, D, the
auger conveyor in the bottom of the cylinder that conveys
long rejected material out of the cylinder. Interior surface

the adjustable trough catching short lifted seed; C,

of cylinder is

shown at right.

a wide
64ths of an inch and
range. For example, a cylinder designated by the
number 22 has indents 22/6 th inch in diameter. There are no
other figures or letters used to describe the indents. Also, there

Indent sizes are listed

in

come

in

way to determine the shape or depth of the indent from the
number. Examples of cylinder sizes used for some separations

is no

are given in an accompanying

table.

Receiving trough: The receiving trough is a device to receive
the liftings. The configuration of the receiving trough varies
from machine to machine, but its function remains the same.
The trough is adjustable in order to permit making a " cut" at
the most desirable point. Material dropped into the receiving

conveyed to the tail end of the machine and discharged
iI?to a spout that carries it away from the machine. Two methods

trough

is

are employed to convey this material: a screw-type conveyor or

a vibrating type receiving trough. The latter type of trough is
found in some American and some foreign made machineS'.

Leveler or conveypr: It is necessary to have some means of
conveying seed through the
order to discharge the
machine

in

particles that are not lifted by the indents. This

complished by one of tWQ

methods. In some

is usually ac-

of the smaller,

102

especially, shorter oylinder type machines, it is accomplished by
elevating thefee end of the machine to a point . that allows the'
rejected material to flow uniformly through the cylinder. Most
machines, however, use some mechanical means inside the cY'" .
, linder to perform this operation. A screw conveyor in the bottom
of the cylinder will keep the mass level, prevent stratification,
and also convey the material to the discharge. ' Another method'
the use of grain line blades which break up the mass and also

convey.

is

Retarder:

The retarder is a

chine. It may

dam at the discharge end of the mahold the ' seed at any desirable

be adjusted to
level. Without the retarder,

the seed mass is less a\ the dis. charge end 'of the machine because the smaller particles are
lifted out of the seed mass. Withoutthe retarder, s:urging

some.,

times results. Surging is the rocking back and forth of the seed
mass as the cylinder rotates. By retarding the discharge, the

depth of the seed can be increased to the pOint where no surging
occurs and the best separation is accomplished.

Principle of Operation

Seed to be cleaned are fed into the upper, or feed, end of the
a single cylinder are of the same
rotating cylinder.
type and size, all indents lift essentially the same size particles.
Since all indents

in

. Y"

into the indents, as the indents
the cylinder. . They are lifted, and held in
the indents until force of gravity overcomes centrifugal force and they
Short seed, or particles, drop

pass under the seed bank

drop

into

in

the receiving trough. From

the receiving trough they are dis-

.i

charged out of the machine.

The long seed travel the entire length of the cylinder and are
discharged over the retarder into a hopper that removes them from the
machine.
large.
quantity of undersized particles, two or three of which may fall into an
At the feed end of a cylinder separator there is naturally a

indent at one time. As these are depleted, intermediate sizes are lifted
out of the mass at approximately the center of the cylinder length.
the tail end of the cylinder the final and most critical size selection by
the indent is accomplished,.

Adj ustments

Indented cylinders operate on the centrifugal force principle by

which the speed of the cylinder holds the shorter seeds i n the indent,

i'
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FigureD20. Cylinder separators stacked two high and arranged
for parallel flow. This arrangement is used to increase
capacity.
lifting them out of the mass until the indent is inverted to the point where
gravity causes the lifted particles to fall out of the indent. Shape and
size of the indent and the seed, seed

coat texture, moisture content and

weight of the seed all combine to make certain seeds lift close to the
vertical Genter before they fall out. Since it is only practical to use one
size and shape of indent in ' a

cylinder, separations are accomplished by

two adjustments: speed change which increases

or decreases centrifugal

force, and the setting of the edge of the trough which catches the desired
liftings. These two adjustments give the cylinder separator extreme
flexibility.
Rate of feed: It is necessary to control the rate of feed. If the
rate is too slow, then failur e to attain capacity becomes a problem. If the rate is too fast; not enough time is allowed for
cleaning. If the feed varies, all particles will not have the same
length of time to be separated as other particles. Rate of feed is
controlled by opening and closing the feed gate.

The degree of separation is controlled by the
position of the separating edge of the receiving trough. The sep-

Position of Trough:
,t

arating edge is the edge adjacent to the

, If some of the

rising side of the cylinder.
by
long seed are lifted out the indents, the trough
the trough is set too high, short seed picked

is set too low. If

104
up by the indents will fall backintothe mix ture

charged with the 10ngseedatthe

end , of

and be dis-

the cylinder.

Speed of cylinder : The desirah!e. speed cciri be determined by
setting the trough- level and then adjusting the speed of the cylinder ' so thatthe edpiGkedup hy th iridents will fall into the
trough fromt e. toP' of tl1e cylinder o It)s important that the
cylinder be nm at the correct speed. If the speed is too slow,

the indents vvillreject some of the short seed t4at should be
lifted 0 Speed, is adjusted by changing a variable speed drive.
Action of leveler or

Conveyor:

Intho$e machines that use an

of the feed end of the mac.hineas a means
of conveying, an adjUstment is sometimes necessary

increase in elevation '

. This

done by increasing or decreasing the elevation to properly convey the material through the cylinder.

Position of the retarder :

The retarder is adjusted to maintain a

proper level throughout the entire length of the cylinder.

justment of the retarder will depend on the type of seed

The adbeing

processed, and the amount and size of the material being lifted.

Maintenance of Cylinder

Indent cylinder machines are relatively service- free, but one
in order to eliminate potential dissatisfac'

thing should be pOinted out

tiQD with a new machine. A new machine will not operate properly
until the indented surface has opportunity to become polished. Some-

is neces sary to clean new cylinders with a thinner or steam.
Until a cylinder is polished, grain or seed will surge or will be carried
over the top of the cylinder at normal speeds, due to increased friction.
Cylinders which have not been used recently may become rusty and act
the same way. Polishing can be done by running waste
the
machine until the cylinder becomes " shiny When handling oily
material, indents may tend to fill wit dust imbedded in oil and the
effective depth of the indents is lowered. Periodical " scouring " may be
times

it

' grain

needed -in

in

this case

U:ses of Length Separators
Examples of uses of disc and cylinder separators in the seed
industry are shown in accompanying tables. The rahgeof eachtype of ma

chine is wide, and these ranges overlap, giving rise to the question,
Which type of machine should be used?" .

several factors.

The answer depends on

HQwever, generally speaking ; lightweight seeds, whose
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.r-

.r-

.r-

.r-

Vetch

Bluegrass, Buckhorn

'______A"

Oats, Rye, Alta Fescue,

Small Seeds, Cracked Grain, Wild Buckwheat,

R4 1/2

R5 1/2

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Pin

grass, Buckhorn

R3 3/4

, Meadow Brome, etc.

Flax, Fescue, Ryegrass,
Orchard Grass, etc.

Water Grass , Mustard, Smartweed-- Bent-

R3 1/2

etc.

YVheat, Barley, Oats, Rye,

Unhulled Quack, Pin Oats,

Wheat, Oats, Barley, Rye, etc.

Large Flax, etc.

Wheat, Barley, Pin Oats,

Thistle,

etc.

or Broken Wheat, Large Wild Buckwheat,

Flax, Exta Large Cockle, Vetch, Small

Wild Buckwheat , Large Cockle,
Cracked' Grain, ' Onion Bulblets

Water Grass, Mustard, Small Cockle
Small Gracked Grain, etc.

Flax, :etc.

uack, Large

Hulled

etc.

orn, Canada Thistle

Alfalfa, Sweet Clover , Water Gras s /, etc.

Buck
Thistle, Sticks ,

Timothy, Ladino, White Dutch, etc.

Red Clover, Small Sweet Clover, etc.

Alsike

V6 1/2

V5 3/4

V5 1/2

V4 1/2

V3 1/2
V3 3/4

V2 1/2

SS - DD

AE-AD

RR-SS

Poc ket

Type of

Table D 1.

-.,-

I.

Fescue,
Alta Fescue -

Peanuts

Oats, and - all
shorter

Grains

, Sticks, etc.

Sticks, Stems, etc.

Sticks, Stems- , etc.

Oats, Wild Oats

Bar ley

Tailless Barley

Barley, etc,

Barley, Hulled Oats , Rye, Safflower

Barley" , etc.
Wild Oats, Ragged

Wild Oats,

Oats

Oats

Wheat, Winter Wheat, Durum, Small

Spring Wheat, Small Durum, Kentucky
Fescue, Alta Fescue, - etc.

may use J & A)

Orchardgras s (Ky. 31,

Pearled or Broken Barley

Durum, Large Spring Wheat,
Barley, Oats, Pin Oats, etc.

Will Reject

Spring Wheat, Small or Broken Durum,

-_._-

Rye:, etc.

-.-

Broken Barley, etc.

.-.

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Pin Oats,

Will Lift

.-" " -, ,

Large Wild Buckwheat, Broken Wheat,

Continued.

, "- '--

'" ,

",-,- --'
--"""- ;';'"''''' - --.-"-...

8 1/2

6 1/2

Number

Indent

Small Sweet Clover, Pigweed, Dodder, White

Small Flax, Water Grass,
Blueqra s s, etc.

Musta,rd

Small'
Sugar Beet Seed, etc

Buckwheat, Cockle, Vetch" Sudangrass

Small v'etch& Cockle, Wild

Small Broken Grain, Small Wild Buckwheat,

Musta,rd,

Red Clover, Alfalfa

Timothy, Small Clover (Red & White), Dodder,
Hulled Water Grass, Mustard" Sheep Sorrel

Clover, Alsike, etc.

Crimson

Rye, Fescue, Ryegrass, Orchard Grass, etc.
Wheat

Gras s ' Flax, etc.

Fescue, Wheat, Ryegrass,
Hulled Orchard
Wheat Grass

Cheat, Chess, Sticks, etc.

Meadow Fescue , Wild Brame,
Large Buckhorn, Qua,ckgras$,

Sticks, Alfalfa, Bluegrass,
etc.

cana,4a Thistle , Quackgrass ,

Alfalfa, Red Clover, etc.

Thistles, !3uckhorn, Sticks,

Clover, Lespedeza, etc.

varieties), Alfalfa,

Medic Clover, Bluegrass (all

Black,

Buckhorn, Timothy,

Mullenweed, 'Sand, etc.

Will Reject

Small Pigweed, Alsike Clover, Small Dodder,

Will Lift

' grain , and seed.

, ,

':- !_-----

Table D2. Indent cylinder sizes, used for separating grasses

.-- _

S-3

32)

28)

26)

(I'.

Number

Indent

will Lift

-.--..

tails, etc.

Equal to :/22 Indent but has flat

bottom used primarily on Corn.

Used primarily in length grading of Seed Corn . and similar sized material. '

Barley

Oats, Wild Oats, Barley

with

Oats, Wild Oats

Wheat, Winter Wheat, Hulled Oats, Rye,

etc.

Oats" Wild Oats, Barle y, etc.

Durum, Large Spring Wheat,
Barley, Pin Oats

pring Wheat , Rye, Rice, Alta
Fescue

Will Rej ect

Spring Wheat, Small Durum

Pearled and Broken Barley, Flax

Spring Wheat, Small or Broken Durum,

and Garlic,

'" -

Broken Grain , Vetch, 13mall Onion
Wild Peas, Coffee Weed, etc.

Table D2. Continued.

..

''
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bushel weight is less than 45 pound$ cannot be separated as efficiently
as heavier weight seed. For thisfeason the cylinder is more practical
to use with small grains, com and , soybeans , than with grasses. Corn,
nd similar seed which might wedge in the pockets should not
soybeans

be cleaned in a disc. An explanation of the principles used by each
separator in effecting its separation may help answer the question
Which machine should he us' ed? It .

Both disc and cylinder separators effect separations on the basis
of length, but the principles involved in obtaining results are s mewhat

different. The disc

lifts uniformly

shaped and sized,

ticles out of a mass of sled. The machine

under-size par-

s speed is relatively constant

can be varied only a few - RPM from its i10rPlal ,setting or the efficiency
affected. , A disc' separation is notaffected by seedcoat texture, weight per bushel, or moisture content.

it

of the separation

is

Cylinder separators perform similar separations but in a dIfferent
manner. Cylinders operate on the centrifugal force principle, , in which

the speed of the cylinder holds seed in the indents, lifting them out of
the mass untii the indents are inverted to the point where gravity causes

the particles to fall. Shape and size of the indents and seed, seed coat
texture, moisture content and
combine to affect

weight of seed all

separation

machines have their adOne advantage of the cylinder type

Both the cylinder type and the disc type

vantages and disadvantages.

separator over the old model discs is the
which the cylinders
can be changed. Only a few minutes are required for changing cylinders
most of the cylinder separators. In the old model discs, all the discs
have to be unbolted and the shaft slipped out and g' ometin'es several
rapidity

in

in

hours are required to change the

discs. However,

in

the late model

disc separators, the top cover can be removed and the discs and

lifted out as a unit.
An advantage of the disc separator is that
severa,! different sizes of pockets in the

arrangement, a number of s

eparations

shaft

it is possible to have

same machine. With this

can be made without having: to

make changes. Also with a combination of different sizes,

111
from alsike clover. The disc separator is also widely used for removing
elongated particles of foreign material such as sticks, stems and straws

from seed.

length grader has its
own advantages, but in the field for which the disc separator is found to
be particularly stiited" capacities of the disc type have been found to be
As to comparative capacities, each type of

much greater.

Summary

Disc and cylinder separators are the only machines used in the
seed trade to separate particles on a pure length difference basis.

machines effect this !separation by lifting, the short fraction out of

Both

They are most effective
when undersized, or short particles are relatively uniformly dimensioned.
mixture containing both long and short particles .

Therefore, for most effective and efficient use they should be used only
after the air-screen cleaner.
The disc is accurate, flexible i and consistent in the middle-

size seed groups. Its main limitation is that it cannot be used on corn

or soybeans and similar seed which might wedge in the pockets.

The cylinder is
not fixed in that indent size alone
governs entirely the results that can be obtained. Unlike the disc, only
free-flowing seeds can be handled eff ctively. It is best suited to the
flexible. It

heavy seeds.

is

Figure D22. Sizing equipment installed in seed' plant. Note
scalping aspirator mounted on disc sep arator.
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Diagram of a " vacuum " type specific gravity
separator showing air flow and movement of seed across

Figure El.

the deck.
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STRATIFICATION

HEAVIES

4D INTERMEDIATE
PRODUCTS

LIGHTS

Figure E2. Air flow and stratification ina gravity table.

field fame. The specific gravity separator is also used for many other
including processing food beans and coffee beans.
purposes

Parts of a Gravity Separator
a gravity separator is a simple machine. It

Mechanically

consists of

(A) a base and frame

chamber called the

air chest

(B) one or more fans

(C) a plenum

(E) a 'feed
(F) a drive system 1 and (G) a seed discharge system.

Ba se

1 (D) a porous deck

hopper

and Frame

The base and frame of the gravity table are built as a single
unit. The base section is bolted to a solid foundation to keep the machine from shaking so that all deck motions will be created by the drive

mechanism. False vibrations created by a weak foundation or poorly
mounted base

interfere with the separating action on the deck.

The frame provides structural support for all other parts of the
and may serve as part of the walls of the air chest. The
frame also provide s a level surface from which the deck is adjusted
for side slope and end slope.
machine

118

Fans

One or more fahs pull air from outside the machine and force

into the air chest, which is located

below the deck.

mally mounted on a shaft inside the

frame of the air chest.

Fans are norThey either

pull air from a pipe extending out of the building, or through filter systems of the machine. (Filters may be mounted on the sides of the' air
chest or on a special connected filter box.
Airflow is controlled by

knobs

cranks or levers which open or

close the ducts that supply air to the fans. . Air supply to each fan can
be controlled separately in machines which have. more than one fan.

Vacuum grcivity separators operate on the same principle, but
the fan is located above the table. The deck separating-area is enclosed
in a large hood, ' and the fan exhausts air from the hood.

Air Chest
The air chest is an airtight, shallow, boxlike plenum chamber
mounted inside the frame and beneath the deck. The fan forces air into
the air chest and builds up a static air pressure in it. Air pressure

built up in the air chest forces air up through the porous deck.
Deck
The deck is a lightweight removable and interchangeaple frame
which provides the surface on which seed are separated. It may serve
either as the upper wall of the air chest, or be mounted atop a flexible
extension of the air chest . An airseal between the rim of the
frame and the air chest prevents air los s between them. The

deck.
deck is
eld pecurely to the air chest by bolts or clamps which canbe readily
released by hand to change decks.
A solid upright frame called the banking rail extends around
all sides of the deck except the discharge side. This banking rail
serviss as a wall to hold a bed of seed on the deck until they reach

the discharge edge.

The deck is covered with a porous material such as cloth, woven
wire screen, or perforCited sheet metal which allows air to pass through.

It is supported on the deck frame which may also function as air baffles

to smooth out turbulence and supply an even flow if air through the
deck. Baffles are built into the deck frame, and ma.y also be mounted above the fan outlets or in the air chest. They are essential for

uniform air distribution.

--

, "'j'"

-_.
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The deck is, thus, a porous oscillating table through which air is
blown. Seed flow across the deck from the feed side to the discharge

side and are separated as they move.
Feed Hopper
Seed flow from a surge bin to

a feed hopper which meters a uniform

stre m of seed onto the corner of the deck opposite the discharge side.
The feed hopper is adjustabl e for different feed rates.
Drive System

The upper part of the air chest to which the deck is attached is
mounted on rockers or toggles which allows it to rock back and forth
with the deck. A motor driven eccentric system beneath the deck- mount
rocks the deck in a rapidback-and- forth " oscillating " motion. The
speed of the motion can be controlled by a variable speed drive.
Discharge System

The banking rails hold the seed on the deck until they reach the
discharge side, which is open to allow them to flow off the deck.
apron or shield mounted ' beneath the lip of the discharge side directs
the discharging curtain of seed to a series of discharge spouts. Adjustable dividers or " fingers " can be placed on the apron to direct seed

into the spouts for the desired number of density grades.

Hooks along the discharge spouts can be used to attach cloth

bags for collecting the separates. In continuous-flow operatiQns, the

separates are discharged directly into spouts or conveyor

hoppers.

Principles of Separation

The features and structural elements of the specific gravity
separator described above, combined with the operator s skill in
controlling their action 8 create conditions in a narrow zone above the
deck' s surface that effects a separation of seed differing in specific
gravity or density.
Separation of seeds differing in' specific gravity involves two
distinct steps. First, the seed mixture feeding onto the deck is vertically stratified so that the

heavier seed are at the bottom and the

.'
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/lIR CONTR

GATE

Figure E3. Diagram of stratification on the gravity separator
deck: A seed mixture fed onto the porous deck contains
heavY intermediate and light seeds randomly distributed;
proper air adjustment separates seed into vertical
with light seeds at the top and heavy seeds
B,

weight zones

excessive air destroys the stratification

at the bottom; C

seed.

by blowing heavy seeds into the upper zones and causing

them to mix randomly with light
lighter seed are at the top.

the layers of seed differing in

Secondly

specific gravity are separated so that they travel along the deck in

different directions to the discahrge spouts.
Stratification

they fall into the

As seed feed onto the deck from the hopper

air stream forced upward

through the porous deck surface.

The air

stream causes the seed to become partially fluidized so that they flow

, almost like a

liquid. The velocity of

that light seed in the

the air stream is adjusted so

mixture are lifted and float on a cushion of air

While heavy seed are not lifted and lie on the deck surface. The seed

are thus stratified in vertical layers of seed of decreasing specific
gravity from bottom (deck surface) to top.
The relative terminal velocities of the individual seeds and
the air stream determines whether a seed is

lifted into the upper layers

or remains in contact with the deck. If the velocity of the air stream
the seed Will be lifted;
if it is less than the seed I s
the seed is not lifted
and falls through the air until it' contacts the deck surface. When the
air velocity is the
the seed
is greater than the terminal velocity of a seed

terminal velocity

same as the terminal velocity of a seed

is suspended motionless by the air stream and neither falls nor rises.

..................88
LIGHT MIDDLING
OOO

according to size; C

Gravity separation rules.

JiE'AVY

Figure E4.
seeds of the same
size that differ in specific gravity will be separated
according to specific gravity; seeds of the same
specific gravity that differ in size will be separated
seeds that differ in both size and
specific gravitycannot be effectively separated.

.'

, .

,.
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seed'

e density or specific gravity of a seed gre atly

influences a

s tertinal velocity. Overall size of seeds affects. their

total

weight and terminal velocity, even though they may have the same
density. , To some extent, shape :and surface texture also affect the
resistance a seed offers to the air stream, and have some influence
on its. terminal velocity.
Since size' and. s,pecific gravity' primarily

influence. the t

minal velocity and thus the relative stratification of seeds on the deck,
they also define the. principles of stratification and separation 6n a

g:ravity separator.

1. SEED , OF ' 'rU:;SAME:SIZE WILLJ3E'

STRATIFIEDJ\DSEPA-

RATED BY' DIFFERENGESIN THEIR SPECIFIC GRAVITY..

2. SEED OF THE :SAME SPECIFI

GRAVITY WILL BE STRATI-

FlED AND SEPARTED BY. DIFFERENCES IN THEIR SIZE.

3. IT. FOLLOWS T

MIXTURE OF SE EDS DIFFERING
BOTH SIZE AND S ECIFIC GRAVITY CANNOT BE , STRATIFlED AND SEP TED t:FFEGTIVELY.

Separation

Mter the seed have been properly stratified into. vertical lay-

ers by differencesiI? weight; these layersar moved apart and

Separated so that they discharge into different spouts. , A

comb in-

ationof deck slope and deck motion is used to separate the layers.

lopes in two directions -

The deck canbEf adjusted to varying

end slope

from the feed end to the discharge end

from the low side to the high'

, and side slope

side of the discharge end

End slope

influences the speed at which se d move across the deck to the discharge end. , Side slope determines tilt or inclination across which
the seed

move as they are. separated.

As seed move across the deck, side slope forces

them to flow
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Figure E5. Flow pattern of seed across deck of a gr'avity
separator.

FigureE6. Discharge of separates along the edge of the
gravity deck in a typical bean separation.
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PRODUCT SEPARATION ZONES
LEGEND
. A

ENTRANCE ZONE

81I

PRIMARY SEPARATION
ZONE
NDARY SEPARATION

C.

TERMINAL ZONE

Figure E7. Zones of stratification and separation on the
, deck of a gravity table. Vertical stratification is

effected in A. Separation

of vertical layers

complished in Band C. Seed

is ac-

discharge from deck

along D.

lating motion pitches the deck up and toward the high end , then drops
it down slightly and pulls it back into position for the next up and forward motion. This motion is repeated so rapidly that the deck appears
to be vibrating.

The oscillation of the deck in an uphill direction toward the
high end of the discharge side has no effect on light seeds which float
on the air cushion. The heavy seeds , however, are in contact with the
deck surface; as the deck moves up and forward , all seeds lying on the

the deck moves back fnto position for the next
up-and- forward move , it drops slightly downward and momentarily
causes the seed, to lose contact with the deck. Consequently, when
deck move with it. As

they regain contact with the deck they are closer to the high end of
the deck. As the deck moves up and forward again , this action is
repeated. Thus " this rapid oscillating motion of the deck gradually

moves all seed in contact with the deck surface uphill in the direction

of the motion.
The feed hopper constantly adds seed to the deck , so those
already on the deck are pushed to the side by . the added seed. Since

the light seed are fluidized on a cushion of air and flaw almost like a

liquid , they floyv toward the discharge end because of the downhill
slope. Heavier seed move uphill with the deck motion. . The constant

i ..
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FEED

RECYCLE

Figure E8. Cross-section of a gravity deck showing
overlapping of specific gravity zones along discharge edge.

addition of seed onto the deck forces the entire seed mass to move
When all adjustments are properly coordinated , the stratified layers of seed separate and move to different
toward the discharge end.

sides of the deck before the moving seed mass reaches the discharge

end.

Action Zone s on Deck

Stratification and separation are the two distinct actions that
occur on the deck of a specific gravity separator. The
irst action is

stratification of the seed into vertical layers. The stratification zone

begins beneath the feed hopper and extends out over as much of the

decks surface as is required for effective stratification of the seed.
Stratification must be accomplished before any separation can be made.
Seed mixtures differing widely in specific gravity stratify quickly and
the area required is small. However , if the seed to be separated donot
differ widely in specific gravity, stratification is difficult and takes
. place slowly. Since seed are constantly flowing across the deck , slow
stratification extends the stratification zone out over much more of the
deck surface.
As soon as the seed are stratified ,

the layers separate and
move in the direction dictated by their specific gravity. Separation

,,
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aTONE'S

Figure E9. Diagram of a gravity separator showing

seed

flow across the deck.

occurs in the zone or area not required for stratification. If follows
then that if the stratification zone is small , more deck ar a and more
time are available for separation , so the separation will be sharper'
and more complete. However , if stratification is slow and requires
much of the deck area , the separation will be poor , and a large amount of middling product consisting of a mixture of light and heavy
seed will discharge from the deck.

Line

Place in Processing

Effective use of the gravity separator requires precise air

stratification of seeds. Seed should , therefore , be carefully sized on
an air-screen machine or other sizing machines before they are cleaned
on the gravity. This eliminates size differences and ,allows better
stratification and thus separation solely on the basis of differences in
specific gravity . Pre-sizing results in sharper separations , less middling product and higher capacity.
The gravity is an upgrading or finishing machine , and is
usually the last separating machine in the processing sequence.

some special cleaning operations ,

a gravity is

another upgrading or separating machine ,

as in

used ahead of

cleaning alfalfa seed.

. I

::'
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LEG EN D

A-LIGHT(WASTE)
WASTE)
(GOOD SEED)

B-MIXED

(SEED

C-HEAVY

D-BARE

(Q0
TO

CORRE

DECREASE AIR
OR INCREASE SPEED
OR LOWER RIGHT END

OR LOWER BACK SIDE

TO C ORRE
INCREASE AIR
OR DECREASE SPEED
OR RAISE RIGHT END
OR RAISE BACK SIDE

Figure EIO. Corrective actions for gravity table
separations.

The gravity removes sand from alfalfa seed ahead of the roll mill to
reduce the amount of material that must be removed by the roll mill and
to reduce wear of the velvet- covered rolls.

Installation
Vibrations from a weak foundation are greatly magnified by the
time they reach the deck of a gravity. These false vibrations will upset
stratification , counteract the separating motion of the deck , and de-

stroy the separation. A firm foundation solid enough to prevent false

at

vibration is essential. The best foundation is a concrete floor
ground level , with the gravity securely bolted to the foundation.

Clean air supply must be considered in planning a gravity

installation. When inside filters are used , the gravity should be installed where the air is as clean and dust- free as possible. If clean
air is piped to the gravity from outside , it should be installed as near

to the air source as possible to reduce the length of pipe needed.

Dust collectors from other machines should not be on the side of the
building from which air is piped to the gravity.
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Adjustments
The gravity separator is a versatile machine and can accomplish

a wide range of separations primarily because it has many adjustment::

action precisely.
Since each adjustment affects the action .of the others, all adjustments
must be coordinated to produce a sharp separation.

which allow the Qperator

to control the separating

The five variable controls on a gravity separator are:

feed 'rate,

air co.ntrol, speed control, end slope, and side slope.
Feed Rate
Rate of feed is an important

adjustment on the gravity separator.

A constant and uniform rate of feed is essential

to maintain a uniform

bed of seed on the deck. Variations in the feed rate will change the
seed bed , and cause the points of discharge of the different seed

fractions to move up or down along the discharge end. A clean separation is impossible when the seed bed surges because of variable feed.
Every gravity separator should have a surge bin sufficiently large to
allow for a uniform flow of seed. A bin- level sensing device should
be installed in the lower part of the bIn to signal the operator or stop
the gravity when seed level in the bin is low. This prevents undesirable
light seed from falling into the clean seed spout when the feed stops

and light seed shift uphill on the empty deck.

Enough seed must be fed onto the deck so that a bed. of seed
thick enough to stratify into different layers will cover the deck at all
times. The thickness of the bed should be just sufficient to allow the
most effective stratification and separation. This can only be deter":
mined by observing the separation obtained at the discharge spouts.

Rate of feed must also be coordinated and balanced with other

adjustments. When seed are fed onto the deck faster than the actions
created by the other adjustments can handle them, they are not
stratified and appear to lie " dead" on the deck. . A feed rate too low
will not cover the deck properly 0 Seed should be fed onto the deck at
a rate that can be fluidized readily and separated 0 If feed rate is in-:
creased , other adjustments can then be changed to match the new feed

rate.

Air Cont.rol

Air control is the basic adjustment. It allows the operator to
vary the velocity or pressure of the air coming through the deck within

\l1

.,.
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air adjustment will fluidize and stratify the
seed so that heavy seed lie on the deck and lighter seed are lifted into

close tolerances. Proper

the upper layers of the seed bed. Air should be adjusted so that the
seed bed fluidizes and flows freely without " boiling . Excessive air

forces heavy seed up into the layers of light seed, and destroys the
stratification. It is characterized by " boiling " or bubbling in the seed
bed , and the discharge of heavy seed with the light seed. Insufficient
air fails to lift light seed above the deck surface and thus fails to
stratify the seed. This causes the seed to lie " dead" on the deck and
light seed to discharge with the heaVy seed.
End Slope

End slope , or the, slope of the deck from the feed hopper to the

discharge end , controls the speed at which seed move across the deck

and thus the length of time ' they remain on the deck and are exposed to
its separating action. When differences between the seed to be separated are slight , the deck should have a relatively flat end slope to hold,
the seed on the deck longer. The longer the seed remain on the deck
the sharper the separation will be. Crop seed and contaminants that

differ greatly in specific gravity will stratify and separate quickly, so
the end slope can be increased to move the seed off the deck rapidly
and increase capacity.

Side Slope

Side slope is the tiit or inclination of the deck from the low side
to the high side of the discharge end 0 Side slope creates an inclined

surface over which the stratified seed bed must flow to reach the discharge end. This allows the Ught seed layers riding on a cushion of
air to slide downhill to the low side of the deck while deck oscillation
moves heavy seed uphill to the opposite side of the deck..
Deck Oscillation Speed
The motion of the deck causes, heavy seed to move toward the
gh side as they flow from the feed area to the discharge end.

increase in deck speed moves heavy seed uphill faster and they disdecrease in deck speed causes heavy
seed to discharge lower on the deck since they do not move as far
uphill before they reach the discharge end.

charge further up the deck. A

Balancing Adjustments

All five adjustments - feed rate , air
side slope
and deck speed - affect the stratification , separation and movement
of seed across the deck.. When bne adjustment is changed , the action
, end slope
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MIDDlIN6 RETURN
HOULD'
SESLlcrHTLY

BELOW rEED INfLOW.

Middling product returned to the feed hopper
of the gravity table.

Figure Ell.

of the other four adjustments is altered in

proportion to the change

made in the first adjustment. Therefore, all adjustments must be coordinated and balanced with each other to produce the best separation

at the highest capacity.

Adjustments must be balanced to produce two basic

first, the seed must be stratified as rapidly and

results:

effectively as possible;

second , the- seed bed must cover the entire deck. The

seed must be ef-

fectively stratified before they can be separated. $tratifying them as
rapidly as possible uses up less deck space, and leaves more space for
the separation zone. The see.d bed must then cover the entire deck to

separate the different zones as widely as possible, to give efficient
capacity, and to prevent air pressure loss through blank or uncovered
space.
Efficiency adjustments :

will change
the balance of forces affecting the seed bed moving across the de
A change in any adjustment

and will change the relative position of seed on the deck. Eff cts of'

changes are:
1.

Air

A. Increasing air shifts the deck load toward the low or
light seed side.
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B. Decreasing

air shifts the deck load toward the high or

heavy seed side.
2.

Side slope

A. Increasing side slope shifts the deck load

toward the

low or light seed side.

B. Decreasing

side slope shifts the deck load

toward the

high or heavy seed side.
3.

Deck , oscillation speed

A. Increasing deck speed shifts the deck load toward the

high or heavy seed side.
speed shifts the deck load toward the

B. Deoreasing deck

low or light seed side.

Capacity adjustments :

Mter the efficiency adjustments have
been set to give the best possible separation , the feed rate and end
slope can be changed to increase capacity. A change in either capacity adjustment requires changes in the efficiency adjustments to
maintaiJ) the same separation and depth of seed on the deck.
ly these are:
1.

Normal-

Changes in feed rate

A. Increasing feed rate requires:
(1) more

air

(2) . more deck speed
(3) sometimes more side slope

B. Decreasing feed rate requires:

(1) less air

(2) less deck

speed

(3) sometimes less sid e

slope

Mter changing the feed rate , a good procedure is to
overcompensate with the air and sometimes the side slope , and
then bring the separation back into balance with the deck oscillation speed.
2.

Changes in end slope

A. Increasing end slope requires:
(1), les s air
(2) sometimes less side slope
(3) more deck speed

B. Decreasing end slope requires:
(1) more air
(2) sometimes , more side slope
(3) less deck speed

..."
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. ,. Changes in end slope can be coordinated by under-com;"
pensating with the air and sometimes the side slope, and then
balancing the separation by changing deck speed.
3.

Changes in both feed rate and end slope
When both are changed , the same depth of seed bed
should be maintained.

A. Increasing feed and end slope requires:
(1) no change in air
(2) sometimes less side slope
(3) more deck speed

B. Decreasing feed and end slope requires:
(1) no change in air

(2) sometimes more side. slope
(3) less deck speed

If changes in feed and end slope have maintained the
seed bed at the same depth on the deck , the separation can be
brought into balance normally by changing only the deck speed.

Making Adjustments
A change in any adjustmen causes a change in the behavior
of the seed as soon as they fall onto the deck from the feed hopper.
The result of any change; however , is often evident only as the seed
fall off the discnarge side. Since seed remain on the deck for some
time," the gravity separator appears to respond slowly to chang'e

adjustments " Adjustments should be made gradua ly, one at a time,
and the effects observed before making further changes. Widechanges

in any adjustment should be made gradually in steps.

of an adjustrient is evident ; other adjustments
can be changed - one at a time - until a satisfactory separation and
capacity are obtained. Never make two adjustments at the same time.
After the effect

Adjustments for efficiency or close separation should be made

first. Mter the de sired separation is obtained , capacity can be

increased with only minor adjustments to get efficient separation at
a high capacity.
Middling Product

Once the seed are stratified , the light seed layer flows

toward

.
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the low side of the deck and the heavy seed layer moves toward the
high side. As these layers move in opposite directions , they also
flow across the deck toward the discharge end. The result is that
three major fractions fall off the discharge end of the deck.
Light seed discharge on the lowest side, while the heaviest seed
discharge along the highest side. Between these fractions is a partially-

separated intermediate mixture of heavy and light seeds called the
It usually contains too many good seed to discard
but too many undesirable seed or particles to go into the finished seed
middling product.

lot. The middling product is usually recleaned to salvage the good
seed it contains, or returned to the deck.
Three conditions increase the

volume of the middling product:

1. Poor pre sizing of the seed causes the gravity table to .
separate seed by size and produce a large middling product

of large-light and small- heavy seed.

fractions are very close in specific gravity,
stratification and separation is slow , and the middling

2. When two ' seed

product is larger because less

separating surface is avail-

able.
3. When the feed rate is too great for the separation being made

the stratification zone covers a larger deck area and less
area is left for separating the vertical seed layers. They will
not be separated fully before they reach the discharge side,
and the middling product is larger.

Proper pre sizing of the seed
close adjustment of the gravity
separator f feeding at a rate determined by the separation being made,

and using a gravity separator with a larger deck area and longer seed
travel will reduce the amount of the middling product. However, a
middling product will always, be formed in greater or lesSer quantity,
and must be reprocessed to salvage the good

seed it contains.

monly-used methods for, salv9-ging the middling product are:
1. Return the middling pro duct

Com-

to the gravity feed hopper

with a

small elevator. .
2. Return

the middling product to the air-'screen cleaner hopper.

3. Collect the middling product in bags or a bin and re-run it
over the gravity after the seed lot is finished.
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. Middling product and light fraction fed
Successive gravity separators.

Figure E12.

STONE

Figure E13. Salvage of good seed from mixture of heavy
seed and gravel discharged along " high" edgeqf .

vity by use of a stoner.

",
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4. Feed the middling product from a large gravity onto a small

gravi y separator added to the cleaning line.

5.

the middling product from several
secondary gravity set

In high-volume operations

gravity separators cclnbe fed onto a

up to salvage good seed from the middling product.

Starting and Operating Sequence

Proper initial adjustment of a gravity separator
sharp separation. A suggested'

saves time

and produces a

reduces the amount of seed that must be recleaned

starting and operating sequence follows.

1. Select the right deck surface for the size of seed to be

cleaned. , Use a wire mesh deck surface for large seeds and

a cloth or perforated sheet metal deck surface for small seed.

2. With

the separator turned off

loosen the deck clamps. Set

the end slope (from feed hopper to discharge) and side slope
at the slope recommended by the manufacturer. This can be

measured as distance above a reference point such as the
frame. Then tighten all clamps so that the deck will be held.
securely.
3. Close

the air completely. Be sure the fan or fans are turning

in the right direction.

4. Turn the machine on and open the feed gjite just enough to

feed a relatively small band of seed across the deck. This
which should cover slightly less than half
will flow across the deck along the upper side.

band of seed
the deck

5. Adjust the eccentric speed until the seed move
ly. Excessive speed causeS the seed to " jump

uphill smoothuphill;
insufficient speed causes the seed bed to move sluggishly.

6 .

Gradually increase the air unt l the seed bed fluidizes and

downward. If the
machine allows selective
use slightly more
air under the deck near the, feed hopper. Adjust the air
stratifies. Light seed will begin to flow
air adjustment

Exces..
sive air " boils " seed and causes all seed to flow downhill.

carefully to obtain the best possible stratification.

7. Continue

to adjust the feed and air until the light seed move

down to the lower banking rail and the deck is completely
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side.

covered with a uniform bed of seed and light seed discharge
from the low side while heavy seed discharge from the high
8. Additiona1adjustments

can now be made to gain a more

precise separation and to increase capacity.

Separation Problems

Failure to obtain an efficient separation is usually due to one or
re operator or installation errors. Properly instalied and operated,
gravity separators seldom fail to separate seeds differing in specific

gravity.
Weak Foundation

The gravity isa reciprocating machine and must be securely
bolted to a solid foundation. A slight vibration at the base is multiplied
many times on the deck. Weak foundations allow false vibrations which
counteract the mechanical vibration of the eccentrics and upset the flow

of seed across the deck. The seed bed will surge or flow in waves
acros s the deck when false

vibrations. synchronize.

with the eccentric

motion. When the seedbed flows in waves at regular intervals , look

for false vibrations.

. Fans Running Backward

This isa common mistake in new installations. The fans must
build a static air pressure in the air chest to insure even air flow
through the deck cover. Running backward , the fans cannot built up
the necessary pressure. Arrows usually mark the direction of , fan rotation. The fan should turn toward the opening into the air chest, and
. deliver a strong air blast into it.

Switching any two of the three wire

connections of a three-phase motor will cause it to run in the opposite
direction.
Air Filter Covered

Most gravity separators are shipped with shields over the air
filters to protect them during shipment and installation. Remove these
before operating the machine. Avoid damaging the filters after the
shields are removed.
Dirty Air

Clean air is essential.

Dust-laden air will clog the filters and
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plug air openings in the deck cover. ' The deck is soon blinded,
dead spots appear. , The seed bed lies dead on these spots, and

and
both

stratification and separation are ruined. Most gravity separators provide
two means of getting clean air. The air filter built into the gravity can
be used -if air around the machine is clean and free of floating dust
and chaff. If this air is relatively dusty and the filters require frequent
cleaning, clean , dust- free air should be piped in from another location.
Loose Deck

pos

The clamps or other devices which hold the deck in the sele9
tion must be loosened before either end slope or side slope is

adjusted. Mter the slope

is adjusted ,

retighten the clamps immediately.

Loose 'clamps. cause false vibrations and the

deck position may change.

Wrong Deck

Deck covers are designed to support the seed while allowing air
needed for stratification to pass through. Large seed require more air

and can be supported by a more open surface , so a wire mesh deck cover
with larger openings is used. Small seeds require less air , and smaller
openings will support the seed. Deck covers of cloth or sheet metal

with fine openings are used for small seeds.
Trying to ,

High Capacity, Befote Getting .'Efficient Separation,

Inexperienced operators often fail because they try to get high
capacity without taking the time to get an efficient separation. Tr
initial adjustment sequence must be followed carefully until an efficent

separation is obtained. Then the rate of feed can be increase? and

balanced with changes in other adjustments until the maximum capacity,
at which the separation can be made , is reached. Maxi um capacity
varies as weight differences between the seed vary, and can be exceedeq
only by accepting a poorer separation.
Seed Mixture not Suitable for Gravity Separation

The gravity separator wiU: (a) separate seed of the same size
according to differences in specific gravity, or

(b) separate seed of the

same specific gravity according to differences in size. If the seed mix-

, it is not suitable for
gravity separation. Seed should be caref\.lly sized' and cleaned on basic
cleaning machines before going to the gravity separator.
ture does not meet either of these requirements

Insufficient Air

The stratification zone of the deck must have sufficient air to
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stratify the seed mass into vertic llayers of different weightsH The
separation zone must have sufficient air to maintain this verti6
stratification. Insufficient air prevents proper stratification , and lets
all seed lie on the deck and move uphill.
Excessive Ai
Most ine)tperienced operators use too much air. Exces ye air
destroys the stratification by blowing or " boiling " heavy seed 14to

the upper layers of lighter seed. When stratification is

ruined

the

separation is . ruined. Exces sive air causes neavy seed to floW dowrihill

with the light seed.
Belt Slippage
Slipping belts deliver

power to the eccentrics erratically, and

cause irregular flow of seed across the deck.

Slipping belts are com-

mon, especially when the gravity is first started on cold mornings,
v- belts should be kept

tight, but not too tight, since excessive pressure

causes undue bearing wear.
Deck Shape

Gravity separatorS are built with either a triangular or a rectangular deck shape. Both utilize the same separating principle , and both
decks have a stratifying zone and a separating zone . The difference
between the two deck shapes is primarily in the distance that
heavy fractions travel across the deck before they discharge.

light and

The longer seed remain on the deck, the more efficient is the

final separation. When seed are forced to travel a longer distgn,ce on
the deck, a better separation can be made .

When the separatiml.is

good,.. the middling fraction is s!nall.
The triangular deck allows light seed to ' move a relatively short
distanqe down the low end to the discharge side and the midqlirtgs
product also has a short distance to travel. Heavy fractions, however,

are forced to travel a longer distance along the back side and across
the slanted high end to reach the heavy seed discharge. The' gi.angular
deck is thus good for separation of a small fraction of heavy see#'

from a large fraction of lighter seed.

The rectangular deck has a longer low end , and light seed travel
discharge. The middlings product also travels fur-

further before , they
ther so that it is

separated into a much smaller final amount. The

.'
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Figure E14. Comparison of rectangular and triangular

,gravity separator decks.

rectangular deck is thus a good separator for reducing the amount of
middlings product, and for removing a small fraction of light seed
from a large fraction of heavier seed.
Deck Covers
Several types of deck covering materials are available.

The deck

cover must support the seeds and keep them from drppping down into
the air chest , but still be suffiCiently porous to allow enough air to pass
trafify t' "see4., A.other function of the deck
covering is to provide the proper friction to help hold seed on the deck
until they are separated , or)tottnQve ed: across the deck rapidly when
through its surface to

they are easily separated .

Small seed such as those of clovers and forage grasses are
cleaned on decks covered with either cloth or perforated sheet metal.
The cloth cover is usually a d1)rable porous material such as oxford
cloth. Perforated metal decks are usually of copper or a similar material slightly ridged and with small perforations to pass air. The

openings in both cloth and sheet metal decks are very small to keep
small seeds from falling through

and to lessen

seed require less air for stratification.

air flow ,

since small
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Large seed such as corn and beans are separated on decks covered
with closely-woven wire. The woven wire will support the seed and allows
the higher air volume and pressure required for stratification.

Friction offered by the deck surface as the seed bed moves across
it also influences the choice of a deck surface. Perforated copper decks

are smooth, create little friction , and have greatly increased capacity
in cleaning seeds such as alfalfa when the seed stratify readily . On the
other hand, deck surfaces are sometimes chosen for extra friction to

keep seed on the deck until they can be separated. Some woven wire
decks have a coarse 1/2- inch by 1/2- incn wire mesh on top of the woven

wire cover to create added friction. Decks may also have rows of raised strips , called riffles , fastened on top of the deck surface.
These rows of riffles run In the direction of the deck motion,
perpendicular to the seed flow toward the discharge side.

. They serve

as dams to hold smooth heavy seed on the deck longer and cause them

to move closer to the high side of the deck before they discharge.

Maintenance

Bolts securing the gravity separator to the foundation may vibrate
loose and should be inspected and retightened regularly. All bolts on
and in the machine should also be inspected and retightened at regular
intervals.
Sealed bearings which come packed with a good grade of grease

are now used on most machines. These bearings should be regreased
sparingly at intervals. More bearings fail because of excessive greasing
than from insufficient greasing. When greasing, grease should not be

forced into the fitting until it comes out the seals. This not only damages tl:e grease seals, but may let excess grease reach the deck surface
and cause dead spots. Cold weather causes grease to harden in the
bearings. If set screws locking the inner bearing race are loose , the
shaft will slip in the bearing housing and will be scored. Most modern
machines use self-aligning bearings; however, if bearings run hot they

them.

should, be checked to see that they are properly aligned before greasing

should run fairly tight, but not
tight belts cause undue wear on the bearings.
If belt slipping is suspected , stop the machine and feel the sides of the
pulleys. If they are warm, slipping belts are indicated.
V - belts

driving the separator

overly tight. Excessively

Decks must be kept clean. Dust or grease will plug up air openings in the deck and cause blind or dead spots which destroy the

. - -

. -
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separation. Only clean ,

dust- free air should be fed into the air chest.

When the machine is not in use, a cover should be kept over the deck.
Bags , tools , grease guns , and other materials should never be stacked
on the deck of an idle gravity separator.
Operator s Record Book

Different crop seed with different contaminants will require
different settings anq adjustments of deck speed, air , side slope , end
slope , and feed. Once the adjustments that give the most efficient
separation are determined , they should be measured and recorded in a
special Operator s Record Book. The next time a similar lot must be
cleaned , the time and effort required to make initial adjustments can

be minimized by starting with the adjustments used on a similar
previous lot. The record should

include:

1. Crop Seed

2. Variety
3. Material Being Removed
4. Deck Surface Used

5. Side Slope Difference (in inches or cm)
6. End

Slope Difference (in ipches or cm)

- Air Gate Openings (setting or number of turns from
closed)
8. RPM

of Eccentric Shaft

9. Feed Opening (in inches or cm)
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STONERS

The stoner is a special purpose gravity separator designed to re-

move a small amount of heavy material from a larger volume of seed. Like
the gravity separator, its operation depends on vertical stratification
the seed mixture according to weight, followed by separation of the

different strata on an oscillating deck. It differs from
separator, however, in the number of fractions of seed

of

the gravity
it produces.

In the gravity separator, seed are discharged along a single:side , ranging

in weight from lightest at the low end to heaviest at the high end. Thus,
the seed carl be divided into as many fractions as desired. The stoner
produces only a light fraction and a heavy fraction, which discharge

opposite ends of the deck.
Parts of the Machine
The operating parts of a stoner are basically

gravity separator. They are:

similar to those of a

Base

A base or frame, bolted to a firm foundation, provides a solid base
for the oscillating deck.
Fan
A fan draws outside air through a filter and builds air pressure in

the air chest.
Air Chest

An air chest collects air under

in effective pressure patterns.

pressure and delivers it to the deck

Drive Mechanism
An eccentric drive mechanism drives the deck in an oscillating
back-and-forth motion.

Feed Hopper

A feed hopper delivers a uniform stream of seed to the stratification

zone of the dec k .

..
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Figure EIS. Sutton , Steele and Steele Stoner,

40- 60.
Deck
A porous deck provides the surface on which the seed:i;re strati..

tied and separated. The typical stoner deck is rectangular in;: pe,
with banking rails along both sides to hold the seed bed on thef' deck.
The low end of the deck is open so that a large volume of seeQ.' pan be
discharged. At the high end, the side banking rails angle inWard and
leave only a narrow opening to discharge a small volume of materj.al.

Principles of Operation

The feed hopper mounted over the center of the 10ng(lj. eJ1 ion
of the deck feeds a uniform curtain of seed across the deck . Theai
blowing through the porous deck surface vertically stratifies :the mixture
on the center area of the deck into layers differing in weight. Heavy
material remains in contact with the deck, while the

fluidized and floats on a cushion of air.

lightmat rial is

Since the deck is inclined, the light seed held up by Jh,e air
float toward the low end under the influence of gravity. At the same
time, the deck oscillates back and forth in the direction of , th.e

I "

nation in much the same manner as the gravity separator. ,

Ilcli-

i!VY
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or sand in contaot with the surface of the deck
are moved uphill as the deck oscillq,
toward the high end. As the deck
moves towar:d the low end, it drops downward very slightly. The heavy
particles momentarilyJose contact with the d.eck and do not move back
with i
they regain contact with the deck at a higher position.
particles of dirt, rock

t. Thus

This continuous deck motion moves heavy particles up the deck toward
the narrow discharge opening at the high end. An adjustable gate in

the discharge opening allows discharge of heavy particles but also
maintains a layer of the heavy particles an the deck to prevent light
seed from being forced out with the heavy materials.
Adj ustments

Four adjustments on the stoner must be balanced with each other

to produce an efficient separation at high capacity.
Feed Rate

ufficient to maintain a bed of

Feed rate must be uniformano

seed on the deck.

however

As the feed rate increases

the size of

the stratifying zone increases. Feed rate should be adjusted so that
the stratifying zone does not cover more than 1/3 of the deck area. If
feed rate should
small heavy particles discharge with the

be reduced.

good seed

Air Flow

sufficient to stratify the seed mixture into
the
be blank, because heavy particles are lifted
and forced toward the low end of the deck. Insuffici, nt air allows some
good seed to move up into the neck of tt)e high end discharge and go
Air flow should be just

vertical weight zones. If
upper end of the deck may

excessive air passes through the deck

out with the heavy particles.

Deck Tilt

Deck tilt can be adjusted for a greater or lesser slope from the
high end to the low end. No

side slope adjustment can be made; the
side to side. Excessive deck tilt creates too
steep a slope for the deck motion to move heavy particles to the high

deck should be level from

and the upper end of the deck may be blank, or some
heavy particles may discharge with the good seed. Insufficient deck
tilt allows good seed to mix with the heavy particles at the high end

discharge.

discharge end

....

.'

:.
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Figure E16. Section

of vacuum stoner illustratingaitflow
aspiration, and separation of components. Use of
gravity knife "

or horizontal splitter produces two

separates at low end of deck.

Deck Speed

Deck speed should be adjusted after deck tilt and air flow have
Deck speed should move heavy particles UP the deck
without interfering with the flow of lighter materials toward the low end.
been set properly.

A minor but important adjustment is the gate across the narrow

discharge area at the high end of the deck. It should be kept closed until
a bank of heavy particles sufficient to fill the narrow discharge neck
and extend back several inches into the deck area accumulates. This

bank of heavy material keeps good seed from working out the high end
with the heavy particles . The gate' should then be opened slightly to
allow heavy particles to discharge at about the same ratethey are
separated from the seed, so that the bank of heavy materials is maintained.

Installation

The stoner is used in the processing line in two principal ways.
First, it is installed immediately following gravity separators to receive the mixture of heavy good seed and heavy particles of sand, rock,
or dirt that discharge along the upper banking rail of the gravity. The
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FEED

BACKWARD

LIGHT

FORWARD

STRATIFYING AREA

HEAVY

Figure E17. Cross-section of the stratifying area of a
stoner. . Light seed flow downhill and heavy particles
(stones, gravel) move uphill after stratification.

Heavy

Light

Figure E18. Imporperly adjusted stoner. The light seed
e allowed to moye too far into the heavy material
end of. the deck.
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Heavy

Light

Improperlyadjusted stoner. Heavy particles
do not move up into the high discharge end.

Figure E19.

Heavy End

Light End

Figure E20. Properly adjusted stoner. Note the stratifying
e and distribution of light and heavy components.
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stoner will remove the heavy particles and salvage the good seed.
Second, windrow-harvested beans , peanuts, or similar seed with a high
dirt or rock content may be cleaned over a stoner before going into the
basic cleaning line.

The stoner serves here as a receiving cleaner or

pre- cleaner to remove heavy foreign material.

and should be securely
bolted to a firm foundation to prevent false vibrations which prevent
efficient separations. It should be located in an area of dust';free air,
or where clean air can be piped to it.
The stoner is an oscillating separator,

SUMMARY
The stoner is a special purpose gravity separator used principally
to separate heavy inert material (sand, dirt, gravel) from seed. While

its basic components are similar to the gravity separator, it is much
less versatile because its design has been simplified and adjustable
features minimized.

SL1rface

tL1re . Separat

SectiCJ
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1- .

Figure F. Laboratory

model electro-magnetic separatorused

in teaching and for small lots of seed. .

, "
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ROLL MILL
,0

The " roll

mill"

velvet roll mill" , or " velvet roll separator , is
is most commonly called the " dodder
mill" because it was originally designed to remove dodder from clover
and alfalfa.

widely used in seed processing. It

Roll mills are finishing machine. s

and should only be used on
seed that have already been processed on an air-screen cleaner and/or

other machines. They are used to clean smQoth seed such as clovers
alfalfa and bean that are contaminated with: (1) seeds that have a
rough seed coat such as dodder;
have sharp angles such as dock;

(2) seeds that are irregular in shape or
(3) immature seeds that are wrinkled

or shriveled; (4) broken , chipped or damaged seed that have irregular
surfaces; and (5) rough arid irregularly shaped inert material.
Examples of some separations made on the roll mill are:
Crop Seed

Contaminant Removed

Crimson Clover
Alsike Clover

by

Cutleaf Cranesbill,

Whole Seed

Timothy
Broken Seed

Beans
Vetch

Dirt Clods
ld Winter Peas

Hulled Lespedeza
Clovers

Roll Mill
Dock

U,nhulled Lespedeza

Sorrel, Peppergrass, Foxtail
Catchfly, Mustarp, Cockle,
Wild Carrot

Parts of the Machine
A roll mill

consists of two basic components: the feed uniD and

the separating . unit.
Feed Unlt

The gravity- type feed unit feeds the seed mixture into the
separating units. It consists of a small hopper which acts as a funnel-

ing device on the feed end of the machine. Connected to one side of
the vertical shaft is a slide gate which can be raised or lowered to
increase or decrease the rate of seed flow through openings in the side

of the vertical shaft. Seed flow from these openings into troughs which
convey the seed onto the velvet-covered rolls of the separating units. The
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Figure Fl. Ten unit roll mill. The feed hopper, vertical

feed shaft and troughs used for metering seed to each
pair of rolls are on the left.

,,
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is determined by the number of pairs of
On most machines a clean-out pull slide is located
in the base of the vertical shaft.
number of openings and troughs

rons in the machine.

Separating Unit

The separating unit is composed of two parts: a pair of velvetcovered rolls with a shield or baffle mounted directly over them. The
velvet- covered rolls are always arranged in pairs and mounted with one
end higher than the , other. The rolls in each pair contact each other
along their full length, and rotate outwardly in opposite directions.
machines that have more than one pair of rolls, the rolls are mounted in
parallel planes, one above the other. , Multiple pairs of rolls increase
a machine s capacity; they have no influence on the effectiveness of

separation 0 Machine size varies from a small machine with a single
pair of rolls for laboratory use, up to machines with ten pairs of rolls.
Commercial size machines usually have 5 or 10 pairs of rolls. Length
and diameters of rolls also vary with the different types and models of

of machines.
Principles of Operation
.1.

The roll mill will separate mixtures of crop seed and contaminants
that differ in surface texture 0 Rough-surfaced, irregular contaminants seed or inert material - are separated from the mas
regular shaped crop seed. F of smooth surfaced,
The mixture of seed (and inert material) to be separated is introduced onto the upper or high end of each pair of rolls. As they move
downhill in the trough formed by ' the two rolls, rough seed are caught

by

the nap of the velvet fabric cover of each revolving roll and thrown
against the shield above theTolls 0 The rough seed strike the shield at an
angle and are deflected back toward the roll . at

an opposite but equal

angle 0 Thus, they contact the velvet roll at a higher level along its
upper arc 0 Repeated action of this type causes the rough seed to move in
eps across the upper, arc of the roll until they fim;llly fall over the outer
edge of the roll 0 The bulk of the smooth and regular-shaped seed are not
affected by the nap of the fabric and continue to slide downhill until they

discharge at the low end

of the machine.

Since seed are separated along the entire length of the rolls,
several grades of seed are produced (usually four).

The very roughest

seed are the first to be separated and drop into a hopper positioned beneath the upper one-third of the length of the rolls. A second hopper
beneath the middle third of the rolls catches seed that are a mixture of
predominately rough but with a small percentage of

smootJ:' seed. The
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The feed hopper, vertical
feed shaft and troughs used for metering seed to each
pair of rolls are on the left.

Figure Fl. Ten unit roll mill.
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ROLLS COVERED WiTH
FLANNEL OR VELVET) LIKE
MATERIAL

GRADES

,- ALL SMOOTH SEED
2- SMOOTH t SMALL
PERCENT ROUGH
3- ROUGH . SMALL

PERCENT $MOP,TI;L."
4 -

!i.

Schematic drawing of roll mill showing principles
of separation and operation.

Figure F2.

hopper beneath the lower third of the rolls catches seed Hiat (i,I:.E! ,predominately smooth, but with a small percentage of rough seed.
Essentially, pure smooth seed are discharged off the lower end of the
rolls. Seed discharged into the hopper along the lowest section of the
rolls (b()ttom one-third) are usually re-run to recover the large per

centcfge of smooth good seed or to remove the small percentage of rough
undesirable seeQ.

Adjustments

A roll mill requires a minimum of attention to

keep it operating

once it is properly adjusted. However, its effectiveness depends upon
rate of feed, clearance between the rolls and sp,ield, and
angle of incline of the rolls.

roll speed

, Roll Speed

The most important adjustment is roll speed. A variable speed
drive mechanism permits revolution of the rolls at any desired speed from
zerq to approximately 350 rpm. A single adjustment changes the speed
of all rolls. In general, ' higher roll speeds remove more mat rial and
result in cleaner seed. However, excessive speed resultg : fn unnec;essary throw- over of good seed. If excessive quantities of smooth seed

,- .,

"',

.. .

",,.
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RPM OF

gure F3.

ROLLS

Effect of roll speed on efficiency of dodder

removal by the roll mill.

are thrown out with the rough seed, roll speed should be reduced.

wise, if too many rough seed are left in the clean seed, roll speed
be increased.

Likeshould

An accompanying illustration shows the results of test conducted
by the Agricultural Research Service of the United States Department of
Agriculture on the effect of roll speed in removing dodder from red clovec.
At 70 rpm about 7. 5 percent of the dodder remained in the clover. As
roll speed incceased, the dodder remaining in the mixture decreased to

less than 0. 5

percent at 260 rpm.

To adjust roll speed, start with a minimum speed and a feed set..
ting of about one-half inch. If the clean seed product is not fcee of all
objectionable seed or material

cpll speed should be increased until the

product is clean.

Feed Rate

Rate of feed is a critical adjustment. A single adjustment controls
the cate of seed flow from the vertical shaft to each paic of rolls.

slide gate mechanism insuces a uniform seed flow to each pair

The

of rolls.

Rate of feed must be closely controlled for two reasons. First,
the effectiveness of the separation is determined by the rate of feed,
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Figure F4.

Cross-section of a pair of rolls illustrating

movement of rough seed over rolls.
since each seed must contac the velvet so all rough seed can be
bounced out of the mixture. Over-feeding will flood the rolls, or

crowd

the space between the rolls and the shield and interfere with free movement of individual particles. This reduces the percentage of rough seed
removed.

A second reason for close control of the feed rate is that it directly influences capacity. An average starting feed setting for most

clovers is a feed-hole opening

remembered that the percentage

setting.

It should,

of one- half inch.
however, be
of contamination will influence the final

Shield Clearance

Clearance between the shield and the rolls, termed " shieldclearance , also influences the separation. This should be adjusted
according to seed size, and the range of separations desired.

All machines come equipped with a mechanism for independently
raising or lowering the baffles at either end. The clearance usually is
slightly greater at the feed end of the machine. A rule of thumb for
determining the correct setting is to provide a clearance equal to one

and one-half times the diameter of the seed being cleaned. However,
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Smooth
Se" ed"

Metal
Shield
au

9h

Seed
Figure F4.

Cross-section of a pair of rolls illustrating

movement of rough seed over rolls.

since each seed must contac
bounced out of the mixture.

the velvet so all rough

seed can be

Over-feeding will flood the rolls, or crowd
the space between the rolls and the shield and interfere with free movement of individual particles. This reduces the percentage of rough seed

removed.

A second reason for close control of the feed rate is that it directly influences capacity. An average starting feed setting for most
clovers is a feed-hole opening of one-half inch. It should, however, be
remembered that the percentage of contamination will influence the final

setting.

Shield Clearance

Clearance between the shield and the rolls, ternied II shieldclearance , also influences the separation. This should be adjusted
according to seed size, and the range of separations desired.

All machines come equipped with a mechanism for independently
raising or lowering the baffles at either end. The clearance usually is
slightly greater at the feed end of the machine. A .rule of thumb for
determining the correct setting is to provide a clearance equal to one

and one-half times the diameter of the seed being cleaned. However,

- ---- ----
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this adjustment is usually:

not critical if the

seed has sufficient clearance

to permit it to leave the roller after contact, strike the shield, and be
deflected back9 to tqeroller. This richocheting action is essential for

proper separation; rO\,gh:seed must be bounc dover the rollers and out of
the mixture. ' If cle ran e is too great, rough seedfail to contact the
shield, and repeatedly fall back into , the smooth seed . If the clearance
is inadequate, both smooth and rough seed will be pressed into the velvet, carried around the roller and dropped into the reject hoppers. For

most cleaning operations, a clearance of approximately 1/4-inch at the
feed end of the machine is usually adequate.

Elevation

Angle of inclin of the rolls; or lI elE1vation , is the least used
It is seldom altered once an operator has
established the best elevation for the particular kind of seed being
processed

adjustment on the roll mill.

The elevation mechanism is located under the feed end of the
machine. On some machines it is a hand-wheel screw; on others it is a
combination lever, screw device. Usually, an incline range from
approximately 7 to 13 degrees, or from 13 to 19 inches, may- be obtained.
The full range of roll inclination usually has little significant effect on
the percentage of rough seed removed. However, the steeper the angle,
the faster the seed travel from the feed end to the discharge end of the
machine

Changing elevation has the effect of lengthening or shortening
the length of the rollers 0 Capacity and length of exposure of seed to the
rolls can be varied somewhat by increasing or decreasing the angle of
inclination 0 Decreasing the elevation of the feed end, of the machine has
the effect of lengthening the rolls, because seed will remain on the rolls
longer 0 Conversely, increasing the tilt has the effect of shortening the
rolls 0 As previously mentioned, rolle length has little effect on separation, but an increase in elevation may slightly reduce throw-over,
becaus.e as the speed of flow increases the width of the stream

The: most commonly- used tilt is approximately 17. 5 inches.

decreases.

When adjusting a roll mill only one adjustment should be made at
a time. The machine should be run several minutes, then the results
observed 0 If additional changes are necessary, they should be made

and

results checked again. Changes in adjustmerits should be gracjual unless

results indicate that a drastic

change is needed.

'.-,
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Summary

The roll mill is a finishing machine that effectively separates
irregular rough surface seed from smooth seed. It is ,a relatively easy
machine to operate, and requires a minimum of adjustment and attention.

'
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MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

The magnetic separator has been used for many years in industrial
remova! of tramp iron from coal to the purification of pharmaceuticals. The most common uses are separation of ores
and removal of tramp iron from non- ferrous materials.

applications ranging from

The first use of ttle magnetic process in seed separations was
made in England some 30to 40 years ago.
clover containing dodder

field. The results

Iron oxide was , mixed

with red

and the mixture was passed through a magnetic
were not satisfactory because the red clover was bad-

ly discolored and the
several machines have been designed specifically for seed cleaning by
dodder was not completely removed.. Since then

United States, English, and

German firms.

General types of separators available include the drum or cyinduced roll, and crossbelt types. The induced roll and crossbelt separators were originally designed for industrial use and have been

. linder

adapted for " seed separation. The revolving cylinder or drum is the most
common type of separating device used for seed.
or type

the principles of operation are the same.

Regardless of the make

The basic requirement for magnetic cleaning is that the seeds and
other material to be separated must differ in seed coat characteristics.
Generally, the "
while contaminating seed or inert matter must have a rough, gelatinous ,. or
granular surface that will retain a dusting of fine iron powder when pretreated with water or a combination of oil and water. (The iron powder,
water and/or oil are called " dosage materials ) The effectiveness
separation depends largely upon the magnitude of difference in seed coat
texture between the good and undesirable seed and the thoroughness with
which the seed and dosage materials are mixed . If the dosage materials
(ire not applied to the seed
uniformly, and in correct
proportion, some undesirable seed will not be coated with the iron and
will not be separated.
good" seed must have a smooth seed coat

mixture thoroughly

Parts of the Machine

A magnetic separating system consists of three units:

the feeding
unit, the mixing unit, and the separating unit. Automated systems also

include a panel with controls for the machine.
Feeding Unit

The feeding unit consists of a hopper with a device for controlling

the rate of feed. The

feed hopper may be located

differently on different

, .
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Figure F5

Wemag magnetic seed separator.

, , ,.
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drum.

machines have a feeding unit for correctly metering the
seed into the mixer, and one for metering the seed over the magnetized

machines. Some
rolls or

Mixing U

ni t

The mixer uniformly distributes a specific amount of dosage
material (water and/or oil, and iron powder) throughout the seed lot. The

amount of each varies with the kinds of seed being cleaned and other
factors.
Two systems for mixing seed and dosage materials are used.

batch type in which measured amounts of dosage materials
are added to a given quantity of seed in a bin or drum and they are
. mixed for a specific time. The seed are then transferred to the sepaOne is the

rating unit.

continuous~flow type in which a
mixing chambers. At different points in the system the dosage materials are
metered into the seed stream where they become thoroughly mixed with
the seed as they travel to the separating unit. The effectiveness of
The second type of mixer is the

continuous stream of seed are passed through a series of auger-type

magnetic separators is greatly influenced

by the mixing operations.

Separating Unit

Magnetized rollers, cylinders or drums, are the effective separating units in the magnetic separator. A revolving ' cylinder or drum is,

the most common separating device used. The drum may be an electromagnet whose magnetism or " pulling p,Ower " can be controlled, or it may
contain permanent magnets with constant magnetism, or the magnetism

may be induced by stationary electric poles.

A second tyP e

of separating

unit consists of a Eat revolving belt driven by a magnetized roller or
pull ey .

Automatic Control Unit

Some systems are equipped with a control system that automatically regulates the dosage of water and iron powder, and the duration
of the mixing cycle.

The control cabinet is actuated by

a signal button.

All steps in the process are indicated by control lights or accoustical
signals.
Principles of Operation

The general principles of seed separation are the same for all
magnetic cleaners. Iron powder is introduced into the

seed mixture that
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Gompper magnetic seed cleaning machine.
The two- drum cleaner is on the left; the mixing

Figure F6.

chamber is on the right.

,.
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has been slightly moistened, after which the mass is agitated in the mixing apparatus. Rough textured seed, seed with gelatinous coats, and
irregular foreign material retain iron pQwder whereas the " good" seed with
smooth seed coats do not. The seed are then passed over the magnetized
rolls. Contaminating seeds and inert material with iron powder adhering

to them are held on the surface of the drum

by magnetic force. Seed

clinging to the drum either fall off due to gravity or are brushed off by
stationary or rotating brushes into spouts provided for rejected material.
Ordinarily, there is no re-run of the rejects. Those seed to which iron
powder did not adhere pass over the drum

and are discharged as clean

seed.
Factors Affecting Magnetic Cleaning of Seed

Condition of the Crop Seed
High crop seed losses that sometimes occur during magnetic cleaning can usually be attributed to the treatment the seed received during
harvesting and other processing operations. Crop seed that have received
careful treatment are likely to have fewer damaged and broken seed than
those that were improperly harvested and roughly handled. Cleaning
losses are higher with scarified and damaged crop seed because their
cracked and chipped seed coats collect more iron powder than nonscarified or undamaged seed. In some respects, this is an advantage
because removal of damaged crop seed upgrade germination and storabil-

ity of the seed

The magnetic separator is a finishing machine. It is not intended
make separations that can be made on basic cleaning equipment. Indeed,
the effectiveness and efficiency of magnetic separators is greatly influenced by the amount of contaminating material in the seed mixture.
Generally, the seed mixture should be cleaned as close as possible, with

other machines and only brought to the magnetic separator to effect a

final separation of specific contaminants.
Kind of Crop Seed

Not all crop seeds that can be cl aned with a magnetic separator
respond equally to similar dosage applications. Seeds with extremely

hard and smooth seed coats such as Sericea lespedeza tak up less iron
powder than do seeds with slightly roughened or irregular
such as alfalfa and red clover. Seed of sweet clover will

more iron powder

seed coats
ta ke up even
than alfalfa or red clover because they have a still

rougher seed coat. As a general rule, the harder and smoother the coat of

the crop seed, the lesser will be the amount of dosage material required,
the lower will be the percentage of seed lost, and the greater will be the
eff ecti v en e s s

of s epara tion .

, ,
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Diagram of two-drum magnetic seed sep&rator.
Rough seed that retain a coating of iron powder are

Figure F7.

brushed off the magnetic drms and discharge
spouts 2 and 3.

through

Smooth seed pass over both rolls and

discharge into spout 1.

Kind and Concentration of Weed Seed and Inert Material
An ideal mixture is one in which the seed and other material to

be separated differ widely in textural characteristics. Some separations
are not possible because of the similarities in seed coat texture of the
weed and crop seed in the mixture. In mixtures where a separation is
possible, the relative amounts of water, oil, and iron powder required
must be considered. A seed lot containing a high concentration of weed
seed requires a higher dosage than a lot with a lower weed seed con-

centration. Since the gelatinous seed coat of buckhorn plantain absorbs
water quite readily, the water requirement of a mixture containing this
weed seed is higher than for a lot of the same crop seed contaminated

with a similar
Dirt, sticks

amount of dodder.

straw, leaves and other debris in a seed lot require

a higher dosage for effective cleaning. Inert material competes with
weed seed for the dosage materials, and enough dosage must be applied
to coat both the weed seed and inert material. This may also increase

the loss of crop seed because the increased dosage might cause some of
the crop seed to be coated with the iron powder and they will be lost with
the rejects.

Iron Powder

Iron powders available for use with the magnetic separator are
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similar in that each contains a high ' percentage of iron, but they differ in
importance aspects such as particle size, shape, density, and color.
The better powders are effective on most seed lots that can be magnetically cleaned, but in some instances certain powders are somewhat
specific. That is, one powder might adhere to a particular species
weed seed better than another. Experimentation will determine the
proper powder to use.

of

There is some question as to whether the iron powder should be
salvaged or re-used in future cleaning operations. It is generally
believed that enough properties of the powder may have ' been changed or
altered to render the powder ineffective for use a second time. The iron
powder is relatively inexpensive; enough to treat 100 pounds of seed
costs approximately '30

cents.

Adjustments
The magnetic separator is a relatively simple machine to 9perate.
There are few adjustments once the correct proportions of dosage
material have been determined . However , these few are extremely
important.

Dosage Materials
Mixing the proper proportion of iron powder and liquids uniformly

with the seed lot is the most important operation in magnetic seed
cleaning. Too little liquid results in inadequate coverage by the iron
powder and poor cleaning results. Excessive liquid and powder causes
discoloration of the crop seed and exoessive cleaning loss. Soft water
and warm water (room temperature) gives better results than hard water
and/or cold water.

Hard water may be softened with\any commercial

water softener. Distilled water maybe purchased and used as the
moistening' agent. Some machines have electric radiatorS. to control the
temperature of both water and seed during operation.

Iyixing Time
This adjustment is very important. An incorrect mixing time will

. result in ineffective separation. Too long a mixing time allows the water
to evaporate and the iron powder will be rubbed off the seeds. Too short
a mixing time wili' not permit thorough co erQge of thfi' weed seed with the
iron powder.
Some units with " batch" type mixers are equipped with automatic
controls pre-set for given quantities of water and iron powder and duration
of the mixing cycle.

:;1
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flow "

The mixing time for magnetic separators using a " continuous
mechanism is determined by the rate of feed. The higher the rate

of feed, the shorter the mixing time. Rate of feed and mixing time go

hand in hand and are determined by the results shown at the clean seed
If weed seed are in the , clean seed, then the rate of
feed should be decreased to increase the mixing time.
discharge spout.

Rate of Feed
The rate of feed must be adjusted and controiled properly.

incorrect feed adjustment will cause either a loss of capacity or ineffective cleaning, depending upon whether the rate is ' too slow or tOo fast.
For efficient cleaning, the se!3d should not , be more t an , one seed thick
on the magnetized drums,. This enables every seed or particle to contact
the magnetized drum.

Intensity of Magnetism
The intensity of magnetism

can be adjusted on systems equipped
advantageous

with an electro-magnet and a variable transfonner. This is

Since over - or under - dosage can be partially compensated for by varying the intensity or " pulling power " of the magnet.
Capacity
Capacities of magnetic separators range from 250 to 2,

000 pounds

of seed per hour, depending upon make and type of machine and the seed

being cleaned.

: t.
Summary

The magnetic separator is a finishing machine. It

effects a rather
specific separation of rough textured undesirable seed from crop seed

that are to be finished on a magnetic separator
should first be cleaned over basic cleaning equipment. The most
general application of magnetic separators is for removal of contaminating
weed seed from seed of the clovers, alfalfa, trefoils, ' and vetch.
with smooth coats. Seed
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INCLINED DRAPER

The inclined draper separates seed by differences in their ability
to roll or slide down an inclined surface. The inclined draper utilizes
the same principle of operation as the spiral separator, but offers more

flexibility. It can be used to separate smooth or round s eed from rough,
flat or elongated seed. The draper is a finishing machine and should be
used after the seed have been processed over other basic cleaning
machines.
Parts of the Machine

The draper is composed
one or more inclined belts, a

of four basic components: a

feed hopper,

tilt mechanism, and a variable speed

control mechanism.
Feed Hopper

As with all cleaning machines, a single feed hopper is provided
for all draper belts in a single machine. From the feed hopper, seeds
flow into metering devices that distribute them uniformly to each belt
for cleaning.

Inclined Belt(s)
The draper belts are the seed separating parts of the machine.
Each draper is a specially- made

endless belt mounted in an inclined

position. It moves, or travels, in qn up-hill direction. Belt surfaces

are usually made of plastic or canvas, but can be constructed of
. materials with varying degrees of surface rough
ess

Tilt Mechanism

The tilt mechanism allows the operator to adjust the angle of
inclination or slope of the draper belt.

Variable Speed Mechanism

The speed of the ' draper belt can be controUed by the variable
speed mechanism. This permits adjustment of belt speed to particular
characteristics of seed mixtures

separated.

Principles of Operation
In operation, the seed mixture feeds from the feed

hopper to the

,,

:.. !;,
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DRAPER

FLAT OR ROUGH

ROUND OR SMOOTH

SEED

Figure F8.

SEE

Schematic view of inclined draper illustrating

principle of separation.

metering device which distributes seed in a thin layer across the
width of the moving inclined draper belt at a point near the center of its
long dimension. As the belt travels up-hill , the round or smooth seed
roll or slide down the draper faster than the draper is traveling upward.
These seed eventually roll off the lower end of the draper into a dis-

lie
flat on the belt and are carried to the top of the incline and discharge
off the belt into a separate spout.
charge spout. Flat, rough, or elongated seed do not readily roll,

Adjustments

Rate of Feed
The rate of feed may be varied by adjusting the opening on the
hopper. The rate of feed should allow each seed on the belt to act

feed
individually. Round and smooth surface-textured seed should not be
restricted from rolling or sliding

down the inclined plane by a mass of

immobile rough-textured seed. Likewise, rough textured seed should
not be forced to

sliding seed.

move down the inclined plane by a mass of rolling

or

-

.
" ,
j'-
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Belt Types
Belts \Vith varying degrees of surface roughness are available.
he best belt for any particular separation depends on the characteristics
of the seed miXture. Smooth plastic belts permit a more precise separation and should be used when a sliding action is desired for seed coming off the low end. Use a rough-surfaced belt, such as canvas, when
rolling tendencies predominate in seed discharged ' at the low end.
J.\..

Angle of Incline
vari

The angle of inclination, or slope , of the draper belt can be

orslicUng the desired low ndseparate.
When properly adjusted, none of the rollin,g orsUding seed in the mixd to facilitate rolling

ture should be carried to the top of the slope .and discharged.
Belt Speed

onger
or shorter inclined plane. When properly adjusted, nOne of the flat
or elongated seed (upper fraction) should discharge off the lower end of
The speed of the draper belt can be varied to, simulate a

the belt.

Initial Adjustments
To adjust the machine for a given separation" start with a low
rate of feed, slow draper speed , and slight angle of inclination or slope.,
Then increase. the slope until none of the rolling or sliding seed of the
mixture are carried over the top. Next, increas e the s peed of the draper
until none of the flat or elongated seed fall off the. lower end. Finally,
increase the rate of feed to the point where each seed on the belt can

still act individually,

but minimu m

free space is le

on the belt.

To gain ca acity ,in commer ial operapons , , many belts are used,
one above another In a sIngle machIne. Eac1 belt IS a separate
cleaning unit , but all have the same slope arid belt speed.

Typical separations made by the i clined draper include crimson

clover from .grassseed, vetch

from oats, or any other spherical or

smooth seed from flat, rough, or elongated seed.
Summary
is

The inclined draper isa special purpose finishing machine. It
used to separate seed that differ in capability to roll or slide.
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Figure G. A pneumatic separator (seed blower) used in
seed testing to separate inert material from pure seed.
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AIR SEPARATORS

Air separators are widaly used in seed processing as separate
systems or structurally incorporated in other cleaning devices. Indeed,
air separation systems have been so well integrated in other separators
that they have almost lost their identity. The basic seed cleaner- the
machine - has one, two, three or more air systems that

air-screen
in the separations

assist

made on the machine

An air separation was the first seed cleaning method used by man.
The proverbial " separation of the. chaff from the grain was accomplished
by winnowing - a type of air separation. A mixture of grain and chaff
was thrown into the air' - the heavy grain fell almost straight back onto
/l '

the reed tray, while the light chaff was moved laterally by the wind beyond the rim of the tray and fell to the ground. Sinc"e the wind was not a
dependable source of moving air, winnowing was later mechanized by
manual fanning. In many parts of the world today , fanning mills powered
by a hand crank or small engine are still the primary'" and in many ca,ses
the only - means of seed and grain cleaning.
As previously stated, air systems are widely used in seed pro-

cessing. In addition to their incorporation in air- screen machines, air
systems are an essential feature of gravity separators, stoners, hullerscarifiers, and many scalpers. They are often combined with

dimensional sizing equipment, electric color sorters, conveying equipment, electrostatic separators " debearders and other equipment to
remove dust and light material.

The features and functions of air systems

- incorporated in the other processing machines or used in combination

with them are described in detail in the chapters on ,the various machines.
will only consider those processing machines
in which air is the primary - and often only - means of effecting sepaThis section, therefore

rations.

Air separators - as considered here , - can be classified as
pneumatic separators , aspirators, and scalpi ng aspirators. Although
the e three types of air separators are different in appearance, they utilize
the same principle of separation.

PrinCiple of Separation

All seed Separators are designed to' effedt separations based on
some property or characteristic between the crop seed and
undesirable contaminants. In air separations the pertinent property or
Terminal Veldcity . Thus, aspirators and pneu-

differences in
characteristic is called

matic separators can properly be called Terminal Velocity Separators.

, .

g.,
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Terminal velocity is a fancy

name for a simple phenomenon. It

is the maximum or terminal speed a seed will attain in free-fall before
air resistance will keep it from falling faster. If a handful of various

seed is dropped from a great height, some seed will fall faster than
others bec;ause they are morestreamliried (have less air resistance) in
relation to their weight. Reversal of the process has much the same
effect: when air is blown up through a mass of seed, those seed with
a ' high air resistance in relation to theIr weight will rise at a lower air
velocity than seeds that have less air resistance. Put still another way,
the terminal velocity of a seed is equivalent to that velocity of air required to suspend the seed in a confined, rising column of air. If the
velocity of air in the
and a mixture
of seed is dropped into the column, each seed which has a terminal velocity less than the velocity of the air will be lifted. Conversely, each seed
which has a terminal velocity greater than the velocity of the air will
drop or fall against the rising air column. The rate of descent or ascent
column is adjusted to a certain level

of a seed in a rising column of air is determined by the magnitude of
the difference between its terminal velocity and the velocity of the air.
the

Streamlining has already been mentioned as one factor influencing
terminal velocity of seed or any particle. There are many others:

shape, specific gravity, cubic volume, surface texture, amount of exposed surface , frontal area, and gross dimensions. In the context of
seed separations, however, the

determining factors are usually

of the individual seed in relation to its

individual seeds in a mixture are

weight

air resistance . Thus, when the
of the same shape and volume but differ

light from
heavy seed. On the other hand, if the seed in the mixture are all of
equal density but differ in shape, air can be used to separate seed with

in density or specific gravity, air can be used to separate the
the

the greatest surface area from those with the least surface area, e.

irregularly shaped seed from

spherical seed.

Uses of Air Separators

Air separators are used in three different and distinct ways.
These are;
( 1)

General cleaning . Air separators are widely used to clean seed
by removing dust, chaffy inert material, pieces of broken seed,
immature and shriveled seed, and other light contaminating ma-

systems in an air- screen
of general cleaning operation.

terial. Air

(2)

cleaner perform this type

Close grading . Air separators are used to " grade " seed for

density or volume weight. Removal of light seed or insect
damaged seed from grass, grain, vetch or cottonseed increases

:'

. .
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FEED CHUTE

LiFTINGS

DISCHARGE
HEAVY

SEED
DISCHARGE

Figure GI.

ESMpneumatic separator, section view.

bushel weight (volume weight) and may upgrade germination. The

effectiveness of this separation depends on the purity of the seed

attempted.

to be upgraded. For
cleaned on O1her

(3)

best results the

seed should be thoroughly

machines before the final air separation

Specific separations .

In some cases an

air separator can be used

to remove a specific contaminant that was not removed
cleaning operations. The seed mixture should be

sized before the air separation is attempted.

in previous

, closely pre-

Types of Air Separators

Air separators can be rather arbitrarily classified into three general types: (1) pneumatic separators; (2) aspirators; and (3) scalping
as pirators .

Pneumatic Separators
In pneumatic separators the fan is located near the air intake
where it creates a pressure greater than atmospheric causing air to be
forced through the separating column under

positive pressure.
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AIR FLOW

AIR FlpW

WAV SEPARATION
Two-way separation by the SORTEX Air Separator is .shown in

the above diagram. The unsorted product is fed bya vibrator

AIR FLOW

AIR FLOW

WAV SEPARATION
Three-way separation by the SORTEX Air Separator is shown

in the above diagram. First, the top outlet of Section E! is

into two FEED channels serving Sections A andB. In channel

swiveled to a position where it can feed into the feed channel

C. a continuous. regulated stream of air lifts lighter particles
(halves. broken pieces. hulls, etc. ) to the top of the SPLITS

of Section A. The unsorted product is first fed by a vibrator
into Section B ONLY. A
ontil)uous. regulated stream of air
lift ii'ghter particles to the top of Section B where they are

AND REJECTS outlet. Heavier WHOLE product slides gently

down the channel to the proper outlet. . Using this same
system, a product containing no reject matter can Qe efficiently separated irito HALVES and WHOLE product.

directed into the feed channel of Section A. Whole product

continues to the proper outlet of Section B, SPLITS AND
REJECTS feed into Section A' s Channel C. There Ii continuous

. regulated stream of air lifts lighter particles to the top of
the REJECTS outlet while SPLITS slide through the

proper

outlet of SectionA.

Figure G2. Two

and three-way separation with Sortex dual

column pneumatic separator.
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Operation:

Seed are fed into the moving vertical column of air

through a feed chute. When the seed mixture encounters the air
stream, those seed and other contaminants with a terminal ve-

locity less than the air velocity (light seed) are lifted and rise
through the column toward the top where they are deflected into
a discharge spout. Seed with a terminal velocity

greater than

. the air velqcity (heavy seed) fall throughthe column of air until
they reach an inclined screen positioned across the column. The

seed are then deflected by the screen into the heavy seed discharge spout.

In pneumatic separators with a single air column, only a twoway separation is possible - light from heavy material. When
two air columhs are combined in the same machine, however, a
three way separation is also possible: the mixture is fed into
one of the columns where the heavy seed or product falls, through

the air column

and is separated; the lifted material - consisting
of dust, chaff, light particles, splits and other seed fragments . is deflected into a second air column where the light, worthless
material is lifted and separated from the splits and seed fragments which can then be salvaged for feed or industrial useS.
In a three-way separation the air velocity in the first separating

column must be set higher than that in the second column.

Adjustments : There are only two adjustments on pneumatic
separators: rate of feed and air volume (velocity).

rate of feed is controllable and deterIt should be adjusted so that each seed
individually on t e basis of its own terminal velocity.

(1) Rate of feed -- the

mines capacity.
reacts

Generally, rate of feed
(2)

should be as high as possible with-

out affecting effectiveness of the separation.
Volume of air -- the volume or velocity of air blown through
the ' separating column is controlled by adjusting the opening
of the air intake. Since the column housing is inelastic,
the greater the volume of air blown through the column the

higher its velocity. Air velocity should be adjusted so that
the desired separation is made. This can be achieved by

slowly opening the air intake and periodically checking on

the separation until the desired results are obtained.

Aspirators
Aspirators differ from pneumatic separators in that the fan is
Operation of the fan
induces a vacuum (reduced pressure) in the separator causing the outside
air under normal pressure to rush through the separator.
positioned at the discharge end of the separator.

,.

, .
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AIR CONTROL
LEVER

AIR CONTROL
DAMPER

Figure G3. Fractionating aspirator, cross-section view.
, feed hopper; B , air column through which heavy
seed,s fall against air flow; C, column into which
lighter seeds and chaff are lifted;
section that
receives heaviest liftings; E, section that receives
second heaviest fraction; F , section into which extremely light waste materials are delivered.

.,

. .
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The principal type of aspirator cleaner used is the fractionating

aspirator. It is called a fractionating aspirator because four separates

or " fractions " ranging from light to heavy are produced.

Operation: The seed mixtuI'eis' metered into the rising column
The heaviest seed fall against the air flow

of air by a feed roll.

and are discharged out the air inlet.

The remaining mixture of

lighter material is lifted by the rising air. The cross section
area of the separating section gradually increases in size re-

ducing the velocity of the air'ilnd causing the lifted particles
to fall " out" of the stream in ord-er of their decreasing terminal
velocity. Thus, in addition to the " heavies " or primary
separate which fall through the air column , three other fractions
are produce d

- each dHfering in terminal velocity (or weight)

The first fraction (secondsepar-ate) is usually the second
highest grade of seed , the second fraction i the third highest
grade, and the third fraction'is usually worthless or near
worthless dust, chaff, and other extremely light material. The
second and third fractions are often called " intermediate liftings
The primary fraction (heavies)

fall through the air column, are

discharged and can he spouted or conveyed away from the sepa-

three fractions fall into three chambers fitted
with rotary air locks through which the seed are discharged.
rator. The other

Thus ,

the fractionatingH aspirator

produces graded fractions from

a seed lot in a continuous operation.

Adjustments: The essential adjustments on the fractionating.

aspirator are rate of feed and rate of air flow.

should be adjusted so that a
uniform flow of seed-is dropped into the air stream. It

(1) Rate of Feed -- the l'ateof f-eed
should not be so fast

that the independent action of the

, particles is prevented.
(2) Air flow -- the

air flow (volume

and velocity) is primarily

. controlled by an adjustable damper in the fan discharge
pipe and/or a variable speed electrical motor powering the
fan. However, another important adjustment that influences

air velocity is the adjustable air vane. The vane is located
in the section of the separator above the point where the

seed first enter the air stream.

The vane can be adjusted

restrict or enlarge that section of the separator with the

conseq ence that air v

city is increased (when ' cross
section is restricted) or decreased ' (when - cross section is

chambers.

enlarged). The adjustable vane is used to control the pro-

portions of the liftings directed to the three settling
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Flooling
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Con.lant '"d
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Figure G4. Section view of the Forsbergs Il Air Wash"
pneumatic scalper.

Scalping Aspirators
Scalping aspirators are used in

much the same manner as other

types of scalpers. They may " scalp " off impurities solely by air or more often - by air in combination with a scalping reel (cylindrical

screen with large openings).

Operation: In a reel type aspirating scalper the material is
fed at a regulated rate to a revolving cylindrical reel or screen
with rather large openings.
straw, leaves and other large
roughage can not drop through the openings in the reel and are
carried over to the scalpings discharge. Seed and other small
material pass through the revolving reel to the aspirating
chamber. The screenings consisting of shriveled and insect
damaged seed, broken seed, light weed seed, dust and fine
chaff are lifted by the air and carried to a large chamber where
they settle out and are discharged or conveyed away by an auger.
Sticks

Very fine and light material pass
hausted in a dust collector. The

through the fan and are ex-

heavy screenings consisting

mainly of good seed, but also containing other crop seed, weed
seed, and some inert material fall against the air in the as pirating

They are then conveyed to an airscreen cleaner and/or other machines for final cleaning.

column and are discharged.

, .
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The

heavier particles to drop back into the main

flow of material at the feed roll (B) is reguated

stream , thus effectively removig light screenings without loss of good material. On leavig
the air pasge screenigs ar thrown by cen-

Material enters the Scalperator at

(A).

by a fee control (D). The material is fed at
requird capacity to the squirrel cage scalping
reel (C) which scalps off the sticks , straws

triugal force against the outside wal of the

nail , and other roughage. The material is then

settling chamber (G). Screenings drop to the

aspirate at (E) where the material leaves the
seal gate in an evenly spread stream through
which a uniform curent of air is drawn. The

bottom where they ar dischaged by a screw
conveyor. (H) . Very lightforeign material such

air litings or light screenings are cared

up the

as dust and chaff are drawn into the fan
exhuste .into a dust collector.

and

air paBSge (F). Thi deep paBSge alows the

Figure GS. Section view of a scalping aspirator (Scalperator).
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Aspirators that scalp solely by a ir

operate in much the same

manner as pneumatic s eparators. . In one type, the rough seed
, are fed through a feed inlet into the separator where they are
distributed over a floating drum and subjected to a rising
column of air. The air lifts the light material and moves it to
a cyclone or dust bin. The heavy seed fall through the air
column and ar

discharged through the bottom outlet.

They

can then be conveyed to storage or to other cleaning machines.
ustments: The
rate of feed a

n adjustments on Scalping aspirators are

d air velocity. Both

can be easily adjusted to ob-

tain the desired results.
Summary

Air separators separate seed and other particles on the basis of
differences in terminal velocity of the individual particles. The terminal
velocity of a particle is equivalent to the air velocity required to suspend

ir current. It is influenced by such characteristics as specific gravity, shape, surface texture, all of which affect

it in a

confined, rising

the particle

s resistance to air flow.

. Air separation systems are incorporated as integral features of
; basic seed processing machines such as the air-screen
Machines in which air is the primary separating medium are cla sified as

cleaner.

pneumatic separators, aspirators

and scalping aspirators.

Air separators are used as general cleaners and scalpers, as
close graders, and as precision separators.

Elect:r~rJic Separat~rs

SectiCJ~
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' Figure H. Sortex G423 MK II electrtc sorting machine.
This model sorts two independent seed streams.
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ELECTRIC COLOR SORTERS

The basis for the electric sorting machine was laid just before the
turn of' the century when researchers found that a strip of oxidized
selenium would change its electrical conductivity as the amount of light
falling on it changed. The first practical photocell using this discovery
was produced in 1935, and the first electric sorting machine appeared two

years later.

The light we see is only a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum, and the human eye does not see all of the visible parts of the
spectrum equally wel . Electric sorting machines are not limited to this
narrow visible sp ctrum, since they provide their own light source.
Sensing materials are available which respond to a wide range of the
electro-magnetic spectrum from infra-red through ultraviolet and even into the x-rays. Therefore, the machines are capable of " seeing " things
we can not see.

Materials sorted with visible light include such diverse products
peanuts, edible beans, tomatoes, vitamin pills,

as vegetable seed

cherries, pearls, and buttons. White stones are removed from white

beans with ultraviolet light which causes the minerals of the stones to
fluoresce. Beans infected with halo blight disease can be removed by
the same method, as can pecan worms from shelled pecans.
Almost any granular or particulate product can be sorted by an
electronic machine. Whether or not it is practical depends on the value
of the product and the cost of hand sorting.. Hand sorting is a very
boring job and work efficiency varies with the mood and alertness of the
worker. . Chief advantages of a sorting machine are consistent accuracy,
greater sensitivity and lack of work interruptions.

As a seed processing machine, the electronic sorting machine
should be used as a specialized finishing machine. Cleaning and grading
sqrterso
by conventional mach nes should be done before using the color
as to provide it with a more

number of particles the

uniform product for handling and reduce the

machine must view.

Parts of the Machine

Photoelectric Cells

device which changes its electrical
characteristics in relation to the amount of light or radiant energy falling
A photoelectric cell is a

on the, cell. The three basic types of photoelectric cells are photo-

conductive, photovoltaic

and photoemissive .

The photoelectric cell may
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Figure HI.

Mandrel electric sortinq machine, Model

Selexso

Figure H2. Mandrel electric sorting machine, Model 8350.
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be sensitive to the wavelength of the radiation striking it as well as the
amounL By varying construction materials, tubes , carfbe built so that
they are sensitive to a particular color of light.. Phototubes can also
be made more specific for color by placing filters in front of them so
that light of only the desired wavelength reaches the tube. The differences in electric current will be extremely small, usually measured in
millivolts, and must be amplified by other circuits to. a much larger
and usable amount.
Light reflected from a

background of known co or enters the

phototube and causes a constant and steady flow of electrons through

the phototube. If a seed of a differeht color or brightness from

that of

the background passes between the background and the phototube,
then the different quality or quantity of light reflected into the photo-

tube will cause a change in the amount of electrons flowing in the
phototube. This small pulse is amplified and fed to a rejection

system.

Rej ection

Systems

In the case of systems using the cathode ray tube, each color
and/or shade is manifested as a trace of light at a different position on
the face of the cathode ray tube. By determining the position of the
traces for components of the product wi hin " acceptable limits " and
cutting a paper

mask to cover this area of the cathode ray tube,

leaving the rest uncovered, the unwanted components of the product

can be rejected.
After the paper mask or pattern of the cathode ray tube is cut
and positioned, a mirror is positioned over the face of the tube so that

it reflects any trace of light from

the tube face into a photomultiplier.
Through its amplifier tubes, this photomultiplier places a charge on the

condenser in a timer.. This holds the charge until the object passes
out of the viewing area and over the rej ect chute. At this point,
pickup brush accepts the charge from the timer condenser and activates
a small electromagnet which opens an air valve to eject the unwanted
seed in o the reject chute. .These actions are' very rapid since

. -

. '''

.. ..
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rJOUHP

$'ImNI Fill PIllA

Figure H4. General scheme used to sort for color in an air
ejector nozzle sorting machine. Note use of blue-

sensitive and red-sensitive photo

tubes.

1f'

s,ertlllll9tf
t/#Hr "PMK'
Figure H5. General scheme used to sort for relative
brightness " in an air ejector nozzle sorting machine.
Note use of only one photo tube.
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SORTING PATTERN

CATHODE RAY TUBE

Figure H6. Diagram of cathode ray tube illustrating

sorting

pattern made from paper mask.

red-sensitive cell the red, it is possible for the discriminator to be adjusted to weigh the amount of each and an excess of one -or the other
Block diagrams of both types of rejection systems are shown.

will cause the air ejector to act.

Color

Visible light is radiant energy of a wavelength that the human
eye can detect. Any object receiving this radiant energy absorbs some
of it along with a corresponding amount of heat , and reflects the rest.
The reflected portion of this energy determines the object' s color as we

see it.

Colors of visible spectrum and

Red

Orange
Yellow
Green

their wavelengths in millimicrons
750
590
570
500

Blue

460

Violet

400
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Reflected radiation or color is
the presence of pigments. A pigment has the power of selective absOI:ption of light rays, and determines the color of things such as leaves,
flowers, seeds, and fabrics.
determined by surface texture

An object that absorbs
and red rays and retransmits most of the blue rays appear.s blue. Intensity of the
the amount of light of the wavelength that is reflected.
most of the

yellOY

flects or
hue depends

pn

The chroma or purity of the hue is determined
with other colors or shades of gray.

by. adulteration or mixture

Gray is considered a mixture of black. and

white, but can also be

a mixture of complem!entarycolors such a$ .red and green or orange and
. blue. This makes it possible to use filters over the phototubes. A red
filter will block out blues, greensand yellows; a blue filter will block
out greens, yellows, and reds. A filter then'takes 9-dvantage ' of the presence or absence of a certain pigment and makes the photoelectric

circuit " see "

only that portion of the spectrum where there is a difference

between seeds sorted. It will be " blind" to the portion where the seeds
are nearly the same color. Filters are available in a wide range of colors
from ultra-violet to infra-red.

Principles of Operation

Electronic Sorting Machine (Selexso Series)

Seed are fed by a vibratory feeder into a revolving bowl where
centrifugal force moves them to the outer e.dge. of the bowl. A photoelectric cell prevents overfeeding by shutting off the feed when the seed
in the bowl reach a predetermined level.
A revolving drum picks seeds from the, edge of the bowl one at a
time on vacuum ferrules q.nd conveys them through an optic box containing
lights, the
and "
eyes
Two complete
background

lenses or viewing

channels view the seed ITom both sides . When the drum turns about onefoUrh of a revolution, the seed passes the ejector. If the seed is
rejected, the timer activates the ejector. Compressed air ejects the seed

off the drum into a reject chute. If the seed is not rejected , it passes the
ejector and ,goes on over a shoe riding the inside of the drum. This shoe
cuts off the vacuum from that part of the drum and the accepted seed

discharged into the accept chute.

A relay in the optic box lamp circuit cuts off the vibratory feeder
if a bulb burns out to prevent accepting bad seed because of insufficient
lig ht.
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Figure H7. Schematic diagram of electrical and mechanical
systems of an ESM electric sorting machine.
The Selexso 10 Sorter requires an air compressor, vacuum pump,
and 220-volt AC current for machine and pumps. It should be installed
on a solid foundation away from heavy equipment to minimize vibration.
The power source should be as stable as possible.

Sortex Color Sorter

Seed are fed from a vibratory feed onto a belt with aU-shaped
groove, where they assemble in single file. Seed leave the belt at a
point above the optical box in such q manner that the natural traj ectory
of the stream of seeds is througha'ifiewing

area formed by four lenses.

ghtlY9bbve an air ejector. If not inter;aCcept spout. The unwanted particles
rupted, this stream drops into
emitted
from the ejector nozzle and drop
will be ejected by a blast of air

These lenses are positioned sl
into the rej ect spout.

The Sortex machine requires an air compressor and 220- volt
current. It should not be installed facing a strong light source. Seed
discharge out the front, either onto conveyor belts or into elevators.

Color sorters are usually operated in groups SO a common conveyor belt can be installed to receive accepted seed from all units . Rects can either be discharged onto a belt or collected under each machine.
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Since color sorters are installed in fixed

machines.

positions

conveying

equipment must also be installed to feed seed to them from other

Utilizing the combination of electronics and color, the uses of
electric color sorters are limited only by one
imagination.

s skill and
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ELECTROSTATIC SEPARTORS

Seed separation by electr.ostatic devices makes use of electrical
phenomena known to man for more than twenty- five centuries. In the
sixth century B. C., Thales; one of the seven wise men of Greece, discovered that amber

acquired the property of

when rubbed with silk

attracting bits of paper

and o herJight materials. This attraction took
place because the electric charge induced on the amber was different
from that on the paper or other materials. This phenomenon observed by
Thales, and greatly refined by the use of generators , transformers
and'
rectifiers

which produces

is used today in the electrostatic separator

in electrical properties.

controlled electrical fields for separating mixtures of materials differing
Electrostatic separation is . tl:e proces

from another with charged electrodes.

s of separating

one material

the sepainduced electrical properties

In the case of seeds

rator utilizes differences in the natural or

of seed to effect separations that cannot be made with conventional seed
cleaning equipment; The degr-ee of ,separation possible depends upon the
natural charges on the various seed in the mixture and their relative
ability to conduct electricity or retain an induced surface charge.
Parts of the Machine
A complete electrostatic :sep' arator is composed of three integrated systems: (1) A power unit and electrode assembly that creates the
de;sired field conditions; (2) a feed and conveying system that delivers

the seed into the high voltage field created

by the charged electrode; and

(3) a dividing and receiving system that separates the seed stream into
desired components and receives the resultant separates. Individual
components of the three systems and their functions are given below.
Feed hopper : The feed hopper Serves as a temporary storage

bin for seed conveyed to the machine and facilitates
of the flow of seed through the machine.

control

Vibrating or belt conveyor : . Seed are transported from the feed
hopper to a grounded revolving cylinder (or belt pulley) by
vibrating conveyor or endle s s belt. The speed of the belt or.
the vibrating conveyor can be regulated.
Grounded rotor or belt :

The revolving cylinder or endless belt

re- inforces the forward motion of the seed and

discharges them
into the electrical field.
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Figure H8. Carpco Laboratory Model high tension electrostatic separator.
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VIBRATING FEEDER
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ELECTRODE

SPLITTER CONTROL KNOB

FEEDER RHEOSTAT
HIGH VOLTAGE CONTROL
DIS CHARGE SPOUTS

ROTOR RHEOSTAT

Figure H9. Schematic diagram of Carpco Laboratory Model
showing major components and
features of the machine.
electrostatic separator
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Figure H10. Laboratory models of electrostatic seed
separators: Carpco machine on the right; Coronatron
machine o!'LtJ:e left.
Power supply : The power

supply

consists 01 a rectitier and

former that can provide field strengths up to 50, 000

volts,

trans-

DC.

Electrode assembly When energized the electrode assembly

creates the electrical field in which the seed are separated. The
assembly consists of a wire or sharp edge electrode and a large,
rod electrode. They are adjustable in both the vertical and

horizontal planes.
Adjustable splitters or dividers: The dividers or splitters are

positioned in the drop path of the seed and can be adjusted to
collect any fraction of the seed stream.
Principles of Separation

Three different field conditions can be obtained with the electrode
assembly to produce a lifting effect, pinning effect, or a combination
lifting and pinning effect. These field conditions and their effects are
described below.

Static or non-discharging field-lifting effect: A static, nondischarging, low intensity field is produced when the large , rod

'\ ' . /
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Figure HU. Schematic diagram of an electrostatic
separator setup to produce .astatic , non-disPigweed seed are " lifted" out

charging field.
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electrode is energized and brought Into piay. , Sepa ration of s eds
in this type of field is dependent upon polarity of the charge on
the individual seeds. , As tne seed to be cleaned pass through
the field, those with a charg:e oppo ite tCf. that of the electrode
are attracted

tQward the eleGtro e and

lifted a,way from the normal

They cap then be P9rated from the remainder of
the seed stream by means oJ th adjustable splitters 0 Separations
can also be effected when the components in the seed mixture
differ in magnitude of ch?rg bY;.pifferences in the exterit to
path of fall.

which they are attracted to and lUted toward the charged elec'
trode. Seed with the greater ch
are qttracted more strongly
and can be separated from the lesser charged seed by th adjustable splitters ,. The loW intensity method is a direct example
of the phenomenon qf static eleGtric:ity, since little or no flow
of current takes place. Changing the polarity - plus or minus of the charge to the electrode mClY

this method

facilitate a separation with

Discharging, high intensity field- einning effect: The wire or
sharp edge portion of the elect de assembly creates a discharging, high intensity field wp,en energized. A relatively
strong, concentrated electrical discha rge to the grounded rotor
is produced 0 Seed passing thto\.gh the field are subJected to a
spray of electrons which induces a high surface charge on the
seed 0 Since. the induced charge is of the same polarity as the
discharging electrode, the seed are repelled toward the grounded
rotor producing a pinning effecto The length of time the seed are
repelled or pinned toward th . grounded rotor depends on the

length of time the induced charge iq retained on the surface of

0 Seed that are relativ ly good conductors rapidly disperse the induced charge to the grounded rotor and fall freely.

the seed

RelatiVely poor conductors retain the charge much longer and
tend to remain pinned to the rotor 0 As the rotor revolves they

fall off or are brushed off into a different spout. Moderate conductors react intermediately to the bther two classes and their
fall pattern is

determined largely by the speed of the rotor

Polarity of charge is of little import

ance in the high intensity

method since the charge induced on the seed is opposite to that
of the rotor 0 Differences in conductivity of the different kinds
of seed in the mixture determine the effectiveness of the sepa-

ration.

Combination field-lifting and pinning effect: A third field condition for electrostatic separation is a combination static and
discharging field (or low intensity and high intensity field) that
produces both' a " pinning " and " lifting " effect. This is achieved
by bringing both components (wire and rod) of the electrode
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assembly into play.

The wire or thin band electrode produces

a

pinning " effect for poor and non- conductors while the large rod

electrode gives a "lifting " effect to the good conductors, thus,
the seed stream is " fanned" to its maximum and a sharper
separation can be made.
Factors Affecting Electrostatic Separations

The electrostatic separator has been used only in a very limited
Its limited application in the seed industry can
probably be attributed to the extreme inconsistencies and variations .in
the separations it produces.
way as a seed cleaner.

Many factors appear to influence the results obtained with the
electrostatic separator - so many, in fact, that precise control of all of
them has not yet been possible. Indeed, it has become increasingly
evident that all factors influencing the separation have not yet been identified. Those that have been identified can be classified into three groups:
environmental conditions, condition of the seed mixture, and mechanical

factors.

Environmental conditions: Relative humidity and temperature of
the atmosphere around the separator greatly influence the sepa-

rations obtained with the electrostatic separator. Best separations
are made when the relative humidity of the air is low. Thus, it is

advantageous to install the separator in an area where the relative
humidity can be controlled during the processing season. Other
factors being favorable
operation of the separator in an air
temperature of 70 to 80 degrees F. gives the best results. Slight

heating of the seed immediately prior to separation tends to

counteract the effects of low air temperature.
Condition of the seed: Moisture content of the seed plays a
most important part in electrostatic separations. Since the

ability of a seed to conduct electricity is related to seed moisture
content, changes in moisture comtent as small as 1 percent can
if not economically prevent, effective separations.
impair

Best separations occur when seed moisture is below that necessary for ordinary safe storage. Excessive moisture content can
be compensated for - to some extent - by proper adjustment of
other machine settings, and
electrical field

voltage

conditions

pre-drying of the seed.

little effect on the performance of the
electrostatic separator as long as it is constant.

Seed temperature has
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Figure H12. Schematic diagram of an electrostatic separator set up to produce a discharging, high intensity
field. Seed that

are poor conductors stay pinned to

the rotor, while good conductors, are pinned only
momentarily, then continue free fall.
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Mechanical factors: Several mechanical factors affect separations
in the electrostatic separator. Variables such as position of the
electrode, field condition, voltage, polarity, and position of the
adjustable splitters must be set at optimum levels by trial and
error since the other factors are so difficult to control.

The rate

of feed is constant since the material on the rotor should never
be more than one seed deep.

Uses of the Electrostatic Separator
Although much research has been done on electrostatic

separation

still be classed as an experimental machine.
still being done on the separator because in

of seed, the separator must
Considerable research is

spite of discouraging results it

holds the potential of effecting some seed

separations that cannot be made by other means.

Separations that -can sometimes be effected include watercress
seed from rice, ergot from bentgrass, Johnsongrass
from white clover, and dock from crimson clover.

from sesame, pigweed

The electrostatic separator is a finishing machine and separations

should only be attempted on seed that has been thoroughly cleaned on

other machines. Dust and chaff are particularly troublesome as they
cause arcing.
Summary

The electrostatic separator separates seed on the basis of
. differences in their natural charges or in their ability to disperse an induced charge. Separations are extremely complex and inconsistant
because many variables infh,lence the separations and it is difficult to
control all of them.
Although the electrostatic separator is described in some detail

because it has such vast potential as a separator and
not because it is in current wide-spread use. Realistically, it must still,
here, it is only

be classified as an experimental separator.
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Figure 1. Battery of spiral seed separators
' a large seed process' ing plant.
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MISCELIANEOUS EQUIPMENT

SPIRAL SEPARATOR

Some seeds such as vetch and wheat differ so little in thickness
and length that they cannot be separated satisfactorily with an air-screen
. machine or length separator. Since seeds of vetch are rounder than those
of wheat and roll more readily, a separation can be made with a spiral
separator. The spiral separator separates ' seeds according to shape,
derisity, and degree of roundness or ability to roll.

The spiral sep'arator basically consists of one or more sheetmetal flights spirally wound around a central tube or axis. The unit
somewhat resembles an open screw conveyor standing in a vertical position.
Parts of the Machine
Feed Hopper
A feed hopper is as essential on the spiral separator as on other

types of machines 0 Usually a single hopper serves all the spirals that
may be combined into a single unit 0 The seeds flow onto the spirals
through openings in the hopper bottom. A disc with a series of different
size openings is attached to the underside of the hopper. These discs
are attached in such a way that they can be hand- rotated across the
openings in the hopper through which the seed pass. The size of the
disc opening positioned under the hopper

feed.

opening controls th

rate of

Cone Divider
A ' cone

divider directly under the hopper opening at the top ' of each
spiral disperses the seed evenly over all flights of the spiral.
Spiral

The spiral is the effective part of the machine. It is a series of
inner flights onto which seed are fed, and an outer housing flight. The
amount of decline in the spirals and the banking angle of the flights are
predetermined and fixed by the manufacturer.
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Figure

II.

Krussow double spiral seed separators.
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Principles of Operatiori

In operation, the seed mixture is fed onto the inner spiral flights
from the feed hopper. Rate of feed is regulated by the size of the open-

ing in t e disc attached under the hopper. As

the seed

move down the

inclined inner flights, spherical seed roll readily and attain a higher

velocity than non- spherical seed, which tend to slide or turnble. The
orbit of the round seed on the flights around the axis increases as veloceed

ity increases until the

roll over the edge of the inner flight,

drop

onto the outer housing flight and discharge through a spout in the bottom
of the machine. In contrast, the non-spherical or irregular shaped seed
do not attain sufficient velocity to roll over the edge of the inner flight
and continue to slide toward the bottom of the machine where they discharge through another ' Spout. Some spirals have multiple. inner flights
arranged in order of increasing size. These units grade the seed in the
mixture according to shape and density ranging from low.,density flat seed
on the inner unit flight to high.,density round seed on the larger outer
flight. ECich flight terminates in a different discharge spout.
Adjustments on Spiral Separator
Rate of Feed

The rate of feed is the only significant adjustment on the spiral
that contains the various size holes is rotated
until the desired size is directly under the opening in the bottom of the
hopper and directly above the cone divider.
separator. The disc

Use of Spiral Separator

The spiral is usedto separate round seed, such as rape, vetch
seeds like wheat, oats, ryegrass,
morning glory. It also separates whole vetch seed from broken

and soybeans, from irregularly shaped
and
vetch seed, and crimsc:n1 clover

from rape or mustard seed. Large seeds
requ re a different flight size than small seeds; so several spirals may

be needed to process a range of seed sizes..

The need for spirals is ditninishing because of the increasing use
of such machines as the disc and cylinder separators, which effect many
of the same separations more efficiently. Although. they are very econom-

ical ,

simple to operate and require no power, sPirals have two major

disadvantages: lack of flexibility in adjustment and very low capacities.

For example, a spiral designed for small seed cannot be used effectively
with large seed because the angle of bank and the size of the flights are
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fixed. Also, capacities are in the range of only 200 to 700 pounds per
hour, depending on the seed being separated and the percentage of round
seed in the mixture.

Spirals do, however, offer certain advantages. In add

tion to

being economical to install and operate, they are light in weight, consequently, easy to move. This, is a distinct advantage in that when the
spiral is not being used it can be stored away. Also, it can be shifted
from one location to another within the plant easily and quickly.
POLISHERS

Bean and pea seed may be dusty, dirty, and have a dull appearance even after processing. Popcorn seed may retain light dusty chaff
after it has been processed.

The lustre and appearance of large seed such as beans, peas,
and popcorn can be greatly improved by polishing machines which remove dust, dirt, and grime.

Types of Polishers
Polishers are of two general types: one uses

a, polishing agent

such as sawdust, bran, or wheat shorts to remove discolorations. The
other type of polisher subjects the seed to a mild mechanical brushing
or rubbing action.

Polishing-Agent Machines
When a polishing agent is used, it is mixed with the seed and
the mixtufe is sent into a chamber where the polishing action takes
place. The mixture is turned and agitated by a conveyor Of by a revolvingdrum. After the seeds have been polished, the mixture is passed

I'

over a s9reen to separate the. seed

from the polishing agent.

polishing a gent can be recirculated through
lates so much dust that its effectiveness is

Brushi

The

the macpine until it accumureduce4.

Polishers

Brushing polishefs subject the seed to a mild
brushing or rubbing action. The seed are introduced

mechanical
into a cylindef con-

taining a revolving cylindrical brush. The brushes remove dust

nd other material and convey the seed tothe discharge spout. A screen

ji,
:1;
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Figure 12. Crippen polisher,

Model E- 44-B.

This machine

uses brushes to polish seed and grain.
and a suction tan may be incorporated into the polisher to remove dust
taken off the seed.
Beans are often polished before they are sent to electronic color
sorters where off- color seed are removed. The polishing action allows a

closer color comparison, and prevents loss of good seed that are discolored by dust.
PICKER BELTS

Separations that cannot be made by machines may be made by
hand on hand- picker belts. A picker belt consists of a feed hopper with
an adjustable gate, and a horizontal endless belt.
Principles of Operation
Seed or other material are fed onto one end of the moving belt.
Operators examine the seed (or ears) as they move across the belt, and
remove by hand undesirable material. The good seed discharge from the
end of the belt into a hopper or spout. The operator drops undesirable material into

containers or pockets at the side of the belt.

..
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Figure 13. A picker belt installed near receiving bins

in seed plant.
Sizes
Picker belts are available in a wide range

model is built for a

single operator

of sizes.

The smallest

who stands or sits at th 8 discharge

end of the belt. The operator removes undesirable material as the belt
moves toward him. Larger mqdels require up to 10 or 20 operators, who

stand along the sides of the belt and remove undesirable material as the
belt moves past.
The separation made on the picker belt depends upon
examination of material

by

scientious. The only adjustments on
belt

visual

the pickers. They must be alert and con-

and the rate of feed.

the machine are the speed of the

Uses
Picker belts are widely used to remove off type,
or insectpods from shelled
rotten

damaged ears of corn

cockleburs from cottonseed

peanuts, and other specific contaminants from

seed.

,
;' ?
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Figure I4.

Timothy bumper mill installed in seed plant.
TIMOTHY BUMPER MILL

The bumper mill is a special machine developed to remove weed
It effects separations on basis of differences in

seeds from timothy.

shape, surface texture, and

weight of seeds.

Parts of the Machine
The machine consists of two sets of identical;

superimposed

decks suspended in a rigid. frame and connected by a linkage. A small
electric motor drives a cam that r(9cks the decks back and forth and bumps
them simultaneously against adjustable rubber stops mounted on the rigid

frame between the two batteries of decks. All decks . of a battery are at
the same inclination at anyone
and this inclination within the
time

suspended frame can be varied by adjustment screws. Each deck is
divided into 3 inch x 9 inch plates , and a feeder is positioned to supply

seed continuously to each plate.

Principle of Operation
As the rocking deck battery bumps the rubber cushion, all seeds
are given an uphill motion. The plump timothy seed have a tendency to

;.
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Figure I5. Vibratory seed

separator with single deck.

roll downhill between each bumping

cycle, and will travel uphill a
shorter distance than irregularl'(- shaped seed. By the time the seeds
move from the feed end to the discharge end of the metal plate
the seed

types have migrated far enough apart to be discharged into separate

spouts.
Uses
When this machine is properly adjusted in deck angle, rate
feed, and intensity of
it will separatealsike
Canada
stroke

thistle

clover

sorrel, ryegrass, buckhorn and other seeds from timothy seed.
VIBRATORY SEPARATOR

The vibratory separator is a special finishing

machine designed

to separate seeds on the basis of differences in shape and surface texture. Basi

'lly, the unit consists of

by an electromagnetic vibrator

an inclined deck

which is activated

with an adjustable stroke.

The entire

assembly can be tilted sideways and forward to provide a wide range of
deck inclinatior .

, ,
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MUltiple decks may be mounted in a rigid frame so that a single
may be of varying
sandpaper, depending upon

vibrator will power the whole battery. The decks

textures ranging from smooth

metal to rough

the seed components being separated. The vibration intensity can be
regulated by a rheostat controller in the electrical circuit.
. Principle of Operation
In operation, a seed mixture is introduced near the center of

the

upper edge of the inclined deck. The action of the vibrator causes flat
or rough seeds to climb the incline, while the more spherical seeds
travel a shorter distance up the incline or roll to the low side of the

deck. The forward deck inclination causes gradually widening bands of
different seed fractions to travel over the deck from the feed to the discharge edge, where dividers isolate these fractions.

Uses of Vibratory Separator

With the proper deck surface, inclination,
tensity, the vibrator cleaner

and vibration in-

can make many difficult separations. It will

remove curly dock from crimson clover, dogfennel from timothy, and
plantain and ergot from bentgrass
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Figure 16.

ltiple deck vibratory seed separator.
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SEED TRETERS
The application of seed treatment materials is a very specialized
operation and is usually the last step in processing of seed. A dis-

cussion of all seed treatment processes, the basis of selecting treatment
materials, and characteristics of treatment materials are beyond the
scope of this manual. However, the equipment and devices used to treat
seeds .Ln the plant are classified as processing equipment and they are

considered below.
. Seed treatment materials are applied as dusts,

mixture of a wettable powder in water) or liquids.

slurries (a

The equipment used

fo apply chemicals, i1' 1nyform, to seed are classed as seed treaters
and can be d!ivided into two broad

farm treaters.

categories -

commercial treaters and

Commercial Treaters

Many seed treaters are available that can apply a small amount
of chemical and spread it uniformly over the surface of each seed. These
vary, in size and capacity
suitable for far.m use.

from large

commercial treaters to

small ones

Slurry Treaters
Slurry treaters

became commerciallyava1lable toward the end

World Wa r II following the development of the slurry treatment principle.

This principle involves suspension of wettable powder treatment
material in water. The treatment material applied as a slurty is accurately metered through a simple mechanism composed of a slurry cup and
seed dump pan. The cup introduces a given amount of slurry with each
dump of seed into a mixing chamber where they are blended. Slurry
treaters are adaptable to all types of seed and rates of treating with
capacities up to 600 bushels per hour. The small amount of moisture
added to the seed, 1/2 to 1% of

the weight of the seed, does not affect

seed in storage since the moisture is added to the seed surface and is

soon lost.

While operation of slurry treaters is relatively simple, the various

operational procedures must be thoroughly understood.

principle is the same in direct, ready- mix or fully
automatic treaters, i. e., the introduction of a fixed amount of

(1) The metering

slurry to a given

weight of seed.
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Seed Pocket

(Inside)

Slurry Buckets

Mixing Chambers
with Agitators

Counter Weight

Slurry Tank
with Agitators

Figure J I . Schematic diagram of a slurry seed treater.
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(2) To obtain a given dump weight,

slurry treaters are

equipped
with a seed gate that controls seed flow to the dump
pan.
With the proper seed gate setting, a constant

for a given seed can be obtained.

dump weight

(3) The amount of treatment material applied is adjusted by the
slurry concentration and the size of the

slurry cup or bucket.

As the dump pan fills, a pOint is reached where it overbalances the counter weight and dumps into the
chamber. This brings the alternate weighing panmixing
in position
to receive the inflow of seed and activates a meohanism to
add a cup of slurry to the mixing chamber. Thus, one cup of
slurry is added with each dump of seed.
(4) The mixing chamber

is fitted with anauget type agitator

that

mixes and moves seed to the bagging end of the chamber.

The auger may be of s

everal types

cured paddles,

curved

rods, or nylon brushes. ' The nylon brush auger is used for
thin- coated seeds or seeds that have a tendency to
mechan-

ical injury, sUch as beans' and corn . Further modifications
to minirrze seed injury can be

made, such as rubber coating
the weighing pan ahd sides of the mixing chamber at the
end.
where seed are dumped. The speed of the auger is important
because at sloW-speeds more uniform distribution is obtained.
Rate of seed movement can be modified by changing the pitch

of the mixing paddles.

Slurry tanks have 15

depending upon the
They are equipped with agitators that mix the slurry
in the tank and keep it suspended during operation. It is
important that
the powder be thoroughly suspended in water before
If the
treater has been idle for any period of time, sedimenttreating.
in the bottom of
the slurry cups must be cleaned out.
to 35 gallon capacities

size of the treater.

Further, the proper size slurry cup must be used. Early
Gustafson " machines were equipped with an endless
chain, mounting
either 23 cc. cups or 46 cc. cups.
Later machines have a single chain
of cups with ports and rubber plugs for 15 cc., 23 cc., and 46 cc.

quantities. With all plugs out, the cups deliver 15 cc. of
the bottom port plugged, they deliver 23 cc. of

slurry, with

prefer to mix the slurry in an auxiliary tank and slurry,
then etc. Some users

slurry chamber as needed.

transfer to the

Direct Treaters

Direct treaters are the most recent development and include the.
Panogen " and " Mist-Q-Matic " treaters. . These two were

initially

, .
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Seed delivery to scale

hopper .for accura te
measurement of acid

Seed flOws through distributing fingers which

apply the liquid

Rotating drum tumbles

Treatment metering cup

seed to obtain coverage
Adjustable shutters provide automatic clean-out

Seed enters

discharge

housing through center

opening in rotating
drum. It then falls

Overflow liquid is re-

through bagger into

turned to drum by return

bags.

hose

Pump forces Liquid to
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treater reservoir through

Uquid is

Figure J 2.

Diagram of P::mogen

connecting hose.

seed

liquid seed treatment materials.

treater used to apply
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Feed Control. Gates

Treatment Metering Cups

Adiuslable counter weight
and double weighing pons

for accurate measurement of
seed

Two way valve for checking

correct amount of chemical
prior to treating

Dispersion cone provides
Rapid revolving mist

even flow of seed through
disc

atomizes chemical

the chemical mist

Location on Bagger

Diagram of a Mist-Q-Matic seed treater
used to apply liquid seed treatment materials as

Figure J 3.

a mist.

t.
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designed to apply undiluted liquid treatment. Instead of applying 23 cc.
of material per 10 pounds of wheat
as in slurry treaters, they apply
to 21 cc. (1/2 to 3/4 ounces) per bushel of wheat. This small quantity

of material is suitable only with liquid materials which are somewhat
volatile and do not require complete, uniform coverage for effective

action. Later

modifications of treaters include dual tanks that permit

simultaneous addition of a fungicide and an insecticide, and adaptations
The metering device in both the " Panogen
and " Mist-O-Matic " tteater is. similar to that of the slurry treater, since
it is attained through synchronization of a treatment cup and seed dump.
Otherwise, they differ decidedly from the slurry treater and from each
other. Both of these direct treaters have an adjustable dump pan counter
for the application of slurries.

we-ight to adjust the weight of the seed

with slurry treaters.

dump. This

is not practical

, The first direct treater was tne Panogen .tvpe treater. Operation
is relatively simple. A small treatment cup, operating from a rocker
arm directly off the seed dump pan and out of a small
meters
one cup of treatment with eq.ch du mp of the seed pan. Fungicide flows
through a tube to the head of therevolving-:drum seed mixing chamber.
It flows. in with seed from the d mping pan and is distributed over the
reservoir

seed by the rubbing action of th seed passing thtpugh the Tevolving
drum., The automatic feature is obtained with a small electric pump fit-

ted with tubes to. theproduct container and the treatment reservoir to

permit continuous treatmenL' . The desired treating rate is obta.ined by the
size of the treatment cup and adjusting the See? dump weight. Treat-

ment cup sizes are designat'edby treating ra te

in

ounces and not by actual
c)oftreatment

size, e.g., the 3/4 ounce cuP applies 3/4 Ol 11ce (22 .

per bushel with six dumps per ' bus

. Actual ,size of this' cup is
several sizes of treaters and a moctise:ed' feed) is also.:availablefor cotton..
hel

apprOximately 3 75 ce. There are
fied treater (auger forced

The " Mist-O-Matic " treater applies treatment as. a mist directly

to the seed. . The metering operati

f the treatment cups and seed
dump is similar to that of the " Panogen " treater 0 Cup sizes are designated
by the ' number of cc.. s they actually deliv er .;
g. ( 2 1/2; 5, 10 and 15.

The treater is equipped with a large treatment tank, a pump, and a return
that maintains the level in the ' smail reservoir from which the treatment
cups are fed. After metering, the reatment q1aterial flows to a rapidlyrevolving fluted disc mounted under a seed spreading cone 0 The disc
breaks drops of the treatment into a fine mist and sprays it outward to
coat seed falling over the cone through the treating chamber 0 Just below
the s ed dump az:e two adjustable retarders desigr,ed to give a continuous
flow of seed over the cone between seed dumps 0 This is important since
there is a continuous misting of material from the revolving

disc

Quantities as small as 1/4 dunce per bushel may be applied with good
seed coverage. The desired treating rate is obtained through selection

of treatment cUp size and proper adjustment of the seed dump weight.

,.

; :j
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Figure J 4 . Gustafson Mist-O-Matic seed treater, Model
M 100.

Figure J 5.

the- farm rotary seed treater used to apply
seed treatment materials.

SAW HORSES . 34 INCHES HIGH

1 INCH

PIPE.

Two LARGE
ON EACH. SIDE OF PIPE.

-----.
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Figure J 6. The application of seed treatment during

conveying of seed.
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Farm Treaters

Several methods are used for seed treatment on the farm 0 Some

of the following methods will give fairly satisfactory results, but do
not permit exact control of. treating rates, and some seed will receive
more treatment than others 0 Chemicals that injure seed in overdoses
should be used with caution..

Homemade drum mixer: A simple mixer can be made by running
a pipe through a drum at an angle. The drum is then mounted

on two sawhorses. The seed and treatment are placed in the
drum and it is rotated slowly until all seed are covered

Grain auger:

Liquid materials can be dripped onto the seed as
they enter a grain a uger or screw conveyor. By the time the
seed have left the auger, the liquid is spread well over most

seed. Dust and

slurry materials may also be applied in this

manner, but with more difficulty
hovel:

dry surface, 4 to 6

Seed are spread on a clean

inches in depth 0 The proper

amount of treatment is diluted

with water and sprinkled evenly over the seed. Mixing

is accomplished with a shovel or scoop by turning the seed
at least 20 times.

Installation
All seed should be cleaned before being treated, so the seed
treater is the last machine through which the seed pass before bagging.

In most seed proce1;sing

plants the treater is permanently installed

above the bagging bin

Seed treaters are relatively light-weight when empty (300-600
pounds) and produce little vibration in operation. The weight of some
treaters is nearly doubled when the storage tank is filled 0 A small
surge bin should be located above the treater to avoid premature forcetripping of the weighing pan. The treater sho\Jld be level when in
operation. When installed permanently, provision should be made for

bypassing seed which need no treatment.
During the treating season the reserve tank will need refilling,
treater should be located so that additional

sometimes daily. The

materials can be

pumped or poured

nto the treater without difficulty.

Floor level reserve tanks equipped with electric or manual punlps are

available. If the

seed treatment material is mixed with water, a source

of clean, filtered water must be readily available.
::d.

In some plants it is convenient to have one treater mounted on an
angle iron frame with rollers. The treater can then be

to place as required in the processing

rolled from place

operations. In such cases, a

bagging attachment is usually fastened to

the treater.

Seed are bagged

as they come from the treater.
!I "

Summary
Seed treatment materials are applied on dusts, slurrlesor liquids.

Several commercial machines have been designed to apply accurately
measured quantities of treatment material - , slurries or liquid - to a
given weight of seed.
Seed treatment is usually the last step in processing and is done

Just before bagging.

Treating rice seed

in

Taiwan. Treatment

being stirred.

material is poured into a barrel while the seed are

Figure J 8.

J 0.

. 0
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SEED CONVEYORS

Efficient movement of seed into,

through and

away from the pro-

cessing plant is a vital but often. neglected part of seed processing.
Proper placement of correct seed conveying equipment in the plant can

increase processing efficiency, reduce seed damage, and minimize
contamination.

The conveyor selected for any step in the seed processing line

should: (1)

(2) have adequate capacity to
serve the processing or storage equipment without reducing their
efficiency, and (3) be self-cleaning or easily cleaned.
minimize damage to the seed,

During processing it may be necessary to move seeds vertically,
horizontally, or on an inclined plane 0 Seed conveyors are available to
meet all these requirements, but no single conveyor successfully performs all functions 0 Conveyors can be classified as: (I) bucket

elevators, (2) belt conveyors, (3) vibrating conveyors, (4) pneumatic
conveyors, (5) screw conveyors, (6) chain conveyors, and (7) lift trucks.
All are available in various sizes and capacities
Bucket Elevators
A bucket elevator consists of an endless belt or chain with evenly

spaced buckets that run in a vertical or near vertical direction over top
and bottom pulleys or sprockets 0 The top pulley or sprocket is powered
and drives the belt or chains 0 The upper or discharge portion of the
elevator is usually called the

head , while the lower or feed end is called

The assembly is usually enclosed in a steel or wood casing
called the legs. The elevating leg ( up- leg ) and the' return leg ( down leg
may be enclosed in the same or separate housings 0 Feeding of the

the

boot

- elevator is

accomplished through a hopper device on the up- leg or down-

leg or between two lower pulleys depending on the type of elevator.
are

Bucket elevators. are widely used in seed processing plants. They
quiet, efficient, long-lasting and have minimum maintenance require-

ments. The

chief disadvantages of some designs are that excessive belt

..
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used by the U. S.

seed industry. Discharge from the buckets depends
upon both cehtrifugal force and gravity. The shape of the bucket, the

speed and radius of the head pulley, and the position of the discharge
chute must be in proper relationship for efficient operation. When this
type of etevator is operated slower or faster than the speed for which it
is designed, some seeds fall back into the down-. leg. Operation of the
centrifugal discharge elevator at high speeds to increase capacity results
in a high discharge velocity that may cause considerable injury to delicate or fragile seed.

If the boot pulley is smaller than the head pulley, the elevator
should be fed on the up- leg above the center line of the boot pulley, because there is no centrifugal force on portions of the belt not in contact
with the pulley. Feeding into the down-leg tends to decrease capacity
and increase seed damage.
Bucket shapes vary but rounded or flat bottom buckets are
generally preferred. Although buckets are ordinarily constructed of steel,
plastic and fiberglass buckets are also available. Bucket spacing depends upon their size, shape, belt speed, and pulley diameter.

Positive Discharge
Buckets on a positive or perfect discharge elevator are normally

mounted on a pair of chains. They move slowly and are designed so
that the seed drops by gravity from each bUcKetip.to a chute positioned
to accept the discharge. In some units seed is scooped from the boot,

while in others seed is fed directly into the buckets. This elevator is
most useful when handling seeds which are light, fragile or which do
not otherwise discharge readily from a

centrifugal elevator.

Continuous Bucket

The continuous bucket elevator is composed of a continuous

chain of buckets mounted

as close together as possible. During dis-

charge the seed flow over the specially-shaped bottom of the preceeding
bucket. Because of a greater number of cups, high capacity can be

attained with slow belt speeds.
Internal Discharge
This is a

continuous-bucket type elevator in which filling and

discharge of the buckets takes place inside the bucket line rather than
outside as with other types. The buckets are designed and positioned

so that they overlap and can be continuously fed from a hopper in the
bottom section of the elevator. The conveyor may consist of one to
several sections each with separate feed and discharge devices. Thus,

,I

. J
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Figure K4. Diagram of an
outside discharge,
continuous bucket

elevator.

Figure K5. Diagram of
internal discharge,
continuous bucket

. elevator.

..
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several different seed streams can be handled at the same time. Filling
and discharge may be accomplished from either or both sides of the
elevator, simultaneously.
Several types are available, but the type with two boot and two

head shafts mounted in an open frame is most

because of its
popSince
the seed is

gentleness in handling seed and ease of cleaning.

fed into the slowly-moving buckets, no boot is needed. This

eliminates

through the seed mass . Also,
seed are not crushed between the chain and sprocket, and they fall only
seed damage caused by buckets moving

the depth of the bucket during feeding and discharge 0 Lubrication of the

chains with graphite rather than grease prevents adherence of seed to the
chains and makes the elevator practically self-cleaning. A minor dis-

advantage of this elevC!tot! is its requirement for greater floor space.
Processing plants handling easily damaged seed should consider this
elevator.
Belt Conveyors
A belt conveyor is an endless belt operating between two pulleys

It is

with idlers to support the belt and its load.
mechanically efficient,
especially with anti-friction idlers, has a low power requirement, is
dependable, and will handle practically any type of material. With
proper belt size and idlers, the same unit can handle precleaned seed,

cleaned seed and even bagged seed 0 It can be self-cleaning but as
usually lnstalled in. seed plants, it is not. Operated at low speeds, the
conveyor can be used as a picking and sorting belt. The initial cost of

a heavy duty high capacity installation is rather high. On the other hand,
many small units employed in seed plants are relative inexpensive.

the

Essential parts of a belt conveyor are the belt , the drive, and
driven pulleys, tension adjustment mechanism, idlers, and loading

and discharging devices.

The belt must be flexible enough to conform to the shape of the
pulleys and idlers, yet strqng enough to carry the load, and wide enough

to deliver the desired capacity
The drive should be at the discharge end of the belt,

and diameter

of the drive pulley must be large enough to provide adequate contact
with the belt. An idler can increase the wrap contact of the belt with
the drive pulley. The take-up or tension ,adjustment may be by manual
or automatic screws on either the foot pulley or on the idling pulley.
In simple installations consisting of short conveyors with narrow
belts, the load-carrying portion of

the belt may

be supported by a smooth
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Figure K 6 . Small vibrating

conveyor mounted beneath

the clean seed discharge of an air-screen machine
to convey- seed to right or left side of machine.
wood or steel surface .

However ,

for installations involving heavy loads

or long distances, the belt should be

supported

by

anti- friction

idlers,

When the belt itself is troughed by conforming to the shape of the loadcarrying idlers, the width and cross-section shape of the trough determine the load that can be placed upon the belt, Because of the cost of
ant friction idlers and the narrowness of the belts, most belt con-

veyors used for seed are
with vertical or angled sides.
supported

by

the floor of a flat- bottomed trough

While the belt is self- cleaning, the

trough often is not. Belt elevators may operate on an inclined plane
up to IS
If the belt is equipped with fiights, the angle may be

of

increased.
Material may be discharged over the end of the belt, or along
the sides by using diagonal scrapers or by tilting the belt. The most
satisfactory way to empty a troughed belt is with a tripping mechanism

consisting of two idler pulleys that divert the belt into the shape of an
S. The material is discharged over the top pulley into a side chute.
Trippers are usually

mounted on tracks

so that they can be

moved to any

place along the length of the belt.
conveyor is the zippered belt.
notches much like those on the

An interesting variation of the belt

The edges of the belt are equipped

with

common zipper. After filling, the belt

edges are attached together so
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Conveyor belts with " trippers" or unloading
devices installed over holding bins in a seed plant.

Figure K 7.

- ,
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Figure K 8.

Vibrating or " shaker " conveyor.

shaped like a hose. Although in industrial
use, few are used in seed processing plants.

that the belt with its load is

Vibrating Conveyors
Vibrating conveyors or shakers move material through a metal
trough at horizontal or near horizontal angles. The trough is mounted on
rigid inclined toggles and is usually driven by a consistent- stroke
eccentric drive. The horizontal motion resulting from the eccentric is

transforrned into an upward and forward pitching action by the inclination
of the toggles. Seed fed into the trough move up and forward with each
vibration. The result is a series of rapid pitching actions which produce

a total net movement of the seed toward the discharge end of the trough.
Short feeding-type conveyors are sometimes powered by an electro-

magnet that can produce differing rates of vibration to change the rate of
often used in industry to convey hot, abrasive, fine, dusty,

feed. Most

lumpy, or stringy materials, these vibrating conveyors handle free
flowing seed materials equally well. In a seed cleaning plant they are
often used to convey seed for short horizontal distances, as from be-

neath a cleaner to an elevator leg on the same level , or to feed some
machine uniformly. A well- built unit of this type is sturdy and compact,
completely seJ.- cleaning and easily inspected. Perhaps its chief limi-

tation is that it must be mounted on a firm foundation.
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Figure K 9

. Diagrammatic sketch illustrating the flexibility

of an air-lift elevator.
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Pneumatic Conveyors

Pneumatic conveyors move granular materials through a closed.
characterized by low upkeep since they

duct system by air . They. are

have few mechanical parts. . They are also flexible, sirice the conveying

pipes may be placed in any position and may

be branched. Pneumatic

conveyors are also practically self-cleaning.
high power requirements and possible damage

Disadvantages include

to conveyed materials.
Three basic systems are used to convey a variety of materials:
1. High

pressure systems which. employ low-volume,

high pressure air.
2. Low. pressure systems using high-velocity, low

employed.

pressurectir inwhichcentrtfug al fans are commonly
3. Vacuum systems which operate below atmospheric

pressure.

The high pressure system is the most efficient of the three , but
seed handiing by this method is still in the experimental stage. The
low- pressure system does not deliver sufficient force to convey many
types of seeds. The vacuum systems commonly termed " air-lifts
are widely used in certain areas , notable in Western United States, for
conveying of seed.

An air- lift elevator consists of a feed hopper, conveying pipe,
suction fan , receiver, or cyclone to settle or drop seed from the air
stream , exhaust line , and an air- lock to discharge seed from the cyclone
without 10sing vacuum.

In operation, seed or grain fed into the moving air stream in the
vacuum line are lifted to the conical receiver, where it settles out because
of a decrease in air velocity. They then pass through the rotary airlock while the air discharges directly from the fan. Baffles and a
discharge line larger than the intake line prevent seed from blowing out
the discharge pipe.
Screw Conveyors

The screw or auger conveyor is one of the oldest and simplest
methods of moving bulk materials. It is a helix formed from a flat steel
strip and mounted on a pipe or shaft with supporting brackets and
bearings. This screw m9Y operate in a U -shaped trough for horizontal
conveying, or through cylindrical tubes or casings when materials are
moved vertically or on an inclined plane. The screw conveyor is simply

. ,
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Figure KIO. Settling chamber of an air-lift elevator.

constructed, inexpensive, and since it can be used in any position, is
easily adaptable to congested areas in the plant.
Because of friction among seeds during conveying and the
possibility of seed cracking from dented 9asings 9r improper clearance
between screw and casing, screw conveyors are not generally recommended for easiJy- damaged seeds. They are al so difficult to clean.
Short sections of screw conveyors are commonly and satisfactorily used

for cereal and grass seed.

Chain Conveyors

Chain conveyors are made in a variety of types for a variety of
purposes. They are slow-moving conveyors, often characterized by high
power requirements. The drag or scraper conveyor is a common type.
Depending upon the use made of the conveyor , drags of varying shapes
are mounted between one or two chains driven over end sprockets. The
most common seed conveyor of this type is the outside portable elevator
used for handling ear corn. The conveyor may operate horizontally or on

a maximum inclined plane of about 45 . Increased capacity of such a
conveyor should be accomplished by larger flights rather than by in-

creased speed.
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Figure K 11. Drag-chain conveyor.
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FigureK 12.

Fork-lift.

Lift Trucks

Lift trucks have several advantages . Well- constructed and
planned tote boxes serve both as conveyors and as storage units. A

lift truck is especially useful where a larger number of lots are handled
on relatively few processing machines. Tote boxes equipped with
movable tops provide excellent temporary storage bins before processing.
They can substitute for a large number

of permanent bins and eliminate
the need for handling uncleaned seed in bags. With proper pallets, the

same lift truck that carries the boxes can also transport and stack
bagged seed.

Lift trucks are ideal for processing a large number of lots
which positive identity is imperative. They offer many advantages in
cleanliness, maintenance of seed purity , damage- free handling, and
flexibility. With perforated bottoms in the boxes and a properly- designed
drying set- up, seed can be dried in the boxes. e original cost is
high but the

system

pays off in the long run.
Selection of Conveyors

Selection of the proper

conveyors for receiving seed in the plant,

..
. ,.
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moving seed from dryers , shellers and one proces sing machine to another,
and finally moving sacked seed into storage has an important influence

on the efficiency of processing operations
Conveyors should be selected on basis of kinds of seeds handled,
direction and length of conveying, capacity of equipment from which or
Generally, one

to which seed are conveyed, and ease of clean-up

should strive to eliminate as much manual handling as possible. In /
sizeable operations, dependance on manual handling, limits capacity, ang

efficiency of the various processing steps.

As already indicated, an important consideration in selectingconveying equipment is capacity. Conveying equipment should have:a
greater capacity thqn the equipment to or from which it will convey see

Matching conveyor capacity to equipment capacity requires careful !?.tdy.
First, the

maximum capacity of the items of equipment served by

the conveyor must be determined and then a conveyor capacity selected

somewhat above this maximum level. Conveyqrs with inadequate
capacity decrease efficiency and sometimes effectiveness of the various
steps in proce ssing.
A frequent omission in many seed plant designs are methods for
disposal of rejects or waste products. In smaller operations , rejects

and waste products can be bagged and hand loaded onto trucks for
dumping. For larger operations , however, this method may not be satisfactory, particularly when rejects or waste materials are produced in
rather high volumes. Cobs , shells , refuse from high capacity scalpers
etc., can rapidly accumulate and create troublesome conditions unless
some means for moving them away from the machines are provided.

Generally, this is done by screws , vibrating conveyors , and blowers.
Summary

Several types of conveyors are available for moving seed into,
through, or away from the proces sing plant in vertical,- horizonal
inclined directions. Selection of conveyors that have adequate

capacity, do little

damage to seed

or

and are easy to clean can have an

important influence on processing effectiveness and efficiency.

Selection of conveying equipment is an essential feature of seed
plant design. It is the conveyors that move the seed to and from every
step i n the processing operation.
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. Figure K

13. Elevator heads

proces sing plant.
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LET's CLEAN

Figure L. Thorough clean-up is

liP

necessary to prevent

mechanical mixures of varieties.
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. ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT.

. Equipment sl.ch q.s scales, bagclos ers blowers and vacuum
cleqners are essential for the efficient operation of a seed processing
plant. The arrangement, number and capacity of these machines must
complement the other processing equipment Fortunately, there are many
manufacturers of these kinds of equipment, each offering models of
varying capacity. This discussion is :limited to the general types . of
scales, bag closers, blowers and vacuum cleaners used in the seed

pro-

cessing industry.
SCALES
Seed are weighed twice in most processing operations. The first
weighing is usually in bulk as seed are received by the processor. This

requires scales with the capacity to weigh from a few hundred to many
thousand pounds, according to the normal method and volume of delivery
by seed growers. The second weighing

is made on processed seeds.

This requires scales which weigh a few grams, a few pounds, or up to
one or two hundred pounds, depending upon the size of the seed package.
Scales of proper capacity and accuracy can add to processing efficien-

cy, when they are located at both ends of the processing line.
The following is a

brief description of the general characteristics

of various types of scales used in the processing plant.
Platform Scales

Drive- on platform scales are used primarily for weighing heavy
loads of incoming seeds received on trucks, trailers or wagons. Seed
normally received in bags, pallet boxes or similar containers can be
handled by lift trucks, hand trucks or by hand, when a platform scale is
available., Since these scales are a major investmeht and are permanent

installations, considerable thought and planning should go into selecting

, type, capacity, and location of the scale.

Most processing plants also use at least one small portable
scale is particularly useful for weighing small lots
chemicals used in treaters, partially-filled containers, and

platform scale . This
of seed

other materials weighing up to 200-300 pounds.
Bagging Scales

Capacity and efficiency of the bagging scale should equal or exceed the 'capacity of the processing equipment it serves when this
equipment is operating at maximum capacity.

, -
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Figure L 1. Portable platform scale

and bag closer.

Bagging scales are classified as manual, semi-automatic, or

automatic.
Manual: This type scale, usually a portable platform, is con-

sidered inefficient for volume weighing operations because of a high
labor requirement and relatively low capacity, in terms of bags filled
per minute.
bags are filled to approximate weight,
placed on the scale and then " even- weighed" with a hand scoop. These
. With this scale

scales are useful when (a) weighing bags of non- free-flowing seeds,
(b) a bagging bin is not available, or (c) labor costs are minimal.

Semi- automatic:

This is the

most widely used scale in the seed

industry. The scale is attached to the bottom of a bagging bin, and the
bag is clamped to the bottom of the scale. The desired weight is set on
the scale by the operator. The feed gate is opened manually and may be

closed either manually or a1,tomatically when the proper weight is attained. The scales have a capacity of four to eight 100- pound bags per

minute , depending on seed being packaged and the skill of the operators.

selecting a scale of this type, the circumference and
composition of the bags or containers must be considered. Theorifice
of the bag clamp must be smaller than the open end of the bag; however,
\Alhen

too small an orifice and clamp will result in seed spilling around the

. ,.
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Semi-automatic bagging scale.

Figure L 2.

edge of the bag. The bag clamps hold materials of specific finish and
thickness; therefore, the composition of the bagging material (i.e., jute,
cloth, plastic, paper) should be stated when ordering the scale.

Automatic: Scales of this type are used primarily in the small
package (vegetable and lawn seed) segment of the seed industry and in
some of the more modern field seed processing plants. The entire
weighing and filling process is done automatically. Installation is
. similar to the semi"'automatic bagger. Some completely automated systems pick up the empty bag, place it on the bagger, fill the bag and
release the filled bag which then moves by conveyor to a bag closer.
Regardles s of the type of scales

us ed, they should be checked

regularly to determine their accuracy, particularly if they are portable.
Frequent and careful cleaning of the weighing mechanism will decrease
the number of inaccurate weighings and extend the life of the scale.
BAG CLOSERS

Field seed packaged in burlap, cloth, or paper bags are normally
closed by industrial sewing machines. Seed packed in plastic bags are
closed with a heat sealer.

Boxes of seed are closed by tape or glue.
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Figure L 3. Portable bag closer.

.,
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Figure L 4.

Use of semi- automatic

bagging scale and

portable bag closer in seed processing plant.

:j'j ,
1 -:

Thus, the first consideration in selecting a package closer is the pack..
aging material used. It is also necessary to know the hourly capacity,
package size and weight, type of closure needed, and the flow pattern
in which the closing machine is to

operate.

Sewing machines used by the seed industry

are available with
closing capacities ranging from 60 to 500 standard 100- pound bags per

i':

hour. Generally, price and size of the sewing unit increases as the
capacity increases. The package size has a direct effect on the sewing
machine capacity; the weight of the package is important only when
considering the use of a bag conveyor.

The two types of sewn closures used on most packages are plainsewed and tape-bound. The plain-sewed is the most widely used for

fabric, paper-lined fabric, and paper bags. It can also be used with
multiwall paper bags but some difficulty in tearing of the bag may be

en-

countered, particularly with machines adjusted to close other types of
packages. The
frequently used
tape-bound closure is more and

mote

for multiwall bags. The

tape usually adds to sales appeal and eliminates
most of the problems associated with plain- sewed closures on multiwall

bags.

Depending upon the capacity of the processing plant, the number

of processing lines, and the location of bagging and closure installations,

a portable or stationary installation of the sewing equipment may be best.
Portable machines are widely used because of their light weight and
flexibility. Such machines require little installation, support or plant
space. . A suspension unit,
will prevent a great deal of damage
caused by careless handling. Models are available which operate either
electrically or by air power 0 They weigh from 10 to 22 pounds.
however

Iii

A suspension unit allows using the " heavy-duty " two-thread
of its weight, this machine is. not considered
portable, although it can be moved readily from OI1 suspension unit to
sewing machine. Because

another. Such machines are

mechanically mo.r complex, but frequently

have greater capacity and durability t
Both portable and II heavy-duty

e smaller machines.

" sewing units may be mounted
permanent stands with a conveyor belt, scales, or other accessory

on

equipment. Thus, it is possible to reduce bagging, weighing and closing

to a one- man

operation. The use of such accessory equipment may be
of packages handled, labor expense and other

justified by the volume
plant facilities.
;:1
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Figure L 5.

Portable bag closer attached to a bag

conveyor.
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Figure L 6. Automatic bagging scale with bag closer and

bag conveyor.
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Vacuwn Cleaer

Figure L 7.

BLOWER

Heavy duty vacuum cleaner and high velocity

air blower.

BLOWERS AND VACUUM CLEANERS

Clean-

" is a debit cost item in all seed processing plants;

therefore, the job must be done quickly but thoroughly. To aid in this
task, most seed processors use both an air blower and a vacuum system.

Seeds and trash lying on inaccessible floor areas around processing equipment can quickly be blown by a guided air stream into another area for easy pick- up. Both the fan type portable blower and
air compressor with long hoses work satisfactorily. The blowing unit
should have a small (less than 2" diameter) orifice, be easily handled,
and have a high air velocity at the orifice so the air stream can be controlled.
Blowing is not a satisfactory method for cleaning the interior of
most seed processing equipment, dump pits, elevator " boots " in pits
or cleaning floors. Some type of vacuum cleaner is essential for
thorough clean- up. Because vacuums pick up the undesirable material,

they clean areas more effectively than the blower which tends to
scatter material. Some models ' can also be used to pick up water which
accumulates in floor recesses. Only the heavy- duty industrial vacuums

are recommended for general use.

, .
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Both the portable tank-type and the more

permanent central vacuum

systems should be considered. In general, the portable cleaner offers
greater versatility, requires no assigned floor space, no special installation, and the motor unit on

some models can be removed and used as a

relatively new central vacuum systems usually have greater
capacity, require only the movement of the suction hose , can be used
blower. The

for dust or screening evacuation at the same time vacuuming is being

done, and usually have a larger capacity settling tank. A large variety

of attachments are available for both types of vacuums.

Figure L 8. Small surge bin used as a hopper for a
table. The bin was made from a steel barrel.

gravity
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BINS

steel , or wood are common to the

Bulk storage bins of concrete

grain trade, and are also used in the seed industry for bulk

The only difference in bulk grain bins and bulk seed storageseed
bins storage.
is the
need for smooth inside surfaces in
the seed bin. , A smooth inner surface
offers fewer places where seed can lodge, and is
easier to clean out
when changing seed lots or' cleaning certified seed.
Surge or holding bins mounted above processing machines are
used in practically every seed processing installation.
A holding bin
above the firstcleanef will automatically feed seed into
hopper' and free the maz'

tl'e cleaner

who would btherwise spend his time feeding seed

into the cleaner. Another

advantage of surge bins is that
normally used in sequence do not

surge bins ,

many cleaners

operate at the same capacity. Without

all cleaners must be slowed down to the capacity of the

slowest machine. Many cleaners do not separate

they are operated below normal capacity.

seeds effectively when

Bins mounted in the cleaning line between the various cleaners
will absorb differences in capacity and allow each machine to operate at
its most effective capacity.
Surge and holding bins are generally constructed from
reinforced
sheet steel. Reinforcing
mounted on the outside to avoid ledges with-

in the , bin where

is

seed may lOdge. Wood hoppers should be

sheet metal to insure smoot'h inner surfaces.

lined with

Bin Size
To determine the best surge bin size

the processor should

swer these questions about his particular installation:
A. What

size bin is

needed for a certain machine?

Bins should always be as larg,e

as possible to reduce the
number of times they mu t be refilled. If the
cleaner

empties its bin every

a man must fill the bin
If 15 minutes are required to fill the
bin , one man must spend 45 minutes of each operating
hour to fill this
he will spend the rest
20 minutes

three times an hour.

one bin. Usually

so one worker is

of the hour moving seed to the elevator

tied down

by this operation.

the bin
should not require filling more often than once everyone
As a general rule

ortwo hours.

~~~

. .
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Surge "

If the

bins between machines in the cleaning line:

second cleaner in the line ha$ a capacity of 60 bushels per

hour while the first cleaner feeds
the bin for the second cleaner should be large enough to
75 bushels per hour to it

EACH MACHINE
SHOULD BE RUN AT THE CAPACITY WHICH GIVES IT THE
handle the difference in capacities.

GREATEST EFFICIENCY

BOTH FOR CAPACI1Y AND FOR

THOROUGH CLEANING. Power requirements are not greatly
different whether the machinets operated at full or at half

capacity. Some cleaners will not give the same cleaning
resul ts when run at a fraction of tneir normal capacity.

If cleaners in the same cleaninq line vary too widely in
smaller machines should be replaced
with larger models. If this is not possible, two of the lowcapacity machines shoulq be ins
d side- by-side to
operating, capacities

handle seed from the larger machine.

B. How

long will it take

the. machine to empty the bin?

1. If the machine is operating at a capacity of 120
hour (two bushels per minute) and the'

bushels per

bin holds

144 bushels

= 72 minutes required for the machine to empty the bin.
fThe,easiest
way to determine operating capacity of a

machine

on a given lot is to check the time required to clean the known
amount of seed in the bin of known capacity.
C. How long will it take to fill a bin?

If the cleaner is not running:
If the bin holds

144 bushels

and is fed by an elevator with

a capacity of 700 bushels per hour, or 11.

minute:

67 bushels per

Divide capacity of the, bin by amount of
delivered by the elevator in one minute.
144 bushel ca acit
11. 67 bushels per minute -- 12.

2. If the

seed

3 minutes required

to fill the bin

cleaner is running:

Subtract the bushels of seed taken out of the bin by the
cleaner in one minute from the bushels of seed delivered

to the bin in one minute by the elevator;

i. e.

if the

elevator delivers 11. 67 bushels per minute and the cleaner

'"

..
" .
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takes out 2 bushels per minute, the gain is 9. 67 bushels
per minute.

Divide capacity of the bin by the difference
computed above I as:
= 14.

9 minutes required to fill the bin when the
cleaner is taking out 2 bushels

per

minu te .

Estimating Capacity of Bins
A. Round Bin or Tank
1. Area of

a circle = 'r r

2. Volume =
3 .

area x height er r 2

x h)

Divide volume in cubic feet by 1. 25 to obtain

capacity in bushels.

4. Example:
A round tank 12 feet high/and 14 feet in diameter.
Volume "; 3 . 14 x 72 x 12 :: 1846. 3 cubic feet
Capacity in bushels = 1846.

1. 25
B. Cone

or base ofa tank- type

1. Volume of

= 1 477 bushels.

bin

circle

the cone = area of base

x hei

2. Example:

Cone 14 feet across the base and 7 feet in height.
Area of base = 3. 14 x 72 = 153.
Volume = 153.

86x7
= 358.

82 cubic feet

Capacity in bushels = 358. 8 = 287 bushels

1. 25

C. Capacity of rectangular or square bins
1. Volume =

width x length x height

\: !
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2. Example:

The rectangular section of a binis

feet wide, 4 feet

4

long, and 8 feet high.
Volume = 4 x 4 x 8 = 128 cubic feet capacity
128 -71. 25 = 102.

4 bushels cap9city.

D. Pyramidal bins and pyramidal bases of bins

3 .

1. Volume = width x len th x hei

2. Pyramidal bins usually do not come to a point; they are.

cut off" ' at. the base to fit the seed intake of a machine.
To compute the volume of either a pyramid or a cone when
the base has been cut off:

volurr'neof the entire bin as if the
point were extended all the way ,down.
(b) Compute the volume of the missing point and
(a) Figure total

subtract from the bin total.

Pyramidal bin

Missing Point"

Example:

Pyramidal base of the bin in C above is 4 feet wide
4 feet long, and slopes down 2 feet at a
angle to
an opening 6" x 6"
(1) The volume of

the uninterrupted pyramid would be:

4 x 4 x 2 = 10. 7 cubic feet
(2) The volume of

the point cut off below the 6"

x 6" opening would be:

5xO.

0. 6CUb'lC fee

(3) Actual capacity of the pyramidal

10. 7 cubic feet 10 .

base is:

O. 6 cubic feet = 10,

25. = 8. 1 bushel capacity

. 1 cubic feet

..
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E. Example

of a round bin with a cone- shaped bottom:

Use the tank
cone computed in B above:
computed in A above

and add the capacity of the

477 bushels capacity of the tank
287 bushels capacity of the cone

764 bushels total capacity
F. Example

of a flat- sided rectangular bin with a pyramidal bottom

sloping in to fit the hopper of a cleaner:
1. The rectangular
102 . 4 bu.

part of the bin (C above) contains

2. The pyramidal' base of the bin (D above) contains

1 bu.

3. Total capacity is:
1 0 2

4 bu.
1 bu.

11 0.

5 bu. total capacity
Summary

Bins of several types are used in the seed industry. Bulk storage

bins, of concrete, steel,

or wood are used for bulk seed storage.

Surge

or holding bins are used between machines in the processing line to allow
the machines to operate at normal capacity.

. .
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Figure L 9. Hopper bottoms of large holding bins. The
bins empty onto conveyor belt. Note vacuum cleaner

near spout used to remove dust as bin is emptied.
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Figure M. Scale model of multi- story seed processing
plant constrcted by students in Seed Technology
Laboratory.
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SEED PLANT LAYOUT PLANNING

Decreasing profit margins are forcing progressive seedsmen to cut
operating costs and increase efficiency at every opportunity. One of

the most effective means of increasing both capacity and efficiency is

through improved layout of equipment. Effective layout arrangement

places all machines in proper sequence, so that the right process is
done at the right time, with a minimum of handling cost, and at the
most efficient capacity.
Background Study

Unless there is complete satisfaction with profits and efficiency
under present operations , it would be advantageous to make a careful
study of the seed flow through the plant. Is capacity sufficient? Are

the machines operated at maximum efficiency? Is there a bottleneck
in either cleaning or handling? Is there an operation that requires con-'
stant supervision? Improvements in layout can increase capacitya
lower handling costs.

Before a new plant is built, layout should be carefully planned
to insure that seed receive the necessary processing in the proper
sequence , that there are no bottlenecks , and that operating costs are
kept to an absolute minimum. proper layout planning combined with
automated control systems arid up- to- date seed handling methods can
greatly reduce the processor s costs

The keys to efficient plant layout are a thorough knowledge of
what Deeds to be done aiid' 6und planning.

sequence of processes involved between the
time the seed enter the processing plant and the time they are cleaned,
packaged , and ready for shipment must be charted 0 A breakdown of
First, the gener al

these steps is shown in an accompanying illustration.

ing line.

The

seed are

RECEIVED into the processing plant before any cleaning begins. They
may be held in STORAGE until cleaned , or sent directly into the clean-

The first phase of processing is CONDITIONING AND PRECLEANING. This involves remQving awns or hulls, breading up
scalping off large trash, and other operations which improve the conclusters;

dition and flowability of the seed. Such machines as debearders
hullers , and scalpers are used.
The next step is BASIC CLEANING 0 Here material larger and
smaller than good seed are removed and the seed are generally sized
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and cleaned. The

air-screen machine is most often used for this basic

operation.
Sometimes seed can be brought up tp- r qHired purity by basic

must
narrower
seed; that differ in a

cleaning. More often, additional SEPARTING AND UPGRAING
be done, using machines which separate
spectrum of physical properties. Velvet

roll rrills , gravity separators
magnetic separators, and others are used to remove specific contaminants and improve seed quality.
After purity requirements have been met, the seed may be
TREATED before they are BAGGED or packaged. The seed are then
ready for STORAGE or

SHIPPING.

The layout planner must have an intimate knowledge of the seed
he processes, its physical characteristics, tl1 weed seed and cond up to accept..
taminants in it and the machines h ed.;edto' ijf$Q(jtl1es
able marketing standards. These differ withdlfferent crop seeds,

so

different processing machines are needed. Sometimes seed conditions
will require a different sequence of processing'.

Analysis of Oper(ltions
General flow patterns used to process different types of crop
seeds are shown in accompanying illustrations. These general flow
patterns do not represent any single processing plant; they are com-

many pl nts. The machines
and the sequence that are used to process a given crop seed are shown.
Depending on a given processor' s situation an,d conditions, a particular machine shown in the diagrams , may not ,be needed, or a

posites prepared from the flow plans of

different machine may be required to remove a particular contaminant.
Processing Sequence

After the machines needed are identified, the proper processing
sequences and capacities must be determined. Sequence is an important factor in processing efficiency. Some machines will make
precise separations only after the seeds have been properly precleaned,
while others will perform better after the seeds have been through
other machines, For example, the gravity separator will separate
seeds of the same size but of different specific gravities according to
their specific gravity. When the seeds are of similar specific gravities
but differ in size, it will separate them according to size. When the
seeds vary both in size and specific gravity, a precise separation cannot be made. For precise separations , seed must be closely sized
before they go onto the gravity separator.
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The 10ca Jion of the roll mill is another example of efficiency
gained by layout planning. Alfalfa seed processors have found that

gravity separation of seed 'ahead of the dodder roll mill removes sand
and reduces excessive wear of the roll fabric.

going onto the roll mill is also reduced

The amount of material

, so capacity is increased.

Matching Capacity
Equipment size or capacity must be carefully planned to prevent
that can handle only 100 bushels an hour, for

bottlenecks. A machine'

example , would not fit into a cleaning line with other machines that can

operate efficiently at 200 bushels

an hour. When the overall operating
capacity needs have been determined, all machines must be able to

handle that capacit,yvyith. some reserve capacity for problem 10ts.

Surge bins can handle slight variations in individual machine capacities.
But, when differences are great, either larger models or more than one
machine installed in parallel flow must be used to maintain uninterrupted flow.

Conveying
Elevators and conveyors are important equipment

in the seed

selection and installation is as vital to efficiency as any
machine. They must be able to handle the capacity needed in a particular spot, and they must be carefully adapted to the seed handled.
plant. Their

For example , elevators handling chaffy grass seed must move the seed
without bridging or plugging. Elevators moving beans and peas must
, not cause mechanical injury.
Type s of

Layouts

When the type and s ze of conveyin'g equipment are selected
the actual plant layout planning can begin 0 There are three main types
of processing plant layouts: multi- story, single level, and combination.

Multi-story
The multi-story plant has been a 10ng- time favorite. In this
seed are carried by elevators to the top floor and emptied into

system ,

large bins. Cleaning machines are then arranged in vertical: series on
lower floors. Seed flow from one machine down into the next by gravity.

Single Level

Many plants are built today with all cleaning machines mounted on a single level, or on platforms on the same floor. In the singlestory plant , seed are moved from one machine to the next by elevators
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placed between the machines. More outlay for elevating equipment is
needed , since a separate elevator must feed each machine. But, supporters of this design are quick to point out that building costs are
much lower , and smaller less expensive elevatQrs are used. A great
advantage of the single- level system is that one man can supervise
the processing line without running up

and down stairs. He can main-

tain closer supervision of all operations

, and produce cleaner seed

at a higher capacity
Combined Design

Many seedsmen find that a compromise between the single
and the multi-st9ry system fits their needs best. New automation and
remote control systems fit either layout, and result in large gains in
efficiency.
Planning

After the proper machines , elevators , capacities , cleaning
sequences , and layout design have been selected , detailed layout
planning can begin. Careful layout planning can identify and remedy
bottlenecks and trouble spots before the plant is built, and thus

prevent later trouble.

As the layout or design develops, it should be drawn on paper.

A good method is to draw lines of flow first , and then convert these
flow lines to machine lines 0 Mter appropriate revisions , detailed
drawings can be made to show exact locations of equipment and distances. Scale drawings are the most widely used method of layout
planning. Scale models and scale templates are also very effective
but are more expensive
Layout planning today is a science in itself, and is a valuable
tool of process industries from seed processing toautomobile manufacturing. Improvements are frequently reported in journals serving
the process industries" . Equtpment repres ntatives are often trained
in plant layout , and the seedsman planning a new plant should take
full advantage of thetr special knowledge
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Figure MI. General flow diagram for seed processing plant.
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I Scalper
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Figure MS. Hybrid Com Seed Flow Diagram

Figure M6.

Pea & Bean Seed Flow Diagram
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Figure M7. Grass Seed Flow Diagram
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Figure M8. Small Grain Seed Flow Diagram
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BARLEY

WHEAT

OATS AND VETCH
GRASS AND LEGUME.
RECEIVING, HOPPER
DEBEAR DE

AIR SCREEN
CLEANER

VELVET
ROLL

GRAVITY
SEPARATOR

SEED TREATER
HOPPER

Figure Mll. Flow diagram showing steps in the cleaning of wheat,

barley, oats and vetch, grass and legume seed.
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AUTOMATION

In recent years automation in industry has come of age. The manufacture of more and more products is being controlled automatically. The
thought of automation brings apprehension to
think of
elimination of jobs and elation to others when considering the increased production per worker. Let us consider automation and what it can do for us
in seed processing.
some people as

they

From the experiences of others using automation techniques

one

can expect great reduction or elimination of many tedious and repetitious
tasks now assigned to men. Manual labor will be almost eliminated and
production capacity wip go up because every unit will be operating at its
maximum efficiency. This automatic control will reduce the number of semiskilled machine operators but will create a demand for more skilled technicians and managers.
Automation or automatic control is merely an extention of mass
ques. It is the technique of measuring output of a process and feeding
Ck the information gained to adjust the input. One
early example of s ch a control is the governor for James Watts I steam
engine in 1788. A m re moderh example would be the thermostatic control

production tech

on a drier in which the temperature of air in the plenum chamber is measured and this information fed back to the thermostat which then opens or closes
a valve to regulate the input of fuel to the burners. Engineers
cept clos ed loop control.

call this con-

Using feedback information to correct or adjust is not new, but the

many new refinements in instrumentation make its use on a large scale practical. This idea can be

expanded from one machine to the entire plant.

Some automatic control devices do not feed back information but
use what is called open loop and linear sequence control which is open on
both ends. An example of this would be an aeration system that is switched
on or off by a humidistat outside the building rather than depending on meas..
urement of conditions inside the

bins.

It is necessary to take a systems approach when considering autoMachines involved in a process are interconnected and
controlled by the system. Much flexibility can be built into a system so
that as processing problems vary some machines can be bypassed or added

mating processes .

to the processing sequence.

Truly automated systems depend on feed back information and closed
loop control. Anything less

is merely remote control

,.

"",
, ,
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Figure M17. Closed loop concept of automation.
Tools used in automating grain, seed or feed handling plants are:
1. Bin level controls.
2. Electrically operated
3. Interlocking wiring.

gates, valves and distributors.

4. Load limiting devices.
5. Flow indicating devices.
6. Indicating flow diagram at

a central control center.

For example, these tools may be applied to a single installation
consisting of a driveway dump pit feeding by gravity into an elevator leg
equipped with a three-way valve, and spouts to three different bins.

The

equipped with an electrically operated slide gate
and is interlocked so it cannot be opened unless the elevator is running.
The elevator motor is equipped with a load limiter that controls the openi!lg
of the slide gate and causes it to maintain a position that gives maximum
feed to the elevator without overloading or underloading. The electrically
operated three- way valve on the elevator head directs the flow of seed to
one of the three bins. A flow indicating device is installed in each spout
, i)nd a bin level control is mounted near the top of each bin.
intake on the elevator is

When this system is put in operation the operator at the central con-

trol panel starts the elevator. The three-way valve is set to one of the pos-

,
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itions to spout the seed into the desired bin.

The slide gate that

controls the feed into the elevator is then opened. As the system

is put on automatic, the load limiter causes the gate to seed a position that permits flow into the elevator at the maximum rate. The
three-way valve directs the grain to the desired bin.

The flow-

indicating device signals back to the central control center that seed
is flowing down the qorrect spout. When the bin is filled, the bin
level control is activated. Its signal immediately causes the slide
gate in the elevator to close. When seed has stopped flowing
the elevator spout the flow- indicating device sounds an alarm

down
or
causes the three-way valve to switch to an empty bin. After the
switch 'is made the slide gate opens again to the best position and

seed flow through the system into the empty bin. This is continued
until all bins are full at which time the operator must empty one
of the bins before additional seed can be received through the driveway dump pit.

A well designed central control center incorporates all of
needed in a large size seed handling plant.

the electrical controls

Included are the following:

Service entrance - terminals are provided for the
coming power line.

in-

Main, disconnect switch.

Power distribution center.
Lighting circuit breakers.
Circuit breakers for all motors

used including double

safety lock outs.

Meters to measure power

consumption.

Timed fumigation systems.
8. ,

10.
11.
12.

Starters for all motors.
On-off lights for each motor.
Pus h button for each motor.

Alarm systems coupled to bin level

controls.
Flow indicating diagram with selective interlocking.
This permits the operator to plan a flow or grain
through the system and so interlock the motors

operating the conveyors and elevators that they cannot be started out of sequence and will stop the flow
instantly when activated by an over- load or a bin
level control.

13.

Separate amp meters for each motor.

Each will have

a maximum load position field marked so that the operator can spot an overload- or underload condition in-

stantly.
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For complete automation this control center has controls coupled
to the selector switches which automatically causes all slide gates, twoway valves, three- way valves and other such distributing units to be

activated. Position-indicating lights show the position of each

Such a control center is intended for installation in a new plant.
It incorporates all electrical controls needed to operate the plant. The
extra cost of adding the automation equipment is moderate.
Some machines can be individually automated at very moderate
costs with a resultant increase in performance. A gravity fed hammermill can be equipped with a modulating electrically operated slide gate

controlled by a load limiter 0 The load limiter can be adjusted so that
the hammermill operates at maximum load which will cause the slide gate
to open to a corresponding point and locate a position

which will keep
the hammermill running at full capacity. The same system can be used
on bucket elevators, debearders, roll mills and other machines where
power consumption increases according to increase in rate of feed.

These tools of automation can be assembled to automate almost
any installation.
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Fred IForsberg and Sons Manufacturing Company, Thief River Falls

Minnesota
A13, B9, El, E9, E16, G4

Ben Gustafson and Sons Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis,
Minnesota

14.'

J. W. Hance Manufacturing Company, Westerv'ille, Ohio

Bl, Cl
Howe Richardson Scale

Company

Clifton, New Jersey

S. Howes Company, Silver Creek, New York
C4, L2

Mandrel Industries, Inc.,
AIO, HI, H2

\- "I

Houston, Texas

, H6,

J. L. Mitchell Company, Oxnard, California

Oliver Manufacturing Company, Rocky Ford, Colorado
A14, Ell,

E12,

E13, E14, E17, E18, E19, E20

Panogen Division of Morton Chemical

Company

Ringwood, Illinois

J6, J7

W. A.

Rice Seed Company, Jerseyville

Illinois

, Fl

Sortex Company of North America, Lowell, Michigan
G2, H, H3, H4 , H5

